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Preface

Many marketing management books only define marketing and provide termi-
nology definitions. The AMA Marketing Toolbox has a different purpose. This
series will guide you in analyzing and articulating marketing data and applying
it to real-world marketing actions. Definitions are included to form the basis for
effective marketing management. The narrative aspects of these books describe
the components of marketing processes. These books define the relationships
between the processes and explain how they all work together. They also sup-
ply sample formats to help you create sophisticated marketing documents from
your data.

A Systematic Process
Because markets change constantly and new marketing techniques appear all the
time, a step-by-step system is needed to ensure accuracy. The books are process-
based to allow you to be as thorough as possible in your marketing activities and
document preparation. The books address marketing for the consumer package
product, business-to-business, industrial manufacturing, and service worlds.

For Marketers
Although these books are written with a how-to theme, they are written for
experienced marketers who know marketing terminology and understand the
business function of marketing. The AMA Marketing Toolbox series consists of
three books:

• Auditing Markets, Products, and Marketing Plans

• Developing Successful Marketing Strategies

• Preparing the Marketing Plan
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Role of the Marketing Management Audit
How does the marketing management audit you will perform fit in with the other
marketing processes? The marketing management audit is the first step in this
series. It identifies the market in which you are or will be marketing your prod-
ucts, defines the products you are or will be marketing, and evaluates the effec-
tiveness of the marketing actions you are or will be employing. It determines
what, why, how, when, and where events and activities have or will be hap-
pening. This marketing tool helps you assess your strategic direction and how
you will program your annual marketing plan actions. 

The books in the AMA Marketing Toolbox series will help you evaluate the
markets and the customers you serve, the products you offer, and methods in
which those products are marketed. The following diagram indicates where the
books fit into this process.

Research Analysis Planning

Data Sources:
Primary
Secondary Auditing Markets, Products, Developing Successful Preparing the
Database and Marketing Plans Marketing Strategies Marketing Plan
Internal
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Introduction

What Is Marketing Management?
When one poses this question to various business executives, their replies are
almost always broad or abstract. To underscore the various interpretations of
this subject, ask ten business executives to describe how marketing as a busi-
ness function contributes to their company’s success and you will probably
receive ten different answers. 

This situation exists because marketing suffers from an identity crisis like
no other business function. Accounting, manufacturing, or human resources, for
example, all are considered to be fairly well defined; marketing, on the other
hand, is not. The reasons for this situation are so numerous it would take
another book to explain them. Instead, this book addresses this facet of mar-
keting management by defining the established standards. 

To produce and implement a pure balanced marketing plan, marketing man-
agement must be practiced by the organization or customers it serves. As busi-
nesses struggle to define what marketing is, they also need to devote their
energies to defining how it should be organized around customers and products.
Changes in technology, a diverse global economy, and sophisticated customers
who are media savvy and demand more value are dictating that marketing man-
agement be a complete and strong aspect of a company’s business practices. The
marketing plan must reflect not only the plan for action in a given year, but also
an approach to marketing that is not just a glorified sales plan or media-buying
strategy. To survive and succeed in today’s marketing landscape, companies must
move from “power and control” to “empowerment and cooperation” of mar-
keting individuals. New methods such as sales automation, integrated market-
ing, process-based marketing, or digital media access must be employed. 

Marketing management is the management of the process of developing mar-
keting thoughts. It is the ability to isolate, control, and program the function
and functions of marketing. If it were not for the function of marketing, the
capitalistic or free enterprise system would not exist as we know it. Thus, mar-
keting is the activity that bridges the item of value for sale with the customer
who wants or needs that item. 
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How Does the Audit Process Fit into Marketing
Management?
It takes preparation to produce a marketing planning document (strategic or tac-
tical) and to administer the actions and results profiled in that document. In the
world of marketing, preparation translates into gaining accurate and timely data
to make wise decisions.

A marketing audit, like an accounting audit, is an instrument to measure the
value, risks, and effectiveness of your marketing efforts. Although it is consid-
ered to be a separate animal from traditional primary and secondary research,
it augments those data collection efforts by focusing internally on recorded per-
formances and on past and present views of the future.

How Often Should a Marketing Audit Be Performed?
The frequency and the degree of detail needed to generate the appropriate mar-
keting information will vary. Some companies will perform a complete audit
every year. Others will conduct an audit every four years, with modified ver-
sions used in between. Depending on the complexity of a given industry and
the amount of growth or change it is experiencing, the timing of a marketing
audit will differ. The key is to perform a complete audit (to form a solid base-
line) in establishing your marketing approach, and then update that informa-
tion as you feel it is warranted.

The Marketing Management Audit

How Does a Marketing Management Audit Work?
A marketing management audit consists of reviewing three fundamental elements:

• how you view and approach the markets you serve

• the value of the products you offer

• the effectiveness of the actions used to market those products 

These three elements form the basis of a marketing management audit and
the overall structure of this book. The following sections in the Introduction
will explain how you can use the marketing audit to uncover the information
you will need to shape your eventual marketing activities.
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The Market Audit Element
A market audit is an attempt to define the structure of the environment in which
a company operates—the marketplace. Its function is to collect information and
organize it in a fashion that alerts you to marketing needs, problems, and oppor-
tunities. This information becomes a document that provides a detailed, accu-
rate, and unbiased view of the marketplace. 

Why Perform a Market Audit?

The purpose of performing a market audit is to find out what to expect from
the marketplace you are currently in or are considering entering. It provides you
with data on any barriers or limitations you might encounter in entering or
expanding into a market so that you can determine what it will cost to exist or
compete. It also tells you what the possible return will be; in other words, what
the market is worth to you (market value) or what you can expect in terms of
revenue generation (sales volume/earning potential). The market audit is the base
from which you will develop strategies and tactics to achieve these returns.

A market audit builds the foundation for future marketing decisions. The
golden rule in performing a market audit is that you must be objective and read
the market as it actually is. This means the audit must not be structured around
your product, service, or business. Though these may be mentioned as reference
points, don’t make them central to the audit. To do so could result in conclu-
sions slanted toward your business, giving you an inaccurate picture of the mar-
ket and defeating the purpose of the exercise. The audit is based on market
research activities and must be completely independent from research on the per-
formance of your product, service, or business.

The Product Audit Element
A product audit is an attempt to isolate and assess the worth of a particular thing
you sell to generate income. Its function is to collect and analyze data in an 
accurate and unbiased manner to determine the value of your products to your
company.

The product audit gives you a clearer understanding of your product line
dynamics in a set format. It establishes why your products exist, how they con-
tribute to the success of your company, and their impact on the marketplace. A
product audit has to answer the following questions:

• What needs do your products meet or what problems do they solve?

• How profitable are your products? Which are strong or weak?

• How many products can you produce now and in the future? Will that meet
demand?
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• What possible legal actions do you face when marketing your products?

• What new products are you or should you be introducing?

Why Perform a Product Audit?

Like the market audit, the product audit tries to be as objective as possible: to
“read” your products’ value or purpose as it actually is, with little or no inter-
pretation. The audit should mention the markets targeted with these products
or services only as reference points; to do otherwise could result in conclusions
slanted toward your product or business, thus giving you an inaccurate picture
of your product’s well-being and defeating the purpose of the exercise. 

Think of a product audit as a player evaluation used to select a team to com-
pete in a sporting event. Like a baseball manager, you have certain capabilities—
your product offerings—that you believe will allow you to compete and win
where the game is played—in the marketplace.

The chicken or the egg question—which comes first—always applies when
you are determining market impact versus product impact. In this example, we
are assuming that you will define and identify your market by performing a mar-
ket audit prior to the product audit. The environment where you want to com-
pete exists; you are now trying to determine how to select and use the players,
your products. To do this, you must assess your products individually and col-
lectively to determine their strengths and weaknesses.

First evaluate your product capabilities—their features and benefits. Then
determine where they are in their life cycles. How many good years do they have
left? Concurrently, you need to examine each product’s contribution to the
“team’s” efforts. Some contribute more than others; this can be good or bad
depending on the individual product’s role.

Next you need to evaluate each product’s past and future sales performance.
If you have a “rookie player”—a new product—then you must predict its level
of performance based on current conditions. As you perform this exercise, try
to identify slumps and sales fluctuations to establish patterns. Then calculate
how profitable your products are. With each product, you have made an invest-
ment and, as with any financial risk, you are spending money in the hope of
making more money.

The next step is to determine production capacity for each product, the
“team’s” ability, its resources, and your liability for each product.

Finally, you need to determine what new products will be coming on board
through product acquisition and what products you have in the research and
development pipeline. How will new products help your product line?

Like a pro baseball team, your product line is the way you win, through
sales volume and revenues. To win the game, you must identify and cultivate
“players” who can perform consistently and produce a solid return for your
investment.
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The Marketing Actions Element
A marketing actions audit is an attempt to evaluate the mechanism of the inter-
nal management of your marketing activities. Like its relatives, the market audit
and the product audit, the marketing actions audit collects and analyzes data to
arrive at results that are detailed, accurate, and unbiased.

The marketing actions audit gives you a clearer understanding of your mar-
keting department in a set format. It assesses how effective you have been at
setting and achieving sales, revenue, market share, and profitability goals. It
examines your level of efficiency in marketing your products by the activities
you have used, the cost of marketing, and the control procedures used in your
marketing operations and organization.

As with the other two audits, you need to perform the marketing actions
audit as objectively as possible, examining how your marketing operations are
performed, with little or no interpretation. The audit should mention the mar-
ket and products or services only as reference points; to do otherwise could result
in conclusions slanted toward your marketing actions, thus giving you an inac-
curate picture of your marketing management and defeating the purpose of the
exercise. The market audit (where you will be marketing) and the product audit
(what you will be marketing) should have already been completed. The mar-
keting actions audit (how you will be marketing your products to the market)
will link the market audit and the product audit together to give you a total pic-
ture of where you stand.

The Role of the Marketing Audit
The marketing audit tells a story about the marketing of your product offerings
to the marketplace. It explains what, why, how, when, and where events and
activities happen. The marketing audit tells you if your sales and revenue fore-
casting have been accurate and whether they have produced sufficient growth
to cover your costs and generate suitable financial earnings. It also measures how
you are approaching your marketing efforts. A marketing audit should be per-
formed every three to five years on the average. If your products have a short
life span (e.g., high-tech products) and you are constantly introducing and ter-
minating products, you should probably perform a marketing audit each year.
The marketing audit is the first section in a strategic marketing plan, which is
performed every three to five years, compared with a marketing plan, which is
performed every year. A marketing audit would not be appropriate for a new
business; a business plan would be a better alternative.

Reporting the Findings
Once the audits have been completed, you will need to document your findings.
In preparing your report for the next step (marketing analysis and planning),
be sure to include the following elements: 
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• title page or cover page

• table of contents

• executive summary (purpose of the analysis and major findings)

• methodology

• limitations

• market analysis (body of report)

• exhibits

How Should This Book Be Used?
This book provides you with a set of audit formats to help you prepare a doc-
ument that presents marketing research data in an organized manner. Through-
out this book, you will be alerted to adjustments you may need to make in the
audit. To conserve space, each format shows a limited number of lines for prod-
ucts, whereas your firm may have fewer or many more products to consider.
Some formats call for sales of a product for the past three years, but if your
product is new, you will have no sales to date, making the current market share
analysis impossible.

The processes and formats in this book are designed for the consumer pack-
age product industry; however, when a specific issue requires a separate and clear
definition, other industries (industrial manufacturing/business-to-business and
service) will be profiled.

Exhibit 1 profiles how these three audits work together.

Exhibit 1
Audit Overview

The marketing management audit begins with the market audit and is fol-
lowed by the product and marketing audits. Follow the first three units in the
book to reach completion.

xii Auditing Markets, Products, and Marketing Plans
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1

Unit

1 Identifying the Primary
Marketplace

The first step in conducting a marketing management audit is to review the mar-
ket in which your business operates. To accomplish this, you need to dissect the
elements that form the structure of a marketplace. This begins with the element
known as market definition, which entails interpreting how you view the types
of customers you are targeting. This effort establishes the foundation from which
you will assess the resources and thought processes needed to market your prod-
ucts successfully.

Market Definition (by Industry Type)
In defining your markets, you are putting a face on the market as it exists today.
This is the one place where you are afforded the opportunity to view the mar-
ket in a subjective manner. This is because you need to decide on the size, com-
plexity, and strength of a market you are willing and able to pursue. After this
exercise, every element that goes into forming each one of these markets will
need to be completed in a more objective manner. 

You have two options to select from in defining a market:

• mass market

• markets divided into segments

Limiting yourself to selected market segments to gain more control in those
segments is usually most effective. Market segmentation begins with marketing
research. Before you can segment your market, you must understand customer
preferences, motivations, purchase intentions, and usage patterns to establish
linkages and verify the market profiles you select.

McGraw-Hill's Terms of Use



Depending on the industry you serve, market segmentation and variables that
are used to define customer attributes (characteristics) drive how you will deter-
mine which customers are available. Although other variables should be con-
sidered, such as customer profitability, customer status (new, current, or former),
and customer relationship (life cycle marketing), you may want to include these
variables as part of your market segmentation/target marketing efforts.

If you serve the consumer package product (CPP) or service industries,
Exhibit 1-1 illustrates the steps in selecting variables to define your market. In
these markets, you will use geographic, demographic/socioeconomic, product
usage, lifestyle/psychographic, synchrographics, shopping habits, and media
usage variables. Service industries vary greatly, so you may need to modify this
model.

Exhibit 1-1
Market Identification Model

If you serve the industrial manufacturing or business-to-business (IMB)
industry, Exhibit 1-2 illustrates the steps in selecting variables to define your mar-
ket. In this market, you will use geographic, demographic, product usage, and
media usage variables.

2 Auditing Markets, Products, and Marketing Plans
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Exhibit 1-2
Market Identification Model

With both industry-specific models, you can select a type or combine sev-
eral types of variables to form your market segment profiles. 

Exhibit 1-3
Market Identification Process

1. Select market use patterns.
a. Mass (If selected, skip to “Market Size Determination,” page 19.)
b. Segmented

2. Identify segment markets.
a. Select variables.
b. Establish profile segments.

3. Define target markets.
a. Evaluate profile segments’ attractiveness.
b. Select/prioritize profile segments.

Once you select your markets, it is helpful to provide titles, or IDs, to each
market you have targeted—for example, the U.S. home consumer electronics
market. This will force you to truly define and establish (in terms of scope and
purpose) the market or markets you will be committing your product and mar-
keting resources to capture.
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Market Segmentation and Your Target Markets
Identifying your market segments is called target marketing. The secret is to find
a market where you can be a dominant player or at least a major player. To do
this, you must establish criteria to penetrate and compete effectively in those
target markets. The segmentation profile is made up of one or more physical or
behavioral variables that must be prioritized. 

You may need to go through the market segmentation process several times
to determine which market definition works best for you. The key to the whole
process is the geographic location(s) of your market. As discussed, you must
perform market research before you begin the entire market audit process. That
research will help you identify, define, and analyze potential customers for your
product or for similar products in the selected market. The objective is to take
that research data and match it with variables in the segmentation process so
that you can see which geographic area has the highest number of potential
customers.

Geographic Variables

You will almost always need to set physical boundaries for your market. This is
done by selecting one geographic level or combining several, depending on your
particular market. Geographic variables should be determined separately for each
product line or individual product, if necessary.

To complete the table in Format 1, you must first select the level of the geo-
graphic area you choose to study. To give that level an identity, you need to call
it by name (i.e., Census Tract 7301.03). You should identify not only the level
you select, but several levels above it. This will give you a better point of ref-
erence and help you select the area(s) with which you wish to compare your tar-
get market. You will need to perform this audit for each product or product line
you are considering.

In the CPP or service industry, all geographic levels are available for market
definition. In the IMB industry, your geographic levels will be more limited
because customers are fewer in number and cover a larger geographic area.

Format 1 displays the geographic levels available. They are based on the geo-
graphic levels established by the U.S. Bureau of the Census. Many research and
database sources recognize these geographic levels as well as other “media-
based” (e.g., ADI, zip codes, etc.) geographic levels. You may want to include
these media-based levels as subgeographic levels so that you will have an equiv-
alent basis of measurement when examining existing research data.

Demographic/Socioeconomic Variables

After you decide the physical area of your markets, you need to profile the pos-
sible customers in those areas. This is done by inserting the demographic/socio-
economic data (DSD) for those areas. With CPP and service industries, DSD
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addresses human beings. With the IMB industry, you are focusing on demo-
graphic variables that address businesses. In the IMB world, you rely primarily
on SIC (Standard Industry Classification) codes to define your customer type. 

SIC codes have been used for many years to identify businesses, but the
federal government is in the process of replacing the SIC code system with NAICS
(North American Industry Classification System). This change is addressing the
need for more modern and detailed identification of businesses. The basic
framework is similar and provides the same type of information: defining a
business type at the lowest level and presenting statistical information linked to
individual business addresses and target market businesses. Government and
commercial syndicated data vendors are the sources of business data and coding
systems.

With the IMB industry, demographics tend to focus on size, industry behav-
ior, and how a business operates (a business personality). The CPP and service
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Format 1
Geographic Variables in Market Segmentation

Defined Area

Levels (Standard Unit) Selection Represents

Global/International

National U.S.

Regional

Divisional

State Illinois

County Cook

Minor Civil Division/

Census County Division

(e.g., townships)

Places (city and town) Chicago

Census Tract/Block X 7301.03
Numbering Area

(population)

Block Group

Block

Street

Place of Residence/

Place of Business



industries use demographic along with socioeconomic data to define customer
or household types by gender, age, martial status, education, occupation, eth-
nic origin, income, and housing patterns. In all industries, each company has its
own database full of variables and attributes that will be helpful in segmenting
the marketplace. 

The key in market segmentation is to use it in a manner that allows you to
see how customers exist, based on the similar characteristics found. In other
words, you need to drop in the numbers of human elements that exist in those
areas. Each format provided in this section of Unit 1 is designed to produce
results based on the premise of that format. However, to really use market seg-
mentation, you’ll need to cross-tabulate each format. That means you take, for
example, the geographic format and reference it to one or all other formats to
show the number of customers who buy a product (product usage), in volume
and frequency, by the various levels of geography. To accomplish this, you’ll need
to use a statistical or spreadsheet software package or the services and software
of a syndicated data vendor to produce the ultimate market segmentation results.

The first two variables used to convert the geographic numbers into popu-
lation numbers are demographics (the who) and socioeconomics (the what).
These variables are based on U.S. Census Bureau counts of actual people and
households, rather than on statistical extractions that may not accurately reflect
the actual people and households in those areas. Census-based data is a more
reliable indicator of the basic structure of the population occupying the area
you are evaluating.

To complete Format 2-1, select the overall area or universe you wish to com-
pare with the area you want to define. Remember, this is just an example—you
may want to include other headings in your format such as degree of penetra-
tion (%). Drop in the numbers you have obtained from various sources in the
columns for units, percentage, and index (which compares the two defined
areas).

Index represents a formula that gives you a benchmark to determine how
the two areas rank or rate. Interpretation may differ from vendor to vendor,
and your understanding may differ from the source that prepared the data. How-
ever, indexing in this environment is generally performed according to the fol-
lowing formula (using the demographic/socioeconomic variables shown in the
CPP industry):

Sex:
Male

Overall area percentage 42.67
divided by 40.28

Defined area
multiplied by × 100

42.67
40.28 = 1.06 × 100 = 106
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The number 100 gives you a baseline for comparison. If your defined mar-
ket scores above 100, it has a higher propensity to accept your product. If it
scores below 100, it has a below-average propensity to accept your product.

The table provided in Format 1 can be used for CPP, service, and IMB
industries. For demographics and socioeconomic variables, the format tables will
be different. Format 2-1 addresses the CPP and service industries, and Format 2-2
addresses the IMB industry.

The ranges provided in Format 2-2 are only examples. The ranges and the
extent of the area you are segmenting may differ, based on your data needs and
the source of your data. Format 2-2 provides an example that is typically
available through syndicated data vendors. You can also perform this exercise
using your own customer information from your database. You can expand your
descriptors to include the following possibilities:

• types of customer service locations (e.g., rural, suburban, urban, etc.)

• sales performance patterns

• financial and operational risk

• key financial indicators (e.g., cost, sales, profitability, etc.)

• legal structure

• decision-maker identification

Product Usage Variables

After determining the physical area and the demographic data counts, you will
establish the customer’s behavioral attributes. Here you profile the various uses
for a product or service and determine the various levels of purchasing activity,
the factors that influence purchases, and the best methods of reaching those indi-
viduals regarding their purchasing decisions. To do this, you will select one or
more product usage variables.

You can use the table in Format 3 for all industries. Like all the formats pro-
vided, you can customize your tables to reflect the market data you need or the
information your data source provides.

In the CPP and service industries, many products offer similar features and
benefits to a similar market type. The objective here is to evaluate a product
with similar features to yours to determine how successful your product might
be in that same market. Your goal is to measure consumption of similar prod-
ucts and to rate them based on volume. You will need to perform this audit sep-
arately for each product line or individual product under consideration. For
example, if you sell toothpaste, you will want to compare your product with
another that is similar in name, packaging (pump or tube), form (gel, paste, or
powder), and flavor (mint or regular).

Unit 1: Identifying the Primary Marketplace 7
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Format 2-1
Demographic/Socioeconomic Variables in Market Segmentation

Overall Area (Universe): State/Illinois

Defined Area (Target): Census Tract/7301.03

Defined Area Overall Area

Descriptor Units % Units % Index (%)

Sex

Male 3,108 40.28 4,703,110 42.67 106.00

Female 4,637 59.72 6,320,197 57.33 96.00

7,745 100.00 11,023,307 100.00

Age distribution

2–5
6–11
12–15

(14–17)*
16–19
20–24

(18–24)*
25–34
35–44
45–49

(45–54)*
50–54
55–64
65–74

75 or older

*Note: variations in age breakdowns due to vendor variations.

Marital status

Married
Widowed
Divorced or separated
Single (never married)
Parent
Living together

Education (last grade attended)

Grade school or less (grades 1–8)
Some high school
Graduated high school
Some college (at least 1 year)
Graduated college
Graduate study
Full-time student
Part-time student
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Format 2-1 (continued)

Demographic/Socioeconomic Variables in Market Segmentation

Defined Area Overall Area

Descriptor Units % Units % Index (%)

Occupation

Armed forces
Employed

Full time (More than 35 hours/week)

Part time (Less than 35 hours/week)

Hold more than one job

Self-employed
Unemployed (looking for work)
Occupation

Managerial

Professional

Technical

Administrative support

Sales

Operative/Non-farm laborers

Service workers

Private household workers

Farmers

Craftsmen

Other

Not employed
Student (full time)

Homemaker (not employed outside home)

Disabled temporarily

Retired

Ethnic classification

White
Black
Hispanic
Asian
American Indian
Other

continued
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Format 2-1 (continued)

Demographic/Socioeconomic Variables in Market Segmentation

Defined Area Overall Area

Descriptor Units % Units % Index (%)

Annual household income

Under $10,000
$10,000–14,999

15,000–19,999

20,000–24,999

25,000–29,999

30,000–39,999

40,000–49,999

50,000–74,999

75,000–99,999

100,000+

Household producers

Full-time earner
Part-time earner
Dual earners

Size of household

(Age 18 or younger):
None

One

Two

Three or more

(Over age 18):
None

One

Two

Three or more

Householder status

Rent
Own
Live with parents

Type of housing unit

House
Apartment
Condo/townhouse
Mobile home
Other
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Format 2-1 (continued)

Demographic/Socioeconomic Variables in Market Segmentation

Defined Area Overall Area

Descriptor Units % Units % Index (%)

Lived in area

Less than 1 year
1–2 years
3–4 years
5–10 years
11 or more years

Total

Format 2-2
Demographic Variables in Market Segmentation
Industrial Manufacturing/Business-to-Business Industries

Overall Area (Universe): State/Indiana

Defined Area (Target): Census Tract/4001.01

Defined Area Overall Area

Descriptor Units % Units % Index (%)

SIC Code

632302 26 100.00 334 100.00

Annual Sales ($)

$100,000–$499,999 8 30.77% 80 23.95% 77.84
$500,000–$999,999 6 23.08% 89 26.65% 115.47

$1,000,000–$1,499,999 5 19.23% 120 35.93% 186.83
$1,500,000–$1,999,999 6 23.08% 40 11.98% 51.90
$2,000,000– 1 3.85% 5 1.50% 38.92

26 100.00% 334 100.00%

Employees

100–499 7 26.92% 90 26.95% 100.09
500–999 8 30.77% 79 23.65% 76.87

1,000–1,499 6 23.08% 110 32.93% 142.71
1,500–1,999 4 15.38% 50 14.97% 97.31
2,000– 1 3.85% 5 1.50% 38.92

26 100.00% 334 100.00%



In the IMB industry, the principles are the same, but there are the obvious
differences in products. In the CPP and service worlds, a product or service is
normally a finished item marketed to the end user (customer). In the IMB world,
a product is a part or in support of a bigger product item. The customer is
another business, not the end user. The product can be a customized part, so
comparisons are sometimes difficult to make. As a result, product usage analy-
sis may be used, but conditional assumptions must be cited in addressing all per-
formance issues.

Lifestyle and Psychographic Variables

Another method of defining your market is through the use of lifestyle and psy-
chographic variables. (See Formats 4 and 5.) This method, used in the CPP and
service industries only, identifies and measures personal traits and behavior pat-
terns. This information can aid you in forming customer profiles, but it is
important to understand the limitations of the psychographic technique. It is very
effective in defining markets for big-ticket items, such as luxury automobiles; it
is not very effective in markets for low-cost items. When using psychographics
in profile analysis, keep in mind that it should only be used in conjunction with
other variables, and not as a single source for decision making. You will need
to perform this audit for each product or product line you are considering.

Another variation of a lifestyle variable is something called synchrograph-
ics. It means looking at a customer’s buying behavior from the standpoint of his
or her life cycle—in other words, identifying events in one’s life. This is also
commonly referred to as customer life cycle marketing or customer relationship
marketing. This lifestyle variable is used only for CPP and service industries.
Events such as marriage, birth, relocation, new home, retirement, and more can
all be applied in this market variable. No format has been dedicated to this vari-
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Format 3
Product Usage Variables in Market Segmentation

Product Comparison Type: Brand X

Overall Area (Universe): State/Illinois

Defined Area (Target): Census Tract/7301.03

Defined Area Overall Area

Descriptor Units % Units % Index (%)

Heavy 1,002 12.94 3,034,872 27.53 213

Medium 3,020 38.99 5,866,101 53.22 136

Light 3,723 48.07 2.,122,334 19.95 42

Total 7,745 100.00 11,023,307 100.00
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Format 4
Lifestyle Variables in Market Segmentation

Overall Area (Universe): State/Illinois

Defined Area (Target): Census Tract/7301.03

Defined Area Overall Area

Descriptor Units % Units % Index (%)

Restaurant preferences

Fast food 3,034 39.17 5,321,893 48.28 123.00

Full-service 2,332 30.11 4,389,100 39.82 132.00

Fine dining 2,379 30.72 1,312,314 11.90 39.00

7,745 100.00 11,023,307 100.00

Leisure-time activities

Airline travel

Sports participation

Live entertainment

Attend movies

Rent videos

Cable TV

Home electronics

Health care usage

Hospital preference

Clinic preference

Insured

HMO coverage

Banking/financial affairs

Investments (i.e., stocks)

Debt financing

Credit cards

Debit cards

continued



able because of the uniqueness of each business’s market and customer type. If
this variable can be used in your environment, you can apply the headers in For-
mat 4 to view the appropriate data.

Shopping Habits Variables

For CPP and service industries only, you can define your market by measuring
shopping habits by customer, product line, and place of purchase. (See Format
6.) This enables you to identify where purchases occur in relationship to the
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Format 4 (continued)

Lifestyle Variables in Market Segmentation

Defined Area Overall Area

Descriptor Units % Units % Index (%)

Auto ownership

Lease

Own

Bought new

Bought used

Foreign

Domestic

Total

Format 5
Psychographic Variables in Market Segmentation

Overall Area (Universe): State/Illinois

Defined Area (Target): Census Tract/7301.03

Defined Area Overall Area

Descriptor (Group ID) Units % Units % Index (%)

Upper crust 34 0.44 17,008 0.15 34.00

Lap of luxury 12 0.15 28.021 0.25 167.00

Established wealth 14 .18 11,073 0.11 61.00

Total 60 .77 57,102 .51
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Format 6
Shopping Habits Variables in Market Segmentation

Overall Area (Universe): State/Illinois

Defined Area (Target): Census Tract/7301.03

Defined Area Overall Area

Descriptor Units % Units % Index (%)

Retail store preference

Department store 1,045 13.49 2,023,755 18.36 136.00

Specialty store 2,334 30.14 5,658,898 51.34 170.00

Supermarket 1,298 16.76 1,000,230 9.07 54.00

Convenience store 2,674 39.61 2,340,424 21.23 54.00

7,745 100.00 11,023,307 100.00

Shopping motivation

Price

Selection

Service

Quality

Location of store

Purchase patterns

Store

Catalog/direct mail

TV shopping

Cash/check

Credit card

Coupon

Brand label

continued



shopper’s workplace and home. The objective here is to identify where customers
shop and what influences their decisions to purchase. This information is very
important when you get to the customer profile units where you will link cus-
tomers by where they shop and where they live and work. This is called store-
specific analysis. You will need to perform this analysis for every product or
product line you are considering.

Although this variable is designed to be used in the CPP and service indus-
tries, the concept can be applied in IMB industries with a different approach.
By looking at purchasing habits of a customer (another business), or by focus-
ing on the purchasing agents or managers, you could apply this concept to build
a predictive model. Although syndicated sources might provide this data, your
own internal database can help you assemble the information.

Media Usage Variables

Another useful measure is the types of media customers use in discovering a
product and forming a desire to buy it. The objective with this variable, seen
in Format 7, is to establish what type of medium is used and when. If you are
assessing the impact of television on behavior, you may wish to determine pro-
gram viewing habits for even more detail. You will need to perform this analy-
sis for each product or product line you are considering. Once again, depending
on the vendor, some sources will combine these media activities and give you
multiple usage data, while others will total each item and provide single source
usage data to determine the media usage level.
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Format 6 (continued)

Shopping Habits Variables in Market Segmentation

Defined Area Overall Area

Descriptor Units % Units % Index (%)

Major purchase intentions

Car/truck

Computer

Furniture

Appliances

Home

Leisure

College education

Electronics

Total
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Format 7
Media Usage Variables (by Medium Used)

Overall Area (Universe): State/Illinois

Defined Area (Target): Census Tract/7301.03

Defined Area Overall Area

Descriptor Units % Units % Index (%)

Direct

Mail 803 10.37 1,256,450 11.40 110.00

Phone 75 0.37 999,767 9.07 935.00

Outdoor

Billboard 345 4.45 2,311,189 20.97 471.00

Transit 176 2.27 1,998,900 18.13 799.00

Television

Cable1 1198 15.47 4,783,991 43.40 281.00

Broadcast

Radio

Spot

Print

Newspaper

Magazine

Insert (FSI)

Special

Yellow Pages

Total 7745 100.00 11,023,307 100.00



The media analysis format can be used for all industries with some minor
modification for the IMB industry. You will need to know if your data indicates
time usage: daytime versus nighttime, or weekdays versus weekends.

Establishing Criteria for Formulating Your Target Markets
After compiling the market characteristics in the preceding formats, you need
to organize your selected market configurations. This is done by taking the var-
ious market combinations and selecting one or several target markets to pursue.
First, break down your market data into several groups, or target markets, by
selecting criteria made up of the market segmentation variables and their cor-
responding counts. Depending on the product, each profile will contain as many
different variables as necessary. For example, if you are marketing toilet paper,
your variables will be product usage, demographics/socioeconomics with selected
descriptors. On the other hand, if your product is a luxury automobile, you will
include lifestyle and psychographic variables. The result is a defined market pro-
file, such as the following example using the CPP/service industry.

Group 1 Counts
Ages: 45–49 2,678
Annual household income: $30,000–39,000 1,709

Prioritization and Selection
Once you complete this process, you will assess each defined market profile’s
attractiveness. Once again, citing your market segmentation descriptors, you will
rank or rate each target market in order of importance. This is accomplished
by building criteria and assessing a value to each line item that makes up the
criteria. You will go through each market profile and score them to arrive at
totals that indicate where the most favorable market can be prioritized and then
selected. 

Once selected, you then stratify a market or groups of markets into primary,
secondary, or tertiary markets. The top markets are primary, the borderline mar-
kets are secondary, and the undesirable markets are tertiary. Now that you have
completed your target market definition, you need to establish your niche defi-
nition—a narrative summary that establishes your mission and direction.

When segmenting a market, you are dividing your area into smaller, more
manageable areas. Target marketing is the process of selecting and identifying
the market(s) you will view and in which you will ultimately market your prod-
ucts. To understand the differences between a segment and a target market,
review Exhibit 1-4.

If you have selected a mass-market definition, the following sections in Unit
1 will not have the same importance as if you had selected a segmented mar-
ket. Nonetheless, you should follow the steps outlined here to determine your
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Exhibit 1-4
Market Focus

target market management. Formats 8 and 9 display CPP/service examples. IMB
industry would use these formats by displaying SIC codes by desired data points
(i.e., number of employees, sales volume, etc.).

Market Size Determination
Each identified target market must be defined by its size in a quantified format.
The market size is divided into two levels, or variables. The first variable is called
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Full-court
“Mass marketing”

Half-court
“Segmented marketing”

Selected spots
“Target markets”

3

2

1
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Format 8
Target Market Formulation

Target Market

1 2 3

Descriptors Counts Descriptors Counts

Males 2,648,594 Males 9,846,575

Age 20–24 4,446,509 Age 45–49 3,657,300

White 2,367,444 Hispanic 5,674,974

Total 345,346 234,562

Totals represent cross-tabbed totals among descriptors, not total counts of descriptors.

Format 9
Evaluating the Attractiveness of Each Profile Segment

Target Market

1 2 3

Qualify

Descriptors Counts Descriptors Counts

Males Males

Age 20–24 Age 45–49

White Hispanic

Total 345,346 234,562

Target Market

3(#1) 2(#2) 1(#3)

Prioritize

Descriptors Counts Descriptors Counts

Males Males

Age 45–49 Age 45–49

White Hispanic

Total 234,562 147,654



the market potential; its purpose is to establish the maximum dollar or unit
amount of a product line available to all firms within a specific defined area and
period of time. It is the largest possible description of market size. The second
variable is called the market forecast; its purpose is to establish the estimated
dollar or unit sales of a product or product line for all firms within a certain
defined area and period of time. In other words, market potential is units that
could be sold, and market forecast is units that should be sold. (See Format 10.) 

One way to find the market forecast is to add up the competition’s year-end
sales numbers. Remember to include your own sales figures if you are already
in the market you are sizing. When figuring your market forecast, ask yourself
where you are in relation to that market. If you are considering entering the
market, then do not include your sales forecast. If it is a market you are cur-
rently in, then do include your sales forecast.

Develop market-size models for the total market area as well as each target
market. The full market-size model is completed upon establishing your prod-
uct’s sales potential, sales forecasts, and market share. The model should dis-
play data that is linked to your products; this gives the reader a point of
reference. For product profitability reasons, you need to know how you might
rate against the marketplace.
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Format 10
Market Potential and Market Forecast ($ thousands)

19___ 19___ Rate 19___ Rate

of Growth of Growth

Last Three Years $ Units $ Units (%) $ Units (%)

Market Potential

Overall $5,760 2,880 $6,400 3,200 11 $7,040 3,520 11

Product

Product

Market Forecast

Overall $575 315 $630 350 11 $780 420 20

Product

Product

continued



Market Share and Penetration Measurement
All markets, mass or segmented, have parameters that must be understood in
order to enter and/or exist in a market. Direction and size must be quantified
to determine where the market is headed in terms of the various shares claimed
by current competitors and by the borders of the market itself. If you have
already posted year-end sales figures, you can estimate your present and pro-
jected market share. Market share should be defined by each target market, by
individual products, and by overall product line.

Barriers to Entry
Very few markets exist into which marketers can introduce products quickly and
painlessly. Each market has hurdles a business must master to enter and survive.
One such hurdle is the market’s structure. Its limitations establish what you can
and cannot do in that arena. The other is learning how those limitations trans-
late into problems that you will need to resolve.

Every market has limitations. For example, there may be specific time peri-
ods in which a product or service is required by the customer. A physical limi-
tation, such as a faulty distribution channel, may also exist. In any case, the
marketer needs to identify these limitations and determine their impact in the
marketplace. If the limitations can be minimized or eliminated, it may be ben-
eficial to take on the task. This requires careful consideration of both the ben-
efits of opening the marketplace further and the liabilities of going through such
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Format 10 (continued)

Market Potential and Market Forecast ($ thousands)

19___ 19___ Rate 19___ Rate

of Growth of Growth

Next Three Years $ Units $ Units (%) $ Units (%)

Market Potential

Overall

Product

Product

Market Forecast

Overall

Product

Product



a process. In effect, you must ask yourself if the positive results of overcoming
barriers outweigh the negative elements that occur while attempting to do so.

Market Share Direction
The next step in defining how you could impact the marketplace is to learn how
much room for growth there is in the market. This means that you will address
who owns the market and what they represent in terms of market share rela-
tive to the competition. The best way to understand how this works is through
the example of dividing a pie. How is the pie cut? How many people want a
slice? How big is the complete pie? Does each slice of the pie get larger, smaller,
fluctuate between the two, or stay the same? The result is determining what you
can expect out of the marketplace in terms of what is left. 

For example, if you enter into a market and create market share, you will
probably take market share either from a current competitor or from the remain-
ing marketplace—more likely the market. When addressing market share, you
need to look at it by product, customer type (new, former, and current cus-
tomers), and geographic area. To analyze anticipated growth, examine growth
rates and patterns within the existing market. The objective is to measure fluc-
tuation between the market area that is open for expansion and the collective
market shares of your competitors. If the individual or collective market share
is declining, the open area in your marketing pie will increase. This means more
opportunity for your own growth. If the existing market participants are main-
taining or increasing their shares of the pie, your product or service will have
less of an opportunity to control a share of the market. Exhibit 1-5 illustrates
this concept.

Exhibit 1-5
Market Share Direction
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Open Market Area

Individual Market Share
(one competitor)

Collective Market Shares
(all competitors)

2

3

45

1



Market Saturation Point
In addition to examining growth rates, you need to determine the market sat-
uration point. This point is reached when the combined market shares of all
competitors exhaust the market potential. You are not particularly concerned
about where a product is in its life cycle at this point—you simply want to know
when the availability of the market is likely to end. Format 11 will help you
determine market saturation point. It is suggested that you look at five-year time
periods for approximately 20 years. In some cases, the lifetime of a market may
only be five years total. You can report your data in this model in terms of dol-
lars or market percentage. Be sure to present the rationale upon which you fig-
ured your numbers to lend credibility to your estimates.

Market Penetration Versus Market Share
Normally, when measuring their market share, analysts compare themselves to
their competitors (true market share). People like this method because it will
produce large percentages even if you are a small player. A more accurate analy-
sis of your market share, however, is to look at a comparison to the entire mar-
ket. This will give you lower percentages but will be a better indicator of growth
potential. Of course, a market audit based on both of these methods is the best
choice. When you compare yourself to the entire market, the entire market is
called market penetration. When someone asks what is your degree of market
penetration, you can state that you are a certain percentage of the entire mar-
ket represented. Format 12 will help you look at market share relative to the
entire market and to the competition.

Key Market Factor Assessment
In assessing the entire market structure, it is important to understand its move-
ments and changes. Market factors tell you how the competition is positioned,
alert you to risks that the market brings, establish where the market is in its life
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Format 11
Market Saturation Point as Indicated by Sales ($)

Years

5 10 15 20 25 Total

Overall

Product $1,000,000 $2,000,000 $1,500,000 $500,000 $1,000

Product
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Format 12
Market Share

Rate Rate

19___ 19___ of Growth 19___ of Growth

Last Three Years Units Units (%) Units (%)

Market Share (Relative to Market)

Overall 5% 1% 6% 3%

Product

Product

Market Share (Relative to Competition)

Overall 43% 6% 47% 7%

Product

Product

Rate Rate

Next Three Years 20___ 20___ of Growth 20___ of Growth

($ thousands) Units Units (%) Units (%)

Market Share (Relative to Market)

Overall

Product

Product

Market Share (Relative to Competition)

Overall

Product

Product
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cycle, and identify sales fluctuations that have occurred because of changes in
the marketplace. They address the forces that cause patterns, trends, and flow
to materialize from year to year.

Market Positioning
The purpose of market positioning is to determine how competitors are placed
in the marketplace. Competitors’ products are positioned in the marketplace
based on their perception of the customer’s wants and needs. These wants and
needs are translated into market attributes. There are several methods marketers
can use to determine what market attributes to look at in analyzing competi-
tors’ positioning strategies. Regardless of which one you select, it must match
the needs and wants of the customers. Possible strategies include positioning by
usage, competition (pricing), alternatives, association, or matching (target mar-
ket). When collecting your research data regarding customer perceptions of cur-
rently available products, be sure to include the influencing factors that will
determine that attributes used in the model.

Format 13 is a perceptual map designed to demonstrate positioning of prod-
ucts in your market. In this case, you are concerned with how competitors’ prod-
ucts are positioned in the market as judged by factors of customer preference
or perceptions. The four sides represent product attributes: expensive/inexpen-
sive, high quality/low quality. The numbers on the vertical and horizontal axes
represent customer ranking of product desirability from a low of 1 to a high of
10. The letters A to H represent eight competitors currently in the marketplace.
As you analyze these results, it becomes clear that Competitor F is in the best
position because its product is relatively inexpensive and high in quality. Both
product desirability characteristics are rated well by customers.

The perceptual map method allows you to see how customers’ perceive cur-
rent offerings and highlights areas where your product may fit in the marketing
mix. Remember, it is not what you think that counts, it is what the customer
perceives that will ensure your spot in the marketplace.

Quality Price Competitor

4 3 A
2 1 B
5 6 C
10 4 D
1 10 E
8 7 F
5 3 G
1 4 H
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Summary of Key Risks
Each market has an element of risk. Your main objective is to translate a sub-
jective situation into an objective determination of your chances of success or
failure. The preferred method is to assess the market’s risks by establishing devel-
opment scenarios that may or may not materialize, based on a set of assump-
tions that are linked to changing variables or risk factors.

Market Life Cycle
Markets, like products, progress through life cycles. With markets, the stages
of the life cycle are the same; it is the factors causing the markets to move
through the various stages that differ. These factors are time and customer avail-
ability, rather than sales. The other component to be addressed is a market’s
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Format 13
Market Positioning

Next Three Years Only

20__

A: inexpensive

B: high qualityD: low quality

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10

C: expensive

E

H

F

A

B

G

C

D



health, principally in financial terms. If a market is experiencing turmoil, it is
less desirable.

There are four life cycle stages for markets:

• introduction (new market/slow growth)

• growth (recognized market/strong growth)

• maturity (utilized market/steady growth)

• decline (low-value market/weak growth)

Depending upon your needs, any one of the market life cycle stages can be
attractive to you and beneficial for your particular product.

Use Format 14 to summarize markets from the past three years to the next
three years.

Market Fluctuations
Practically every market has some cycling due to seasonal changes or to eco-
nomic, cultural, or political events. Your goal is to establish how and to what
degree they affect a market’s sales performance levels. This will allow you to
predict sales peaks and valleys. By charting market fluctuations, you can track
changes in the marketplace and in purchasing patterns. Such a chart might look
like the one in Format 15. You can also use this format to overlap sales data from
your product in order to compare market sales patterns.
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Format 14
Market Life Cycle

20__

Product Market Life Cycle Stage Health

Brand X #1 Growth Stable

Brand Y #2 Decline Unstable



Identification of Marketing Industry Standards 
Determining the market’s marketing standards is a key part of the audit. In doing
so, you establish a point of reference as to how things are currently being run.
If the standards being used are successful, there is little reason to reinvent the
wheel. If the standards are unsuccessful, then perhaps new marketing strategies
and tactics could be formed.

These standards are set by companies who compete for business and by reg-
ulations and other restrictions. They are the collective standards (shown as aver-
ages) of all competitors or those governing bodies. In evaluating the standards
or averages, it is important to determine not only what type of activities are
being used, but also how effective they are. From these standards you can estab-
lish past, present, and future trends by examining the past three years and the
next three years. You particularly want to determine market growth rates and
why they change.

Marketing Research
The first step in identifying industry standards is to look at trends in the use of
marketing research. Your analysis should include marketing research activities
(what you are doing now), product research activities (e.g., customer testing),
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Format 15
Sales Cycles: Plot Normal Patterns

20__
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and functional research activities (e.g., media tracking or customer satisfaction
studies). Include the following in this section:

• budgets allocated

• research performed

• data collection and processing used

• database usage and management

• results in the marketplace

Product Management and Development
You will also need to determine industry standards and trends in the manage-
ment of product development. This section should explore strategies used in
offering products to the marketplace, including the following elements:

• budgets allocated

• existing product line tactics used

• new product line tactics used

• branding tactics used (if consumer packaged product or service industries)

• packaging used (if consumer packaged product or service industries)

Pricing
Next you will need to determine industry standards and trends in pricing poli-
cies. Your inquiry should include acceptable price levels, pricing incentives such
as volume discounts and gross margins, reasons for pricing changes, the fre-
quency of such changes, control over costs, and historical pricing patterns. Be
sure to include:

• budgets allocated

• price formulas used

• pricing strategies used (i.e., discounting, rebating, etc.)

• price/cost/profit structure

The model in Format 16 allows you to examine industry pricing averages.
(Later, in the Competitor Analysis section, you will identify specific price struc-
tures.) To use the model, select a series of product types similar to yours that
are competing in the market. Call one Product A and another Product B. Then
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establish the average volume discount programs for each product. For example,
is there a 10 percent discount for 1–3 units, a 20 percent discount for 4–10 units,
etc.? 

Based on the volume discount information and the average base price of the
product, you can then figure the volume discount average, revenue, and costs
of goods sold. The final two lines of the model provide a place for you to
determine the average gross profit in dollars and the gross profit margin as a
percentage.

Distribution
You will also need to determine industry standards and trends in the use of dis-
tribution channels. These include the recognized avenues used in delivering
products to the customer or the sales outlet. Items such as transportation and
distribution/marketing methods such as sales incentives and dealer financial and
support packages need to be established. Be sure to include:

• budgets allocated

• channels used

• delivery systems used

Sales Management
The next step is to investigate industry standards and trends in selling methods
and in managing sales. This area of inquiry should focus on the activities
employed to generate sales, such as the length of sales cycle, types of sales forces
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Format 16
Industry Pricing Averages: Profitability and Policy Structure

Product: A Product: B

Volume (Units) 1–5 6–10 1–5 6–10

Base price ($) 500 500

Discount ($) 0 10

Revenue ($) 500 490

Costs ($) 200 200

Gross profit ($) 300 290

Gross profit margin (%) 60 59



used, sales tools and visual aids used in selling, sales incentives, territory design,
and compensation/quota plans. Include the following items in this section:

• budgets allocated

• size of sales force used

• internal sales promotions used

• compensations/quota plans used

• territories configured

Advertising
You will also need to ascertain industry standards and trends in advertising.
Included in this area should be media spending (with whom and how much),
messages used, media used to communicate the message, reach/frequency/cov-
erage, and principal influences. Be sure to include:

• budgets allocated

• message or themes used

• media used

Format 17 examines the advertising standards by media type.
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Format 17
Advertising Standards: Name and/or Types of Media

20__ 20__ 20__

Direct:

Mail 60% $130,000*

Phone

Cable TV

Interactive TV

Video

Fax

Computer

continued



Promotion Trends
The next step is to determine industry standards and trends regarding promo-
tions. These include activities such as sales promotion spending, sponsorships
used, trade shows attended, and event participation. Be sure to include:

• budgets allocated

• message or theme used

• activities and events used
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Format 17 (continued)

Advertising Standards: Name and/or Types of Media

20__ 20__ 20__

Outdoor

Billboard

General signage

Transit

Television

Cable

Broadcast

Home shopping 30% $1,000,000

Infomercials

Radio

Spot

Print

Newspaper

Magazine

Insert (FSI)

Brochures

Yellow Pages

Total 100% $_______ 100% $_______ 100% $_______

*Enter the percent of total advertising dollars being spent followed by the amount spent for the particular media used.



Use Format 18 to collect this information for the last three years and the
next three years:

Public Relations
You will also need to establish industry standards and trends for public rela-
tions. Included in this area should be activities such as techniques used for pro-
moting positive images, as well as publicity and media relations policies. Be sure
to include:
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Format 18
Promotion Standards: Name and/or Types of Media

20__ 20__ 20__

Campaigns

Sports

Community projects

Sponsorship

Event 10% $1,800,000*

Place

Individual

Merchandising

Endorsements/licensing

Catalog

Sales promotions (for customers)

Floor displays

POP

Rebates/coupons

Special

Tradeshows

Total 100% $_______ 100% $_______ 100% $_______

*Enter the percent of total advertising dollars being spent followed by the amount spent for each type of activity.



• budgets allocated

• message or theme used

• media strategies used

• activities or events used

Legal Issues

You will need to assess the industry standards and trends for legal activities such
as proper positioning on legislative issues, relations with government agencies,
and monitoring and influencing legislation. Be sure to include:

• budgets allocated

• laws or regulations monitored

Customer Service
The final step in this section is to determine the industry standards and trends
as they relate to customer service and support. With customer management being
paramount in any marketing plan today, how customers are treated and how
they impact a company’s marketing efforts are key. The industry should address
the following items:

• customer satisfaction surveys

• customer partnering

• customer help lines

Indentifying Secondary Target Markets
Earlier, we discussed how markets are prioritized and selected. The question is,
what do you do with the other markets, especially the secondary markets? Sec-
ondary markets develop because of primary market resource limitations, new
market growth, and organizational challenges. They present a business oppor-
tunity. As a result, after you select your primary market, you should identify
secondary or alternative markets. Segment numbers in Formats 19–21 represent
market profiles selected in Formats 9 and 10.
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Defining Secondary Target Markets by Product
To define a secondary market for future consideration by product, select a desired
profile segment by defined trade areas, using the product as a method for addi-
tional market penetration. Record your data in Format 19.

Defining Secondary Target Markets by Geography
To define a secondary market for future consideration by geographic area, select
a desired profile segment by defined trade areas, using geography as a method
for additional market penetration. Record your data in Format 20.

Defining Secondary Target Markets by Customer
To define a secondary market for future consideration by customer type, select a
desired profile segment by defined trade areas, using customer type as a method
for additional market penetration. Record your data in Format 21.

Customer Profiling
The centerpiece of the market audit, and therefore the marketplace, is the cus-
tomer. In the consumer packaged product and service industries, the customer is
the end user of the product. Yes, you could say that a drugstore or supermarket
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Formats 19, 20, and 21
Defining Secondary Target Markets

Segment (Market Profile)

1 2 3 4

Secondary

Tertiary



is the customer, but it is really your partner; the customer is the end consumer of
that product. In the industrial manufacturing/business-to-business industry, the
customer will be a producer or supplier of a product for the end user.

The customer has always been a key element in building one’s marketing pro-
cesses, but today’s customer is the driver for product and marketing manage-
ment. In fact, customer management has become as important as these two
traditional marketing functions. Today, the focus is on customer relationship
marketing, emphasizing where a customer is at in the life cycle. This approach
presents marketing opportunities and problems. Customer management con-
centrates on share of the customer, not share of the market. It looks at taking
products to the customer, not customers to the product. Up to this point, the
customer has been viewed as a number value or a group. Now you are going to
put a face on that statistical effort to establish who your customers are.

Identifying Your Customers
Understanding who your customers are, why they buy, where they buy, and how
often they buy may be the most important marketing knowledge you ever pos-
sess. Marketing is far more exact than people realize, but it will never be com-
pletely exact because of the element of human behavior (buyer behavior). This
is the most difficult variable to judge and predict. You must identify specifically
who your customers will be and then define their needs and wants. Once this
is done, you can better determine how to reach them and acquire them as your
customers. Once again, you may want to identify these customers by your prod-
uct or product line to give you a reference point.

In the market segmentation section, segment profiles are established by
using various attributes and variables. In the consumer package product indus-
try, you use many of those same components to establish who these customers
are, except now you are identifying an actual person, place, or thing, not a pro-
file or cluster. As a result, the customer ID in the market audit means defining
the individual types of customers, as either one type or a range of types.

Exhibits 1-6 and 1-7 illustrate how the customer profiling process links with
the entire market definition process.

The various industries will call upon you to build your customer profiles by
looking at different market dynamics and market data resources. If you are in
the consumer package product or service industries, you need to focus on mar-
ket segmentation and target marketing, customer life cycle, and internal specific
database attributes. If you are in the industrial manufacturing/business-to-
business industry, your focus should include, market segmentation and target
marketing, and customer/channel life cycle.

Format 22 provides you with the framework from which to prioritize the
most attractive customers by the profile you have built.
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Exhibit 1-6
Market Identification and the Customer Profiling Process

Market ID

Mass Market

Physical
Attribute
Variables

Segmented Market

Behavioral
Attribute
Variables

Product
Usage

Synchrographics Lifestyle and
Psychographic

Profile of
Target Market

Customer Profile

Demographic/
Socioeconomic

Geographic

Shopping
Habits

Media
Usage

Actual Customer ID

Exhibit 1-7
Market Identification and the Customer Identification Process

Market ID

Mass

Physical
Attribute
Variables

Market Use
Patterns Segmented

Behavioral
Attribute
Variables

Product
Usage

Target Market Profile

Customer Definition
(profile)

Demographic

Geographic

Media
Usage

Customer Identification
(actual)

Customer
Profile
Section



Reasons for Purchase
Once you identify the customers, you have to establish how they make the deci-
sion to purchase a product like yours, where and when they are most likely to
buy it, how often they buy this product, and how much of it they will buy.
Assessing customers’ value for a particular product is difficult; the trick is iden-
tifying how the product satisfies a need or solves a problem. Once you deter-
mine that, you can evaluate the customers’ purchasing power by measuring how
often they make purchases; this information can help you predict sales fluctua-
tions. You should also analyze customers’ purchase decision process and what
influences their purchases. (See Exhibits 1-8 and 1-9.) 

If you are in the consumer package product or service industries, the ulti-
mate goal is to measure customers’ shopping patterns by where they shop and
link this information with what they buy and why. It is important to identify
where shopping activities occur, whether near customers’ workplaces or resi-
dential neighborhoods. If you are in the industrial manufacturing/business-to-
business industry, the ultimate goal is to measure customers’ buying habits and
link this information with what they buy and why. 

Identifying Needs and Wants 
There are many important elements to consider in defining the marketplace, but
the bottom line is customer needs. Whether or not customers’ needs are cur-
rently being satisfied, or if they are ready to have a need created for them,
remember that customer needs are your number-one priority. The key elements
in measuring need are customers’ level of satisfaction and what motivates them
to make purchases (quality, price, etc.).

A need is usually a requirement for living (e.g., food and shelter) A want is
more often a desire to possess something that is not required for daily living or
is a deluxe version of a minimum standard. It is important to understand the
category your product falls under. This will help to shape your product features
and benefits and your marketing activities in reaching the customer. 
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Format 22
Customer Definition

Product

Target Market #1 #2

Customer Primary Secondary Primary Secondary

Description

Hispanic, males, Hispanic, males’ White, males, White, males’
35–50 yrs. old wives, 35–50 35–50 yrs. old wives, 35–50

yrs. old yrs. old



Problem Identification
Once you understand the customers’ needs, you need to define why a need exists
and how long it will last. The main point to understand, once again, is why a
customer does or does not buy. In addition, what are the alternatives a customer
could exercise in deciding whether or not to purchase? What are actual or poten-
tial solutions to problems?
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Exhibit 1-8
Identifying Product Purchased and Product Location

WHO?

WHY? HOW?

WHERE?WHEN?
(Volume Frequency)

WHAT?

Store-Specific Model

Purchase Location
(orgin of sale)Product/Service

Customer ID

Exhibit 1-9
Customer Model

WHO?

WHY? HOW?

WHERE?
CustomerWHEN?

(Volume Frequency)

WHAT?
Customer

Purchase Location
(e.g., dealer)

End User
(e.g., consumer)

Producer
(e.g., manufacturer)



Buying Behavior
The next step in defining customer factors is to understand and perhaps predict
the element of buyer behavior. It is this element that causes marketing to be an
inexact science; no matter how strong your marketing efforts are, the customer
still has the ultimate power in deciding to buy. A key measurement of behavior
is how much of a product a customer uses. The heavier the use level, the eas-
ier it is to understand customers’ buying habits. The buying behavior to be
charted includes:

• frequency of purchase (consumption patterns)

• volume of purchase

• circumstances of purchase (e.g., reorders)

• overall purchasing power (e.g., available resources)

• purchases made during a selected time period

Customer purchasing power measures the ability of an individual or group
to generate sales. The model in Format 23 will allow you to track customer pur-
chasing performance for the last three and the next three years. For both pri-
mary and secondary markets, rate purchasing performance by frequency (how
often a purchase is made) and by volume (how many units are purchased). You
can then rate customer performance by either criterion or both.
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Format 23
Frequency and Volume of Purchases by Priority Customers

20__

Product

Frequency Volume

Customer ID Low High Low High

1. Primary X X

2. Secondary X X



Understanding the Purchase Decision Process
Now you are ready to isolate the actual act of purchasing. Although it is impos-
sible to truly understand the final moments before a customer decides to pur-
chase products, the process can be tracked and projected to some extent. The
process a customer goes through when selecting a product is especially impor-
tant in the consumer package product industry, where branding comes into play.
Branding gives products an identity and gives the customer more options and
issues to consider. Once you determine why they buy and when they buy, your
understanding of how customers think about the product can be manipulated
to impact favorably on a product purchase.

Elements in understanding the purchase decision process include:

• length of sales cycle (how long does it take customers to buy?)

• impulse, planned, loyal, and complex purchase decisions (as shown in
Format 24-1)

• timing (e.g., seasonal)

Although Format 24-2 should be used for industrial manufacturing/business-
to-business industry, many of the items contained in this format can be applied
in the consumer package product or service industries. This format was designed
for customers who are producers or suppliers of products. The following defi-
nitions will aid you in building the purchase decision process.

• Length of sales cycle: How long does it take the customer to buy?

• Timing: Does the time of the year impact the customer’s purchase?

• Approach: Is it planned or response driven?

• Stability: Can you depend on them?

• Knowledge: Do they require information, directions, and assistance?
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Format 24-1
Purchasing Decision Variables

Brand Product

Impulse (%) Planned (%) Loyal (%) Complex (%) Total (%)

1. Primary 25% 25% 25% 25% 100%

2. Primary 30 40 20 10 100

3. Secondary 40 10 40 10 100

4. Secondary 35 15 40 10 100



• Payment system: What is the method of payment (cash, credit, terms, etc.)?

• Attitude: Are they conservative, moderate or liberal in the amount of the
purchase?

• Structure: Are purchase decisions made by a department, a person, or on-line
means?

Purchasing Influences
With each purchase, something or someone influences a customer’s decision to
obtain or not to obtain a product. The trick is to identify the forces that gov-
ern the decision-making process. Once you do that, you can assess how com-
plex the market is. The more elements that impact a decision to purchase, the
more difficult it will be to effectively control that market in terms of time, effort,
and money. Types of purchasing influences to consider include:

• individual/group/parent/peer opinions

• price sensitivity

• personal preferences

• source of product information (e.g., media, friends, etc.)

In addition, you need to define how customers buy, consume, and rebuy
products. A customer can be an initiator, influencer, decider, purchaser, or user.
A customer can be one or all of those things, or others can be part of the
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Format 24-2
Purchasing Decision Variables

Product: ABC Product

Variable Response

Length of sales cycle 6 months

Timing June only

Approach Planned

Stability Unorganized

Knowledge Learning

Payment System Credit

Attitude Traditional

Structure Privately held



customer’s buying process. The key is to isolate who is making the decision to
buy and what roles other actions play in the buying process. The result will
ultimately be a marketing plan that is aware of all elements of the buying
process so as to influence those actions to secure the sale.

Origin of Sale (Consumer Package Product and Service
Industries Only)
Origin of sale is a key element in purchase motivation because at that point an
individual makes the final decision to buy, seeks out the product, and makes the
transaction. Analyzing the origin of sale tells you why, where, and when cus-
tomers are purchasing your products and what the most effective placement
would be. Be sure to consider the following in your audit:

• point of purchase origin (type of store, outlet, Internet access, etc.)

• point of delivery (if separate)

• point of product sale (motivation)

The origin of sale model in Format 25 can be completed with research or
scanner data that you have already obtained. Your objective here is to establish
why customers buy and then match that data to your consumer types. For exam-
ple, if you are relying on primary market research in the form of a survey, you
could ask consumers to rank motivating factors on a scale from 1 to 5. If price
was not a strong incentive to buy, the consumer would rank that factor as 1. 

To indicate customer purchase motivation patterns, select the element that
most likely motivates a customer by placing a number between 1 and 10 (10
being the strongest) to determine importance. Once you determine why a cus-
tomer makes the decision to buy, you can identify where he or she completes
the purchase. Format 26 displays where customers shop according to type of
store.
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Format 25
Customer Purchase Motivation

Motivation to Buy

Product Price Selection Service Quality/Appearance Location

1. Primary 1 4 2 3 5

2. Primary 5 3 2 1 4

3. Secondary 3 2 1 5 4



After you establish why and where a customer tends to buy, you can pin-
point where the purchasing behavior occurs. A method called store-specific
analysis uses new technology to help you track products based on the specific
locations at which they were purchased. This information is generally obtained
through scanner data vendors and can be recorded as shown in Format 27.
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Format 26
Customer Sales*

Last Three Years/Next Three Years

20__

Customer Type

Primary Secondary

Product: ______ dollars units % dollars units %

Retail

Discount store $3,000 1,000 10 $2,000 667 12

Department store 8,000 2,667 30 5,000 1,667 40

Specialty store 4,000 1,333 40 1,000 333 8

Variety store

Supermarket

Catalog showroom

Convenience store

Wholesale

Warehouse showroom

Industrial distributors

Special

Mail order

Brokers

Automatic/vending

Door-to-door

TV shopping

*Dollars shown in millions



You can now take the store you have identified and determine its trade/service
area. Your first objective is to break down the area by priority markets and then
match the address of the customer with the store location. This should help you
determine if the connection between customer and location is based on the
neighborhood or on the attraction to a specific store. (See Format 28.) Remem-
ber, the more specific you can be about geographic levels, the more accurate your
analysis becomes.

The bottom line is to focus on the decision makers—the customers who will
buy the product or service you are marketing. They will represent a profile 
(driven from the market segmentation/target market or company database) that
will reveal their buying habits. These customers will fall into one of the follow-
ing categories:

• household-based

• individual-based

• business-based (place of work)
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Format 27
Store-Specific Performance (Origin/Point of Sale)

Customer Store

Product/Brand Type/Composite Location

Toothpaste/Crest Primary XYZ Market/10th & Main

Butter/Store’s Primary XYZ Market/10th & Main

Soda/Canada Dry Secondary Fred’s Market/32 E. Doe St.

Format 28
Store-Specific Location (Market/Trade Area)

Defined Areas

Primary Secondary Tertiary

Store/Location Block Level Block Level Block Level

XYZ Market, 38 blocks, 183
106 Main primary customers

XY2 Market,
104 Main

Fred’s Market,
32 E. Doe St.



Origin of Sale (Industrial Manufacturing/
Business-to-Business Only)
Origin of sale is a key element in purchase motivation because at this point an
individual makes the final decision to buy, seeks out the product, and makes the
actual transaction. Analyzing the origin of sale tells you the reasoning behind
the purchase of a product. 

In this industry, the decision maker is defined not by household, residence,
or place of work, but by the position and level of authority within a company.
The following structure displays where decision makers can exist. This allows
you to isolate and identify your most likely customers.

Decision Makers—By Department Type

1. Engineering

• manufacturing engineers

• design engineers

• plant engineers and management

• research and development personnel

• chemists

2. Production and manufacturing

• maintenance

• production

• safety

• warehousing and transportation

3. Operations

• corporate/business unit management

• administration

• marketing and sales

• finance and accounting

• customer service and support

• technology/data/MIS management

4. Purchasing

• agents

• buyers
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Decision Makers—By Operational Control

1. Corporate/business unit level

• president/owner

• vice president

2. Operational level

• director

• senior manager

3. Department/functional level

• department manager/head

• project coordinator

4. Employee/staff level

• area supervisor

• line/field staffer

• analyst

Customer Identification 
At this point, total customer identification is possible by matching the customer
identification and reasons for purchase (customer profile) with a customer data-
base (current and potential) to create a customer list for marketing purposes.
To perform this match, compare your desired customer (as listed on Format 22,
Customer Definition) with a list of actual customers from your database. For-
mat 29 can be used for this comparison and should serve as a basis for your
data file.

The example in Format 29 reflects the consumer package product or ser-
vice industry customer profile. For the industrial manufacturing/business-to-
business industry, the customer profile would reflect the SIC code (or equivalent
classification), as well as the name (department and control), company name,
and address (including phone, fax, and Internet address).

When you are through building the composite sketch of your most likely cus-
tomers, you need to be able to answer the following questions:

• Who are they? 

• What do they do with it?

• Where do they buy it?

• When do they buy it?
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• Why do they buy it?

• How do they buy it?

Customer Marketability
One of the key issues to address is the cost to reach, capture, and maintain a
customer, and the price he or she is willing to pay for your product or service.
The customer costing aspect is important because it establishes a customer’s real
level of attractiveness. For example, a customer may be perfectly suited for your
product or service, but the efforts or resources needed to obtain and keep that
customer are so great that he or she is not worth pursuing. Costs can include
advertising, direct marketing (cost per lead), and sales and promotion, to name
a few. The pricing aspect (already discussed) is also part of this equation. You
need to determine, along with cost and sales volume/frequency, the price level
you can charge a customer. Once you estimate the level of customer profitabil-
ity, you can assess how marketable a customer is and calculate the risk and return
a customer may generate.

Essentially you are summing up the findings in your audit to this point and
determining what it will take to market to a given customer type. This will
include the remaining portion of the Unit 1 exercises as well.
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Format 29
Customer ID Data File

Customer Profile Type Actual Customer

1. Customer variables 1. Customer

a. Hispanic a. Address: 163 Hillside Dr., Chicago, IL 60621

b. Males b. Customer name: Pedro Valdez

c. 35–50 years old c. Telephone number: 312-555-0000

2. Customer variables 1. Customer

a. White a. Address:

b. Males b. Customer name:

c. 35–50 years old c. Telephone number:



Competitor Analysis
Understanding your competitors’ capabilities, resources, and strategies can help
you pinpoint their vulnerabilities. Competition can manifest itself in many ways,
such as a high-tech company that invents a new product for a new need.
Although the need is new or there may be no other competitors in the market-
place, chances are that a customer is filling the need in some other way. You
should also remember to identify competitors at different levels. For example,
if you are an airline carrier, your competition is not only other airline carriers,
but also all other forms of transportation.

Identifying Your Competition
It is important to discover as much information as possible about your compe-
tition, but that may prove difficult because competitors do not freely share mean-
ingful information. Complete the following formats to the best of your ability
with the information at hand.

The model in Format 30 provides a method for identifying your competi-
tors by product line and target market. Be sure to identify products at the var-
ious points of their life cycle. If they are in decline, they should be listed in the
“Past” column. Active products go in the “Present” column. Products that are
under development or have not yet reached market are classified as “Future.”

Format 31 identifies competitors by performance power in the marketplace.
Identify each competitor by area of distribution (local, national, regional) and
market share (in percent). Then rank them in order of importance to the market.

A third way to identify competitors is by sales and market share performance.
You must first establish sales levels by looking at two variables: sales potential
and sales forecast. Sales potential is based on the resources of a competitor and
its ability to use those resources to meet the needs of its service area. Sales fore-
cast is a measure of their current sales projections for coming years. When 
using either variable, examine current and past projections to gauge how well a
competitor met its expectations. Use Formats 32 and 33 for this analysis.
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Format 30
Competitor Identification

Product Line

Competitor Past Present Future Target Market/Customers

ABC Company Brand X 20–35-year-old white females

XYZ, Inc. Brand Y 35–50-year-old white females



Measuring the Competition’s Strengths and Weaknesses
Once you establish who the players are in the marketplace and what impact they
have on that marketplace, you need to assess each one’s strengths and weak-
nesses. In measuring strengths, you will need to determine five basic elements
that can give you a profile of what competitors are doing well now and what
they can do to better themselves in the future:
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Format 31
Competition by Target Market

Competitor Ranking Market Share Distribution

Brand X 1st 50% National

Brand Y 2nd 20 National

Format 32
Competitor Sales Performance ($ thousands)

19___ 19___ Rate 19___ Rate

of Growth of Growth

Last Three Years $ Units $ Units (%) $ Units (%)

Sales Potential

Overall $100 1,000 $150 1050 5% $200 1200 14%

Product

Product

Sales Forecast

Overall 60 600 85 850 42 120 999 18

Product

Product

continued
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Format 32 (continued)

Competitor Sales Performance ($ thousands)

19___ 19___ Rate 19___ Rate

of Growth of Growth

Next Three Years $ Units $ Units (%) $ Units (%)

Sales Potential

Overall

Product

Product

Sales Forecast

Overall

Product

Product

Format 33
Competitor Market Share ($ thousands)

19___ 19___ Rate 19___ Rate

of Growth of Growth

Last Three Years Units Units (%) Units (%)

Market Share (Relative to Market)

Overall 8% 8% 9%

Product 4% 5% 6%

Product 4% 3% 3%

Market Share (Relative to Competition)

Overall 50% 50% 55%

Product 29% 30% 33%

Product 25% 20% 22%

continued



• ability to satisfy customers’ needs and desires

• track record and reputation

• staying power (financial resources)

• key personnel

• product and target market approach

To this point, the information you have used to identify the competition has
been quantitative. Format 34 allows you to write qualitative, narrative infor-
mation about each competitor’s abilities.

In measuring weaknesses, you will try to identify what the competition can-
not do well, or at least areas that may be open to problems. Use the same five
elements that you used to assess their strengths to achieve a balanced viewpoint.

Use Format 35 to write qualitative narrative descriptions of each competi-
tor’s disadvantages.

Evaluating Competitors’ Marketing Strategies and Tactics
Another area of focus is competitors’ marketing actions. Unlike the marketing
mix industry standards section, which collectively measures all competitors, reg-
ulators, and customers by establishing industry norms, averages, and ranges, this
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Format 33 (continued)

Competitor Market Share ($ thousands)

20___ 20___ Rate 20___ Rate

of Growth of Growth

Next Three Years Units Units (%) Units (%)

Market Share (Relative to Market)

Overall

Product

Product

Market Share (Relative to Competition):

Overall

Product

Product



section deals with each competitor individually and pinpoints each one’s
approach to marketing.

The first element of measurement is a competitor’s level of profitability. Items
such as gross profit margins, gross profit/income levels, return on investment,
and cost of marketing have to be determined. Your biggest hurdle will be in
obtaining this sensitive information, but if you can do so, it will be extremely
valuable.
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Format 34
Competitive Advantages of Competitors

Strengths

Competitor A B C D

Brand X Seems to satisfy Has a long and Parent Product manager
customer needs Strong history company just has been at her
moderately. of quality. went public, job for 20 years
Strength comes Customers treat giving them a and knows the
as a result of it as a reliable lot of new cash business.
ease of usage, old stand-by. flow.
low price, and 
advertising.

Brand Y Satisfies Replacing a Owned by XYZ, Inc., R&D staff is
customer needs product that was which is a secure, excellent and is
better than very successful. expanding, always looking to
Brand X by being Is new and has a family-owned improve products.
better and faster. limited track record. business.

Format 35
Competitive Disadvantages of Competitors

Weaknesses

Competitor A B C D



Format 36 can be used to illustrate elements of a competitor’s profitability
level. Again, you will only be able to use as much of this form as you have infor-
mation for.

It sounds overly simplified, but if a product can’t be produced and sold at a
price that covers cost of production, generates profit, and is attractive to cus-
tomers, it is unmarketable. In analyzing your competition’s ability to sell a mar-
ketable product, you need to know their cost and price structuring. Format 37
is the same as the one you used in the Industry Standards section. Complete it
as before, but use information on the competitor’s pricing structure.

In analyzing profitability, it is also important to examine marketing expenses.
This key component, commonly called cost of marketing, or cost of sales, is an
additional method of viewing a competitor’s ability to produce marketable prod-
ucts. Format 38 asks you to identify how much a competitor is spending and
how that amount relates to the percent of products sold.
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Format 36
Profitability and Financial Structure

20__

Competitor: Brand X

Overall Product Line (Year Ending/Past)

Sales ($) $200,000

Sales (units) $1,200

Rate of growth (%) 14%

Cost of goods sold $100,000

Gross profit $100,000

Gross margin 50%

Product (Year Ending/Future)

Sales ($)

Sales (units)

Rate of growth (%)

Cost of goods sold

Gross profit

Gross margin
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Format 37
Pricing/Cost Structure

20__

Competitor: Brand X

Product Product

Volume (Units) 1–5 6–10 11–15 1–5 5+

Price ($) $167 $167

Discount ($) 0 20

Revenue ($) 167 147

Costs ($) 84 64

Gross profit ($) 83 63

Format 38
Marketing Expenses by Competitor

20__ Percentage 20__ Percentage Percentage Change

Marketing Function ($) of Total Sales ($) of Total Sales of Allocated Dollars

Marketing research 5,000 2.5 4,000 2.0 <20.0>

Product/new product development 3,000 1.5 2,000 1.0 <33.3>

Pricing 0 0 0 0 0

Distribution 5,000 2.5 6,000 3.0 20.0

Sales 10,000 5.0 11,000 5.5 10.0

Advertising 8,500 4.3 10,000 5.0 17.7

Promotions 6,000 3.0 8,000 4.0 33.3

Public relations 500 0.3 0 0 <100.0>

Legal 2,000 1.0 1,000 0 <50.0>

Total 40,000 — 42,000 — 5.0

Percentage of sales 20% 20.1% 21% 21.0% —
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Format 39
Media Usage Expenses by Competitor

Percent of Percent of

20__ Total Media 20__ Total Media 20__
($) Budget ($) Budget ($) Total

Direct response

Mail — — 2,000 20 2,000

Phone — — 1,000 10 1,000

Cable TV — — — — —

Interactive TV — — — — —

Video — — — — —

Fax — — — — —

Computer — — — — —

Outdoor response

Billboard — — — — —

General signage — — — — —

Transit — — — — —

Television viewership

Cable 1,500 17.0 1,500 15.0 3,000

Broadcast — — — — —

Home shopping — — — — —

Infomercials — — — — —

Radio listenership

Spot 4,000 47.0 1,000 10.0 5,000

Print readership

Newspaper 2,000 24.0 1,000 10.0 3,000

Magazine — — 2,000 20.0 2,000

Insert (FSI) — — — — —

Yellow Pages 1,000 12.0 1,000 10.0 2,000

continued



A media usage expense analysis, shown in Format 39, is a tool to extract
the advertising expenses from an overall budget. Advertising costs tabulated on
this format should include such things as production and media placement. The
data are displayed as a dollar amount and as a percentage of the total adver-
tising budget.

The next step is to find out what new products competitors have in the
pipeline research and development and whether there are companies that could
become new competitors as a result of new product introductions. (See Format
40.) Once again, obtaining this information is difficult because competitors are
even more secretive about these activities than about their profits. However,
competitors can usually keep quiet about their products only in the initial stages;
once they begin testing their secrets, they become harder to protect.
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Format 39 (continued)

Media Usage Expenses by Competitor

Percent of Percent of

20__ Total Media 20__ Total Media 20__
($) Budget ($) Budget ($) Total

Special viewership

Sports — — — — 0

POP — — 500 5.0 500

Floor displays — — — — —

Coupons — — — — —

Sales premiums — — — — —

Total $8,500 100 $10,000 100.0 $18,500

Format 40
Research and Development Activities

20__

Competitor Stage Release Date Impact

XK-1000 Prototype June ’00 Replacement of product

20001-A Test market April ’00 All new product



As an extension of the research and development activities section, it is vital
to understand how new developments will translate into market opportunities
for you. How long will your window of opportunity be open before your ini-
tial success breeds new competition? How would competitors’ products com-
pare with yours? These are just a few of the issues you need to resolve. Format
41 will help you complete this analysis.

As you evaluate the marketplace to determine whether you want to enter it,
you also need to assess competitors’ ability to enter and survive. Barriers to enter-
ing a market are generally linked to cost, especially in terms of investment cost.
The goal is to see if competitors are experiencing the barriers you’ve witnessed
and to what degree they are dealing with them. Use Format 42 as a model.

You also need to address your competitors’ ability to change. What resources
do they possess or could they get access to quickly? Who might be a likely part-
ner? Is funding an issue? When assessing competitors, you need to look at them
today and tomorrow in terms of their ability to respond to market changes and
other competitors.

Regulatory and Cultural Concerns
Almost every market is regulated in some way. Not understanding the rules of
the game and not working within those rules can destroy your marketing efforts.
What if you launched a consumer product and discovered after several weeks
that a new law was passed or a new technology was licensed that either forced
you to retool the product or eliminated it altogether? Such a mistake would prove
to be very costly. Knowing what to expect can help you determine the market’s
future.
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Format 41
Opportunity Projects

20__

Estimated

New Competitors Products Base Price Features/Benefits

Top Gun, Inc. XK-1000 $170 Time-saving

AAAA Corp. 20001-A 200 Multipurpose



Government Regulations
Most restrictions come from government regulations. A government agency that
administers laws, rules, and regulations is set up to control a market and keep
it safe and fair for all. Such agencies can have federal, state, or local authority.
Your goals are to be aware of all government requirements, to identify the var-
ious government agencies that oversee market actions, and to determine your
costs of complying. Consider the following elements:

• business licensing

• product approval (e.g., FDA, EPA, etc.)

• tax implications (e.g., IRS, etc.)

• consumer labeling/packaging awareness (e.g., FTC)

• purchase limitations
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Format 42
Competitors’ Barriers to Entry

D. Customer E. Existing Patents

Competitor A. Time B. Technology C. Key Personnel Limitations and Trademarks

Brand X Their window of The technology They have very Customers feel No violation of
opportunity is they are using is loyal workers who very good about patents.
estimated to be 6 outdated and are flexible. The the product and
months, beginning although it works, result is that they are willing to 
2 months from it will never let can be counted on accept change.
now. However, Brand X perform to adjust to
they may not be at the level market demands 
in their new it should. in terms of 
factory in time production 
to produce and scheduling.
bring the product 
to market.

Brand Y Because their Brand Y is built Key people are Previous customers No violations of
product is new, on a whole new missing in the of Brand Y were patents.
their timing is platform; as a service/support not very loyal.
perfect. They are result it is not area. Without As a result, there
positioned to hit only able to meet these people, is some question
the ground current market pushing a new if customers will
running. needs but can be product onto the risk trying and 

expanded. market may using this product
create a major on a regular basis.
problem.



Laws That Affect the Product’s Existence
It is not enough to understand and comply with the present legal situation. You
also need to be aware of impending changes to existing laws, rules, and regu-
lations as well as new laws, rules, and regulations that are being considered.
Pending legislation can affect a market negatively or positively. Use Format 43
to track these concerns.

Other Market Limitations
Other limitations stem from factors inherent to the market environment’s struc-
ture. As shown in Format 44, you will need to identify the various factors that
impact the market, analyze their influence, and determine how they can be
changed. Be sure to consider:

• economic factors

• cultural factors

• technological factors

• political factors (e.g., associations, unions, quasi-governmental agencies,
watchdog groups)

• time factors

• suppliers

• environmental issues
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Format 43
Laws/Rules/Regulations

Product Past Current Future Agency/Legislative Control

Your Product 1 x FTC

Your Product 2 x x FDA/FTC

Format 44
Anticipated Market Changes

Product Factor Type Effect on Market

Your Product 1 Cultural Hispanic community acceptance

Your Product 2 Economic Customers are unemployed/low income



Meeting the Requirements and Making Changes
Once you establish what it will take to conform to the market’s requirements,
you must then assess what it will cost and whether it is worth the effort and
investment to make the necessary adjustments. You will also need to define the
options that are open.

Timing Involved in Meeting the Requirements

The time it will take to meet market requirements is very important for pro-
jecting costs and resource allocations. How long it takes you to comply with
these changes will once again tell you the amount of effort it will take to exist
in the marketplace.

Cost of Meeting the Requirements

The cost of meeting market requirements is the bottom-line issue. You should
go into great detail to determine how much it will cost in real dollars to com-
ply with requirements before entering the market. Use the model in Format 45.

Additional Market Audit Applications
The market audit in this situation, is being used to look at one’s physical mar-
ket area to determine how to target customers, produce products, and create
marketing actions (a plan). However, you can use the elements offered in the
first unit of this book in related applications such as: 

• feasibility studies

• cost-benefit analyses

• site analyses

• due diligence for mergers and acquisitions

• business appraisals
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Format 45
Cost of Meeting Market Requirements

Product Restriction Timing Cost to Comply

Your Product 1 Federal law 6 months $15,000 (filing and legal fees)

Your Product 2 Economic No limit Does not apply



Comparing Your Market Audit Findings with Other Published Data

Evaluating Existing Marketing Studies
Many relevant marketing studies have probably been performed for your target
markets by competitors, investment bankers, private research firms, and others.
If possible, use those research sources to check your findings and to further
define the market. Consider these questions in evaluating existing marketing
research data:

• Who compiled and published the report?

• When was the study performed?

• How many sources were used?

• Where was the study performed?

• Why was the study conducted, and who paid for it?

• What were the results and who benefited from those results?

• How do the findings compare with your findings?

• Are adjustments needed or should more marketing research be performed?

Adjusting Your Market Audit Findings
After you complete your market audit and compare your findings with other find-
ings, you may need to do more research or go back through your audit and ver-
ify your data. It is always best to review other approaches and results to get an
objective viewpoint in this very subjective science. (See Format 46.)

Measuring Demand
At the end of the market audit, it is important to assess the degree of demand
in the marketplace. It is difficult to place a value in a quantitative or qualitative
formula. There is almost always a need for a product in every market; the key
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Format 46
Additional/Supportive Insight

Product Previous Marketing Studies Date Findings Adjustments (if any)

Your Product 1 Hopkins research 2000 Strong value placed Review legal concerns
marketing study on educating consumer

Your Product 2 No studies — — —



is recognizing the difference between need and demand. You make money with
demand, not need.

Market demand is best defined by combining the following items in a set
formula:

• volume and frequency

• length and complexity of sales cycle

• market potential

• competition and alternatives

• general customer presence (recognition of the value of product, willingness
to seek out the product, and pay the average price sold for that given
product)

The key items are how often, how many, and at what price in a given time
frame. Answers to these questions will give you a good gauge of the demand
for your products and what it is worth to you as a business.
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Unit

2 Defining the Product Line
Value

Product and Income Source Profiling
In Unit 1 you defined the market and determined how you wish to attack and
manage it. Now you need to define the products and non-product income
sources you will offer to that market. It is important to distinguish between these
two sources of business or profit centers.

Product Sources
Today, products are still the primary source of business generation. A product
is defined as a tangible object or intangible service that can be sold to a cus-
tomer to be used or consumed and that satisfies one or a series of needs. Prod-
ucts are packaged and sold by offering specific features and benefits. Products
can be marketed as a single item or as part of an overall product line. Products
are often marketed under a brand name to give them an identity. In fact, many
products are marketed with such a huge identity that the company that pro-
duces them becomes the products being marketed.

Non-Product Income Sources
Although product-based income still produces the major part of a business’s
income, in more and more situations, alternative income sources are augment-
ing a business’s ability to meet annual profit goals. These income sources can
be service fees, commissions paid, or licensing royalties.

McGraw-Hill's Terms of Use



The key point is that income can come from traditional products and non-
traditional non-products. As you work through the exercises in this unit, think
of how these formats apply not only to traditionally defined products, but to
non-products as well.

Product and Customer Management Review
Now that you know you must treat all income sources as products, you must
assess the value of those income sources and add the element of the customer to
your value assessment. You need to continually reference the customer as you
establish the strengths and weaknesses of your current products and possible
replacements or additions.

The Customer Element
For the past 100 years, companies have standardized their products and services
to take advantage of economies of scale. They have also standardized their mar-
keting actions, and in the process, unfortunately, they have standardized the cus-
tomer. Although some standardization is useful (e.g., market segmentation), it
can be overused or misused.

In today’s marketing world, product management has become product/cus-
tomer management. The product audit (value assessment) must include the cus-
tomer to the point where it equates the product and the customer as one total
value. The goal here is to focus on the most valuable combination of products
with customers. The customer profiles established in Unit 1 will act as your line
of customers.

Instead of matching customers to your products, you need to match prod-
ucts to your customers. You want to increase the number of products to cur-
rent customers as much as or more than products to new customers. The
customer life cycle stages and the customer’s multiple needs will drive the prod-
uct’s placement in the overall product line.

The Product Element
The product aspect of this audit centers around the item or service you are mar-
keting to the customer. First you must establish what your current product offer-
ings are and who are they targeting. You do this by determining why your
products exist, whom they are designed for, and what their value is in terms of
features and benefits. Make sure your products are meeting the customers’ needs
and that your customers are being managed as your product line is being man-
aged. Are your products really meeting the needs of customers, or do they exist
because your research and development department likes them? Product pur-
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pose and level of customer satisfaction should be determined for both past and
present products.

Product Line Identification
You need to establish your products’ purposes for the target market they address.
As shown in Format 47, this includes evaluating past products that have been
discontinued to determine why they failed or their value was exhausted. Also
evaluate your current product offerings and what their expected actions are.

As marketers, we are not concerned with the technical specifications of a
product or service. We want to know how the technical components, formulas,
or structure translate into financial gain and performance. If the product or ser-
vice in question is not for profit, how does it help people? Although technical
specifications are important (especially if the substance is proprietary), how cus-
tomers accept and think of a product or service is more important.
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Format 47
Product Purpose

Past Products (Have been discontinued over the last three years. Ranked by order of product/market introduction date.)

Product Purpose

Model XYZ Works on removing stains from clothing

Model XY2 Works on clothing to protect from stains

Present Products (Existing products for sale for the next three years. Ranked by order of product/market introduction date.)

Product Purpose



Customer Line Identification
Every product needs to serve a customer. This exercise identifies the specific cus-
tomer your products are targeted for. Your objective is to assign every product
you are marketing to a customer based on the customer’s desire to purchase your
product.

When you are defining your customer, keep in mind you can have several
customer profiles for each product. You may have a customer who acts as the
buyer, but the end user may be someone totally different (e.g., a parent buys for
a child). Use Format 48 to identify your target market(s) based on customer
profiles. Because of space limitations, these sample descriptions are a little broad.
You may need to be more specific by using age, income level, etc., to define your
customer.

You can enter the data in these formats based either on your point of view
or on the customer’s. Although ideally they need to be the same, the key is to
balance the customer’s view with your company’s view—the customer is not
always right, but his or her opinion counts. To help you understand the rela-
tionship between product and customer, and how this relationship turns into
opportunity and therefore value, Exhibit 2-1 isolates where your best business
potential is or could be.

The final part of defining your products is establishing the distinctive fac-
tors that make your products better than the alternatives. Very few products
can just exist—they must meet a specific need. Even products that claim to be
multipurpose still offer something they believe to be unique. Use Format 49 to
define your products by the distinctiveness of their qualities.
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Format 48
Target Markets

Past Products (Have been discontinued over the last three years. Ranked by order of product/market introduction date.)

Product Customer/Target Market(s)

Model XYZ Women who work and run a household in the United States

Model XY2 Women and men who don’t have time to spend
cleaning a house in the United States

Present Products (Existing products for sale for the next three years. Ranked by order of product/market introduction date.)

Product Customer/Target Market(s)



Exhibit 2-1
Product/Market/Customer Opportunity Selection

Existing New Existing New
Customer Customer Geographic Geographic

Types Types Markets Markets

Existing Products

New Products

Portfolio and Life Cycle Management
Once you have identified your products and customers, you can begin to assess
the real worth of the engine that produces your business income. The first step
in this process is to outline your products’ features and corresponding benefits
in order to establish why they are and will be successful. Keep the target mar-
ket in mind, and make sure you are satisfying the customers’ needs or solving
their problems.
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Format 49
Distinctive Product Factors

Past Products (Have been discontinued over the last three years. Ranked in order of importance.)

Product Distinctive Factors

Model ABC Worked in seconds—failed because of price.

Model ABC2 No mess of other liquids needed—failed because of competition.

Present Products (Existing products for sale for the next three years. Ranked in order of importance.)

Product Distinctive Factors



Product Features
A feature is an attribute that represents a product’s ability to perform the task
for which it was designed. In establishing your product’s features, you may find
it valuable to break them down into primary and secondary classifications. For
example, if you are marketing electronic items such as videotape players for the
home, your products might have hundreds of features, but if you are market-
ing a part for a product you might need only one or two features. What counts
are the features that customers want when making a purchasing decision. In the
videotape player example, search preview or advanced programming would be
primary features.

Product Benefits
Each feature a product possesses should have a corresponding benefit. A bene-
fit is the value a customer places on a function or the feeling the product pro-
duces through its features. You’ll need to cite your product research data to
determine how customers view the specific benefits of your product. Just as with
features, benefits can be classified into primary and secondary levels of impor-
tance. This information will be key in later product marketing planning activi-
ties such as branding and packaging.

Use Format 50 to tally your products’ features and benefits.

Product Identity
In the consumer package product and service industries, a product’s features and
benefits are not enough; its brand identity is the crucial component. Depending
on the product, the appeal many times is not only what the product can do, but
what it looks like. You can determine how effective your product’s branding has
been by analyzing image and appearance.

Image deals with the message the actual product is conveying, and appear-
ance deals with how the product is contained for sale. Many elements drive a
customer to make a purchase. You must establish what image your product has
been projecting and what the results have been in terms of sales. The image a
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Format 50
Product Features and Benefits

Product Features Benefits

Model XYZ All controls are placed on one remote control Easy to use

Model XY2 Two-step programming system User-friendly when selecting programs



product projects drives the product’s brand identity. Image is defined as what
the brand represents. This means that when a product’s brand is being formed,
the message or symbol you’re trying to convey to a customer through the name,
flavor, or theme identifies the product. Use Format 51 to record your product’s
brand identity on the basis of product image.

In the industrial manufacturing/business-to-business world, product imag-
ing is still important, but it focuses on functionality. Labeling and packaging
still play a role, but they are limited to addressing proper operations or instal-
lation. The imaging role in this sector centers around quality, reliability, avail-
ability, service/support, cost, and improved performance. Image still plays a
major role in establishing product value.

Appearance is defined as the physical product itself and/or the package (if
needed) in which that product is sold. In the consumer package product and
service industries, appearance is vital at the point of sale because it determines
how your product is perceived by the customer when it is sitting on a shelf.

Judgments of appearance can be based on substance, shape, color, size,
labeling, or protective packaging. The key is getting the customer to act based
on his or her perception of the product’s appearance. Whether the perceived
quality is real or imagined is not the issue—the customer’s perception is the issue.
Ask yourself the following questions regarding the brand appearance of your
product:

• Does the package serve a useful purpose? Does it protect the product?

• Does the package communicate what your product/brand does or is?

• Does the product demonstrate a sellable and valuable attribute?

Use Format 52 to evaluate your brand appearance.
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Format 51
Product Image

Image

Product Brand Name Brand Theme

Model XYZ Fast Start All in one

Model XY2 Fun House So advanced it’s simple



In the industrial manufacturing/business-to-business industries, appearance
is far less important, and packaging is meant to be functional, not to stimulate
sales. Appearance can be a consideration, but it is truly based on the specific
product and its application.

Product Life Cycle Review
To this point, the definition of a life cycle was confined to the customer and the
market. Products also have a life cycle that can drive their marketability. The
customer’s life cycle is based on life-changing events, whereas the product’s life
cycle (like that of a market) is based on life (introduction) to death (termina-
tion) actions. Management of product, market, and customer life cycles can point
to market opportunities. They can provide standards to help anticipate pur-
chasing and production patterns and, therefore, establish sales value.

Products pass through four stages:

• introduction

• growth

• maturity

• decline

As a general rule, if you have a new product that is experiencing low sales,
you can consider that stage the introduction. Any sales increase that is sustained
for a period of six or more months signals the growth stage. When sales begin
to slow, but stay steady and strong, your product has entered its maturity phase.
Finally, when sales begin to decline and eventually drop off (over a six-month
period), your product value is declining.
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Format 52
Product Appearance

Product Appearance

Product Brand Name Actual (by itself) Package (as sold)

Model XYZ Fast Start Black and silver, Clear plastic package with
designed for a human hand bold futuristic lettering

Model XY2 Fun House Small and compact in stylish (Product unseen)
white case with bright Protective white carton
electronic LCD lights with clearly marked

instructions



In assessing the value of a product, you need to establish not only the stage
a product is at, as well as market factors, such as saturation point, but factors
that affect your product’s level of success. In short, what might cause those life
cycle stages to stretch or shrink in time and move a product from one stage to
another?

It is helpful to overlay the market life cycle against the product life cycle to
compare how well your stages match up. For example, if your product is grow-
ing, but your target market is declining, something needs to be changed. Again,
the goal is to:

• Establish where your products fall in their life cycle.

• Match those life cycles to your customer’s and market’s life cycles.

• Address the common characteristics in these life cycles to determine what
you can expect in terms of sales and costs to produce those sales.

For example, if your product is using old technology or is dependent upon
a small customer base, its value may be in question even though sales are strong.
Therefore, marketing tactics would be needed to enhance or terminate that prod-
uct’s market presence. (See Format 53.)

Establishing a product’s life cycle stage affects the entire marketing process.
An explanation of what marketing strategies to use during each stage of the
product life cycle may be found in Marketing Management, 6th Edition, (New
York: Prentice-Hall, 1988).
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Format 53
Product Life Cycle Stage

20__

Product Customer

Product Customer Life Cycle Stage Life Cycle Stage Time Factor

Model XYZ Profile A Maturity Retirement 2 years New competition

Model XY2 Profile B Growth New birth 1 year Increased demand by customers



Evaluating the Product Mix
Probably your most important activity is to establish your current product port-
folio. Where your products are positioned in your product line mix and how
they are positioned against your competition can determine the direction of your
subsequent marketing efforts. Your products are your company’s wealth-build-
ing assets. The value of these assets is partly determined by what they offer the
customer that is different from other product purchasing options.

By looking at your product mix, you can measure the products’ levels of per-
formance (sales, financial, quality, etc.) and evaluate how they compare with one
another. You can then determine if your product line needs any modifications,
additions, or deletions. It is important to link a product’s growth and market
share performance with its ability to contribute sales. You will perform this part
of the exercise while establishing your product portfolio. Its purpose is to iden-
tify an actual sales volume percentage. This will allow you to cross-reference
market share and growth rate with sales volume. Such an analysis will account
for products that may be low sales volume performers but that still have value
such as creating awareness of the remainder of your product line.

There are various ways to establish the value and future opportunities of
your product mix or line. One exercise uses perceptual mapping to demonstrate
how your products rate or rank as a group and individually. The portfolio model
method used most often is based on your products’ growth and market share
resulting from sales volume. The model used most frequently to test portfolio
validity is the Boston Consulting Group’s Portfolio Analysis Matrix. This model
evaluates each product and places a value on each one using the following 
categories:

• problem children—unpredictable, high-maintenance products (high
growth/low market share; low income generators)

• stars—low-risk, high-return products (high growth/low market share; high
income generators)

• dogs—high-risk, low-profit products (low growth/low market share; low
income generators)

• cash cows—mature, solid-return, low-maintenance products (low
growth/high market share; high income generators)

Like the product life cycle stages, your product portfolio model will help
you identify what your products represent. Your goal is to assess how each prod-
uct works with your other products from year to year and to determine each
product’s value in your product line.

Market share is based on the competition’s sales and the market potential.
However, you need to note not only your relative market share, but what is
acceptable for your industry. Each product is identified by a letter at the point
where market share and growth rate intersect. Use the model in Format 54 to
note a product’s activity for the last three and the next three years.
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Format 54
Product Mix Evaluation: The Portfolio Analysis Matrix Model

Growth Rate Market Share

Product: Model XYZ A 17% 30%

Product: Model XY2 B 8% 20%

Product: C

Product: D
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Source: The Boston Consulting Group, Inc.



The Boston Consulting Group model has been the standard, but it does not
relate well to customer impact on the product mix, and it tends to inaccurately
portray fast-changing markets and product-to-market dynamics. Consider look-
ing at other methods to establish the strengths and weaknesses/high to low value
of the products you offer to your customers. A life cycle matrix that references
product performance indicators such as growth, profitability, and market share
to customer performance indicators such as profitability, activity, volume/fre-
quency and purchasing might be better suited to your business world.

Format 55 provides an example of how one might address life cycles of prod-
ucts, customers, and markets using a performance rating system. It looks at mar-
ket types and the customers in those markets (by profile ID) and contrasts them
to product types. In this example, you are attempting to isolate the life cycle
stage that is the most attractive and the points at which you can expect the best
and worst performances. You can alter this life cycle stage to stages you select
(i.e., introduction, growth, maturity, and decline) if you prefer. Format 55 sim-
ply offers one viewpoint from which to review how you use life cycle manage-
ment in your marketing practices.

Determining Your Products’ Sales Contribution
Another method of determining your products’ value to your product line is to
assess their financial contribution. This is an excellent way to compare your
products’ performance; however, you must keep in mind each product’s overall
impact. One product, for example, might have a low sales volume with a low
profit margin, but it might be recession-proof or lead a customer to purchase
other products. These are qualities that must be considered when evaluating a
product’s value.

Format 56 allows you to view each of your product’s financial impact com-
pared to your overall product line and compared to the customers who will buy
it. First identify each product. Using your past sales reports, take each sales
amount and divide it into the entire product lines’ sales. Your total should equal
100 percent. In addition to each product’s sales percentage, record your gross
profit margin (in percentage) for each product. The goal is to see which prod-
ucts and customers are contributing the most to your business from a sales
growth and profitability perspective. The better the return, the more valuable
your product/customer mix can be.

New Product Impact
The product audit addresses your current performance, with support in some
cases from previous and future (expected) performances. Your audit should also
identify product opportunities. These can arise from changes, replacements, or
additions to current products. New product development plans will be discussed
later in this unit. The key for now is to acknowledge that new products—and the
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new customers they will attract—can be pivotal in assessing your product
performance. As Exhibit 2-1 indicated, the mixture of new/current products
and new/current customers can allow you to create strong marketing strate-
gies and tactics. Again, the key is to uncover where new developments could
enhance your product value and add exciting business possibilities to your total
product mix.

In identifying new product ideas, follow the same exercises you used with
your current products. You’ll need to establish the target market, the features/
benefits/incentives, competitive advantages, and product imaging suggested to
validate these new product ideas.

In the final analysis, your products, income sources, and the customers to
whom you are marketing must translate into a dollar value. Think of these
elements as assets, and try to determine their worth and impact on your com-
pany. Yes, there are situations where non-dollar generation has value and should
be noted, but the main thrust in assessing your products, income, and customers
is establishing how this mix can best perform. The result will indicate which
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Format 56
Sales Contribution

Product/Customer Percentages of Sales Gross Profit Margin

Model XYZ1 50% 50%

Customer Profile A 50% 40%

Customer Profile B 50% 20%

Customer Profile C 100% 30%

Model XYZ2 50% 50%

Customer Profile A 50% 40%

Customer Profile B 50% 20%

Total Products 100% 50%

Total Customer Profile A 100% 40%

Total Customer Profile B 100% 20%

Total Customer Profile C 100% 30%

Total Customers 100% 30%

Total customers must be calculated separately to arrive a a 100% level of contribution and the total gross profit margin
(GPM will be shown as an average or weighted average).



elements need to be replaced, added, or altered to create the best business
potential.

Sales Performance Evaluation
The next step in assessing the value of your products is to analyze their sales
volume. With these exercises, you are attempting to establish the track record
of your products. Sales alone will provide only part of the story (good or bad)
because the factors that generate sales volume can be influenced by uncontrol-
lable circumstances. Nonetheless, sales performance can provide a solid indica-
tor to a product’s real worth as long as performance numbers are qualified and
supported by other key financial data.

Historical Sales
As shown in Formats 57 to 60, you should always track your sales by product,
customer type, geographic area, and store outlet (if it is a consumer package
product or service industry) or distributor (if it is an industrial manufactur-
ing/business to business industry). Track sales levels by units and by dollar
amounts, showing growth rates as well. If you have products that are new to
the marketplace, sales will have to be predicted.

Although it is valuable to look at sales records from as far back as possible,
sales records from the past three years will give you the best indication of future
sales. Growth rates are figured in units. Total growth rates are shown as an
average.
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Format 57
Sales by Product

19___ 19___ 19___

Product(s) $ Units % $ Units % $ Units %

Model XYZ $10,000 1,000 — $11,000 1,500 50 $13,900 1,700 13

Model XY2 8,700 886 — 10,500 1,000 13 12,000 1,200 20

Total
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Format 58
Sales by Customer Type

Product: XYZ

19___ 19___ 19___

Customer Type $ Units % $ Units % $ Units %

Format 59
Sales by Geographic Area

Product: XYZ

19___ 19___ 19___

Geographic Area $ Units % $ Units % $ Units %



Forecasted Product Sales
Formats 61 to 64 provide a framework for forecasting sales for the current year
and the next two years. The formats provided are identical to those for histor-
ical sales.
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Format 60
Sales by Store Outlet or Distributor

Product: XYZ

19___ 19___ 19___

Distribution Channel $ Units % $ Units % $ Units %

Format 61
Forecasted Sales by Product

20___ 20___ 20___

Product $ Units % $ Units % $ Units %

Total
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Format 62
Forecasted Sales by Customer Type

Product: XYZ

20___ 20___ 20___

Customer Type $ Units % $ Units % $ Units %

Total

Format 63
Forecasted Sales by Geographic Area

Product: XYZ

20___ 20___ 20___

Geographic Area $ Units % $ Units % $ Units %

Total



Estimating New Product Sales
If you have a new product that will appear in the market in the next three years,
you’ll have no historical sales data from which to forecast sales. You will need
to estimate sales volume in other ways. Estimating is different from forecast-
ing. Estimating means what you hope may happen, while forecasting means what
you believe will happen. The difference is small but important in estimating a
new product’s sales performance.

Use Formats 65 to 68 to determine what sales will be for your new prod-
ucts and to examine the impact of new products on current sales forecasts. To
obtain these data, use your own product research and historical sales perfor-
mance of similar products. This information, along with current sales forecasts,
will allow you to estimate sales of new products. The formats allow you to pre-
dict your sales information based on product, customer type, geographic area,
and store outlet or distributor.

Analyzing Product Sales Patterns
Raw sales volume results are one way of assessing your performance levels.
Another method is to identify patterns, changes, and fluctuation in those sales
volumes. In short, you’re addressing how and why those results were produced.
This helps you determine whether or not your sales run in cycles so that you
can forecast sales more accurately. It also helps you plan production, inventory,
and raw material purchases.
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Format 64
Forecasted Sales by Store Outlet or Distributor

Product: XYZ

20___ 20___ 20___

Distribution Channel $ Units % $ Units % $ Units %

Total
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Format 65
Estimated New Product Sales

20___ 20___ 20___

Product $ Units % $ Units % $ Units %

Total

Format 66
Estimated New Product Sales by Customer Type

Product: XYZ

20___ 20___ 20___

Customer Type $ Units % $ Units % $ Units %

Total
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Format 67
Estimated New Product Sales by Geographic Area

Product: XYZ

20___ 20___ 20___

Geographic Area $ Units % $ Units % $ Units %

Total

Format 68
Estimated New Product Sales by Store Outlet or Distributor

Product: XYZ

20___ 20___ 20___

Store Outlet $ Units % $ Units % $ Units %

Total



Identifying Sales Trends
The first objective is to identify whether or not your sales patterns reflect any
continual change or trend. A trend is a consistent change in sales in any direc-
tion with any volume. If the trend holds for more than three years, it may be
considered a permanent pattern in your sales activity.

Format 69 gives you a way to see how specific trends can have an impact
on your product’s sales, positively or negatively. First identify each product and
list trends that could affect it; then link that effect with its impact on your prod-
uct. For example, let’s say your product meets a specific customer need to rent
videotapes of movies. A trend that could affect that need would be development
of a new technology such as video CDs or a new service such as pay-per-view
cable TV.

Seasonal Fluctuations in Sales
Sales changes that are the same year after year are considered to be cyclical
or seasonal. This means that, for whatever reason, sales will move in the same
direction with the same degree of impact each year. Your sales forecast can be
adjusted to anticipate the seasonal changes.

Use Format 70 to track sales fluctuations by placing a point at the appro-
priate unit sales levels under each month and connecting the points with a line.
Remember, you will need to complete this chart for each of your products.
Besides identifying product sales changes, this format allows you to overlay mar-
ket sales for comparison purposes. Again, track market sales by placing a point
at the appropriate unit levels and then connecting the points to form a line. The
sample format here is based on unit sales of one to ten. Depending upon your
sales volume, you may need to adjust the scale to hundreds or even thousands
of units.
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Format 69
Product Sales Trends

Product Trend Impact

Model XYZ Use of CD technology Must replace product soon

Model XY2 Customers wanting pay-per-view Product losing value (sales), must change



Financial Profitability Measurement
The center of the marketing universe is profitability. Yes, sales and market share
are important, but the ability to generate a profit is even more important. Prod-
uct pricing and costing standards will go a long way in determining the value
of the products you are marketing. Establishing how much money you can gen-
erate from a single product unit sale is crucial. As a marketer, it is important
that you know your products’ roles in your company’s financial well-being. Work
closely with your controller or accountant to ensure that your calculations are
accurate.

Establishing Product Price/Cost Structure
The first step in establishing the profitability of your product line is to develop
your product price/cost structure. To do this, you must define your base price,
special allowances such as volume discounts, and cost of goods sold. Then you
will be able to establish your gross revenue, profit margin, and profit levels. In
determining your cost of goods sold, work with your accounting department to
select an appropriate cost formula. The formula should include:

• cost and sales volume relationships

• extent of control over costs
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Format 70
Seasonal Sales Fluctuations

Product: XYZ
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In determining your pricing policies, again work with your accounting depart-
ment to evaluate the price formula to be used, which should include:

• impact of product management and distribution tactics

• impact of costs, competition, and legal variables

• impact of price on customers and on your overall marketing strategies

Your accounting and finance departments, production, engineering, and legal
counsel should participate in assessing current and future pricing practices.

Format 71 allows you to establish your price/cost and profit structure. To
use this format you must identify each product and establish the discount struc-
ture for the products. In this case, we will use volume discounting. Begin by
counting the first unit; then break down your discount structure into any incre-
ments. (The examples shown are in increments from 1–9, 10–19, and 20–50.)
Finally, place your products’ prices in the format.

The discount variable can be used in place of or along with the variable
known as allowances. This variable can be included to account for losses,
returns, or damage. By adding allowances to your calculations you can quan-
tify the amount of financial risk associated with a product sale based on cus-
tomer, market, marketing mix, or product tendencies.

The remainder of the format is based on simple calculations. Subtract the
dollar amount of each volume discount from your base price. (Remember that
the first increment will have a discount of $0.) Then subtract the discount from
the price base to find your revenue. Insert the cost of goods sold in the next line
on the chart and then subtract your cost of goods sold from the revenue level
to determine gross profit. Finally, convert the profit level into a percentage by
taking the gross profit in dollars and dividing by revenue.
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Format 71
Product Price/Cost Structure

Product: XYZ Product: XY2

Volume (units) (1–9) (10–19) (20–50) (1 – +)

Price ($) 689 689 689 1,089

Allowance ($) 0 50 100 0

Revenue ($) 689 639 589 1,089

Cost of goods sold ($) 260 260 260 520

Gross profit ($) $429 $379 $329 $569

Gross margin (%) 62% 59% 56% 52%



There are no general rules to determine if your profit margin is favorable.
You will need to evaluate the final percentages based on industry standards and
company goals. However, if your gross profit is very low—10 percent or less—
you may want to reconsider the product’s feasibility.

You may also want to look at your price/cost structure as it relates to cus-
tomer type. Customer profitability is just as important as product profitability.
Customer profitability is addressing all the direct costs associated with reach-
ing, securing, and maintaining a customer. This will include cost of goods sold,
as well as the cost of marketing. The pricing aspect, along with these costs, can
provide an additional viewpoint from which to assess your product’s true level
of profitability.

Cost of goods sold, which is defined as the direct materials or resources
needed to create a product or service, may need to be modified for your own
business. For example, if you are a financial lender, costs of funds may be the
appropriate costing variable to use.

Analyzing Product Profit Structure
After you have established your per-unit price/cost structure, your next objec-
tive is to set up a profit structure. You do this by combining the historical sales
patterns for the last three years with your present price/cost structure to deter-
mine how much gross income can be produced. This information will reflect
the strengths and weaknesses in your products’ revenues and help you establish
a product’s value to the product line.

Format 72 allows you to combine your pricing structure with your past sales
reports and your present sales forecasts to calculate your revenue stream. Your
source for sales volumes and growth rates is sales reporting and forecasting
information. Your pricing structure will provide information on cost of goods
sold, gross profit, and gross margins. Multiply your pricing data by your unit
sales to determine your profit structure.
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Format 72
Product Profit Structure ($ thousands)

Product: XYZ 20__ 20__ 20__

Sales ($) 475,785 626,565 758,367

Sales (units) 740 975 1,180

Growth (%) N/A 32 21

Cost of goods sold ($) 209,300 303,160 404,042

Gross profit ($) $266,485 $323,405 $354,325

Gross margin (%) 56% 52% 47%



When analyzing your profit structure, you need to answer the following
questions:

• Will customers accept a price that covers your cost of goods?

• Is growth of sales outpacing increases in costs?

• Is there ample gross margin? (Depending on the industry standard, you need
to have a strong gross margin to compensate for your net margins to be able
to generate suitable profit levels. Work with your controller or accountant to
determine an acceptable gross margin.)

• Are you making money?

• At what point in sales volume do you break even or do your total costs begin
to drop off? What are the revenue implications of this break-even point?
(Again, you will need to work with your financial department to perform a
break-even analysis and to understand the total revenue picture.) The break-
even point will tell you when your sales start to represent true returns and
how long it will take for the product to pay itself off.

• How does lower or higher pricing increase sales volume? Do more sales of
current products, the addition of new products, or the raising or lowering of
costs impact profit performance? (Remember that when adding new
products, sales will not always be a total gain because the new products will
probably take away from sales of current products.)

Determining Financial Return
After reviewing your product’s ability to produce a profit, you need to address
the key financial measurements of that profit. The financial performance of a
product as it relates to resources consumed can tell you the return your prod-
uct is producing. Meet with your finance and accounting people to select the
proper financial return calculation process.

To understand the financial return of a product, you need to separate your
products into two categories: current products and new products being devel-
oped or under consideration.

A current product’s return is a relatively simple calculation to make because
you are measuring the pure performance of annual investment dollars (assets or
equity), minus any additional research and development payback, against the
income generated. Your rate of return, or return on investment, is shown as the
percentage earned in comparison to the percentage of dollars spent.

A new product’s return is more difficult to calculate because you are taking
into account the cost to produce a product over an extended time period. Your
analysis also needs to address time as it relates to the research and development
payback and realized income (income over and above cost). Because the prod-
uct is new, no historical records of performance exist, so estimating the uncer-
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tain future of earnings potential is risky. When a product is being considered
for a market, the questions are: Is it worth the risk? How much money will I
have to spend to make money? When can I expect to realize this income?

Use the following key indicators to measure financial return by product and
overall product line:

• return on investment (ROI)

• discounted cash flow

• payback period

• break-even analysis (units and dollars)

These indicators (separately or together) can help you measure the return
you are receiving or can expect. You can verify how changes to your products
or marketing tactics are affecting your products’ financial return.

Besides ROI, you can also look at ROA (return on assets) and ROE (return
on equity). For purposes of product profitability in the world of the marketer,
ROI is usually the better indicator to cite. You will also need to determine the
baseline number or data point from which your product’s financial performance
will be measured. This data point can come from one or all of the following
sources:

• historical company records

• industry standards (found in Unit 1, “Identification of Marketing Industry
Standards”)

• published industry standards (e.g., Robert Morris Associates)

These sources act as a benchmark from which to compare yourself. If you
are higher or lower than the standards, you can determine how valuable your
products are and what changes may be needed to improve or maintain perfor-
mance levels.

Your audit findings should indicate how you calculate financial return by
product and overall product line. By including the current and projected return
expected from current and new products under development you can decide if
your current measurements, standards, and logic provide the accurate financial
return data you need to make the appropriate decisions. Thus, you can deter-
mine if the financial return you are experiencing is adequate or if changes need
to be made.

Production Capacity Determination
However great the demand for your products is, if you can’t fill orders, your
customers will be disappointed. You must determine your ability to produce a
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product that fits your financial resources and can adjust to customer sales cycles.
If yours is a service-based company, you must address your ability to serve cus-
tomers. In this environment, production takes on a different meaning, but the
bottom line is to meet customer purchase demands.

Establishing Your Production Capabilities
The first step in measuring your production capabilities is to establish your max-
imum production levels. Determine your comfortable production ranges and con-
sider when you might need to enlarge your space, increase your machinery, add
suppliers, or hire more workers. Then be prepared to adjust your cost structuring
as required by these changes.

Format 73 provides a method of establishing your production activity lev-
els. By calculating how many workers it takes to make your products, and var-
ious ranges of production speed, you can assess your ability to adjust and
predict production strengths and weaknesses. These factors, combined with
machinery and raw material supply, will help define what production capacity
you can support. You may want to reconfigure the format to accommodate your
product line as a whole.

Production capacity is one of the factors you will use in determining your
sales forecasts, so, you need to plan realistic production levels.

Determining Your Production Resources and Limitations
It’s important to know the limits of your current production operations and at
what point you will change them; planned changes must be compatible with
future sales activities. You also need to indicate if any changes such as new
investments or changes in production costs are anticipated in your internal or
external resources. What impact will these changes have on production?

In analyzing the capacity of your internal production operations, be sure to
include your manufacturing plant and production workers, and base your assess-
ment on your present and future needs. Use the three factors provided in For-
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Format 73
Production Capacity

Size Production Volume Levels

Year Product No. of Employees of Facility Low Medium Maximum

20__ A 22 Entire plant (100 sq. ft.) 1,000 1,500 2,000

20__ B 25 Entire plant (100 sq. ft.) 1,200 1,700 2,200

20__ C 25 Plant expand (150 sq. ft.) 1,300 1,800 2,300



mat 74-1. This information will make you aware of your situation and what
steps (if any) you may need to take to prepare for the future.

Use Format 74-2 to establish the capacity of your external production oper-
ations. This analysis includes independent production subcontractors and their
workers and is based on your present and future needs.

Evaluating Operational Control
In this section, you are primarily concerned with events and actions that affect
your production and delivery capabilities. You must identify present and alter-
native sources of supplies, problems that affect product delivery and material
availability, and areas in which you have competitive advantages.

Use Formats 75-1 and 75-2 to define your delivery and supplier selections.
This exercise will help you understand who is delivering your product to the
customer and who is providing you with the material for manufacturing. This
information will give you a good basis for making decision about these processes.
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Format 74-1
Production Resources and Limitations

Present Status Future Plans

Production facilities Small assembly area New assembly area
purchase for expansion

(two years out)

Work force Medium skilled New education program
to improve skill levels

(next year)

Machinery Old mechanical equipment New computerized equipment
(within the year)

Format 74-2
Production Resources and Limitations

Present Status Future Plans

Outside supplement

Production facilities



Product Delivery
The delivery of your product to your customers on time and undamaged is cru-
cial. Delivery is the link between your production lines and fulfillment of the
sales order. Whether you perform this task internally or externally, you should
establish present and future sources of delivery. Use Format 75-1 as a guideline.

Materials Suppliers
The suppliers of the materials, parts, and components that comprise your prod-
uct are also vital. Try to build relationships with suppliers who can provide qual-
ity materials when they are needed. Use Format 75-2 to analyze your present
and future sources of materials. You should also weigh the importance of each
supplier to your operations, considering lead time requirements, risk of short-
ages, and terms of contracts.

Assessing Competitive Operating Advantages and
Disadvantages
Summarize the competitive advantages in your overall operational control, tak-
ing into account production capacity, delivery of product, suppliers’ ability to
meet your needs, proprietary techniques, level of experience, and lower costs.
These strengths can later translate into marketing strategies.
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Format 75-1
Operational Control

Source Present Status Future Plans

In-house Using for 90% of all deliveries No change

Independent Using only for overflow No change

Format 75-2
Operational Control

Source Present Status Future Plans

In-house Have exclusive contracts Will branch out to have alternatives

Independent Using only when needed Will open up for bids



Likewise, disadvantages need to be identified to expose where problems may
occur in contrast to your competitors. Production weaknesses need to be dealt
with just as production strengths are.

Legal Concerns
You must not undertake any marketing activity that is in violation of current
or pending laws. Your objective is to identify legal issues that may be confronting
your product’s entry into the marketplace. You must protect yourself from law-
suits by those who may claim you have stolen their ideas and prevent others
from stealing your ideas so you will not have to take legal action. Legal actions
can decrease the financial value of your company and your products.

Evaluating Your Product’s Legal Control
The protection of copyrights, patents, trade secrets, and trademarks as they relate
to a product’s integrity is paramount, so make sure you apply for the appro-
priate legal protection and use any legally required labeling for your products.
Although some products can’t be protected, most can be to some degree.

Use Format 76 to record the status of any legal efforts that are being under-
taken on behalf of your product(s). The sample pertains to the status of patent
filing procedures for two different models of a product.

Assessing Product Liability
In this day of personal injury litigation, you need to determine your degree of
exposure to product liability. If you are liable for damages caused by your
product, you have to measure your level of risk and perhaps obtain liability
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Format 76
Legal Control

Product Filing Status Date Fully Covered

Model XYZ Phase 1 filing (patent pending) Next year—June 1

Model XY2 Not patentable Not available



insurance. If you do buy insurance, its cost should be integrated into your
general expenses.

Format 77 offers a method of evaluating your liability exposure. This exer-
cise helps you gauge the likelihood that your product could create an unfair or
unsafe situation due to negligence in its creation, design, or use. This determi-
nation should come from your attorney. You then need to discuss the steps you
would take to protect yourself from the legal consequences of this negligence.
This could involve product liability insurance, labeling awareness, liability
releases, legal positioning, or nothing. Doing nothing is not as bad as it sounds.
You must meet the rules governing your product’s existence, and it must per-
form fairly and safely, within reason. However, many times companies feel that
it is cheaper to fight or settle lawsuits than to take on the cost of preventing
problems from arising.

Product liability costs are key, and it is marketing’s role to provide this infor-
mation to the accountant or controller who is figuring the product’s financials.

Examining Outstanding Contracts and Agreements
Another legal matter to consider is outstanding contracts with vendors, suppli-
ers, distributors, salespeople, competitors, and current or former employees.
Contracts are designed to protect an individual’s rights; you need to make sure
that your marketing activities don’t violate these contracts.
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Format 77
Product Liability

Product Level of Exposure Cost of Insurance

Model XYZ Very small No insurance

Model XY2 Medium to high Heavy insurance
$1,000,000 coverage

$20,000 cost per year



Use Format 78 to track legal issues that could affect your marketing pro-
gram. For each product, determine what legal issues, if any, are pending. This
analysis will help you see if you need outside funding or if there is a legal prob-
lem that could delay or halt a product’s manufacturing.

New Product Thinking and Planning Analysis
Up to this point, your product audit has focused on current product, customer,
and income sources. These sources have been discussed only in terms of assess-
ing how changes to the existing mix might be improved. If change mandates
new product developments, a process must be in place to take a new concept
from thought to reality. Use the guidelines in this section to assess if your prod-
uct development process is meeting your needs.

Product innovation and creativity are the cornerstones of marketing. Very
few markets can be serviced by a company that offers the same product year
after year without enhancements, replacements, or additions. Therefore, your
product audit should look at potential product ideas, addressing not only prod-
uct possibilities, but also your ability to bring a product to market.

The following product development tactics could impact the value of cur-
rent and new products:

• cost reductions

• product alterations (features)

• product elimination

• price changes

• product improvements
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Format 78
Legal Agreements

Nondisclosure Noncompete Outstanding/Pending

Product Agreements Agreements Product Litigation

Model XYZ None One—with former None
joint venture partner

Model XY2 None None Yes—former stock owner,
for compensation



The following actions would result from those tactics:

• product refinements

• product additions

• product deletions

• product replacements

Products can be completely new products or reintroductions. Branding
changes in the consumer package product and service industries would follow
the same option structure as the product development process.

Assessing Past Product Developments
The objective in examining former products is to identify the status of prod-
ucts you have or have not added to your product line. You want to determine
how successful you were at developing the product, how successful the product
was once it was released, and whether the product met the expectations origi-
nally established. Format 79 provides space to list products under development.
Be sure to list the date a product was released into the market and a perfor-
mance rating of your choice. You may want to expand the results section of this
format to include information such as the product’s performance at the target
market and prototype stages.
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Format 79
Products Under Development

Product Purpose Target Market Results

Model 123 Cleaner Home cleaner Women  30–40 yrs. Released 6-30-99—
very successful

Model 321 Cleaner Auto cleaner Men  20–30 yrs. terminated—
did not test well with market



Evaluating Product Development Status and Plans
Once you understand what you did in the past, you can determine the status of
present product developments. Your objective is to find out where specific prod-
ucts are in the research and development stages. Project development stages
include developing, assessing, designing, building, and testing product for mar-
ket introduction.

A product is in constant motion. As you complete Format 80, your objec-
tive is to bring definition to a product’s status and activity at a given stage. In
determining the status of new products, remember to include not only products
that exist in your own environment but also those you are acquiring through
acquisition, merger, joint venture, or licensing arrangements with another party.
The objective is to identify where you stand with products that may or may not
be added to your existing product line.

Establishing Product Development Processes
Once you determine past and present product development activities, you can
evaluate your research and testing procedures. To do this, you must consider various
industries and business needs. Exhibit 2-2 offers four examples of processes vari-
ous companies have used. The examples show varying degrees of detail but share a
similar flow.

The initial stage in the product development process consists of creating a
product idea and assessing its validity. Designing and building come next, fol-
lowed by testing and measurement. Finally, the product is released, with cus-
tomer feedback linked to the market introduction.

Whether your idea changes a current product or introduces a new entry, the
process must be followed to ensure quality and performance. The key is to deter-
mine if your current process is adequate to produce quality new product ideas
and if the ideas will meet the expectations originally established.
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Format 80
Product Development Status

Product Description Stage Purpose/Use Target Market Expected Release Date

Model 101 Concept Home cleaning Hispanic women 2-00

Model XXX Product testing Home repair White men 1-01
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The main areas a marketer must contend with are:

• Product research—a form of research conducted directly with the customer
at various stages of the product’s development. The purpose is to determine
the customer’s perception of the product, what needs the product must fill
for the customer to purchase it, and how to make the customer a loyal
customer.

• Performance testing—an actual physical test in which a product’s features
are evaluated, usually in a controlled, scientific setting. Testing can be
conducted strictly as a function of the marketing department or as a
combined effort between marketing research staffs and
manufacturing/production.

• Market research—the process of identifying the areas into which a product
will be sold. These areas (markets) are evaluated on criteria such as
competition, size, legal regulations, and overall consumer purchasing
patterns and acceptance.

• Marketing research—an umbrella term used to describe all research acts that
fall under the business functions of marketing. More specifically, marketing
research is used to define an ongoing research application (such as customer
satisfaction) that is usually evaluated as part of an annual marketing plan.

Format 81 provides a method of establishing what testing and research activ-
ities are currently under way. This allows you to view various forms of testing in
manufacturing and marketing environments and evaluate results.

Format 81
Product Testing

Product Stage Activities Conducted Results

Model 990 Product testing Product research/field Modifications to
customer acceptance target markets

Model 133 Product trials Product research/customer Packaging changes
brand awareness



Service Support Assessment
For consumer package product and industrial manufacturing/business-to-busi-
ness industries that market a physical product, the support or service aspect
needs to be counted as part of the product’s total value. In the world of value-
added products, the service element can be an additional profit center or a cost
center to serve other profit centers. This is key in this customer-driven market-
ing world. Customer service (type and performance) must be included.

To assess the service component, simply review how your support is ren-
dered to the customer and determine how successful you have been at obtain-
ing new customers, attracting former customers back, and maintaining current
customers. The role of service will indicate not only current strengths and
weaknesses, but also future opportunities and problems, based on your current
customer management approach.
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Unit

3 Evaluating the Effectiveness
of Marketing Actions

Your audit so far covered how you approach and manage your marketplace. It
established your income sources, and it assessed the performance or value of
your products. Now you need to assess how effective you are at marketing your
products. This unit will supply you with questions and exercises to consider in
managing your marketing strategies and tactics.

The objective of this audit is to measure your ability as a company, or as a
marketing area, to manage your marketing efforts and dollars. It takes you
through the heart of marketing management, the marketing mix, which con-
sists of nine marketing functions (advertising, sales, distribution, etc.) that drive
the ability to reach, capture, and service customers. It offers ideas on the best
methods of programming your marketing mix.

The Marketing Management Concept
The ultimate goal of these audits is to better understand the dynamics, issues,
and drivers that cause your marketing efforts to succeed or fail. The final out-
come is a marketing plan (strategic or tactical) that will act as your game plan
to make more money or save more money than previous marketing efforts for
the company. Marketing management centers on the relationship among strat-
egy, tactics, and actions. The results of your audits will translate into your abil-
ity to capture business through the thoughts and activities you develop. 

Marketing Overview
Strategy is the big-picture thinking of what you would like to accomplish and
the impact it would have on your company. Historically, this was reflected as a
long-term event, but into today’s annual rate of return world, strategy is more
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“thinking out of the box” marketing. Formula-driven processes (tactics) are the
action from which strategies are realized. Typically, a tactical plan is referred
to as a marketing plan with an annual scope. Tactics are the tools available to
market your products to your customers, against a predetermined performance
goal. The action aspect of the plan includes the options available through those
tactics. Actions are like push buttons on a computer—you program the buttons
to produce the desired outcome. 

Consumer package products, industrial manufacturing/business-to-business,
and service industries all depend on solid marketing management to deliver on
the marketing goals necessary to drive the company’s ability to generate a profit.
In all these industries, the customer is the key. Marketing is the ability to influ-
ence and direct the customer to purchase the products you have to offer. 

Life cycle management of markets, customers, and products are all keys in
predicting potential business opportunities. Market and product life cycles are
based on the common stages of introduction, growth, maturity, and decline.
When markets and products are entering, existing in, or leaving one of these
stages, they experience common characteristics. These characteristics can tell you
why a product may be performing lower or higher than expectations.

The customer life cycle, commonly referred to as customer relationship mar-
keting, focuses on events an individual might experience in life and the relation-
ship the person has with your products or company. By clarifying how marketing
life cycles work, your audit findings will help you craft your ultimate analysis
and planning efforts. As you audit the marketing management aspect of your
business, the customer will be the centerpiece of your research. Stalking the mod-
ern customer, especially in the consumer package product and service industries,
is getting more difficult every day. This audit will tell you how effective you have
been at selling your products or services. In today’s marketing world, customers
must be managed just as products were in the past. Your audit findings should
reflect the performance of marketing to customers versus marketing products
to customers.

The first steps in auditing marketing management are in the area of per-
formance reporting. This information will tell you how effective you have been at
meeting your marketing goals, capturing customers, and producing product.
These performances will be viewed by senior management, and they will want to
know how you formed your beliefs and predictions regarding how you have been
generating sales, obtaining profitability, and controlling your market position. 

Marketing Performance Measurement
In marketing, sales and revenue are the number-one financial indicator of per-
formance. This key measurement will tell you how effective (in terms of dollars
generated) your marketing efforts have been to date. It profiles the sale of a prod-
uct in volume and the consequential dollars produced.
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Sales and Revenues Measurement
The first step in measuring sales and revenue is to define how your current sales
forecasts are established; that is, what is the basis for these estimates? Then
record your sales and revenue forecasts for the last three years and the next three
years. Base your sales forecast on market potential, competition, production
capacity, market trends, market financial health, your product’s profitability, and
your marketing activities and distribution processes. In evaluating your estimates,
you should employ some verification measure to test the validity of the num-
bers. You must be as objective as possible in a subjective environment to ensure
the accuracy of the estimates. Ask yourself the following questions:

Quantitative Verification

• Are your numbers time specific?

• Are your numbers measurable?

• Can you track your numbers by product, customer, sales, territory, and store
outlet/distributor?

Qualitative Verification

• Are your numbers realistic?

• Are your numbers financially sound?

• Do the numbers reflect seasonal fluctuation?

Do your numbers stand up to these tests? Your answers should be challenging
and attainable.

Forecasting Sales
In analyzing your current expected sales performance, you need to look at your
sales from product and customer viewpoints. You should audit each product on
its own merit, as well as the product line’s total sales compared with your sales
potential, to determine comfortable sales volume levels. Compare the actual sales
with sales forecasts to see how accurately you predicted the future and how sta-
ble your sales volume has been.

Format 82 helps you evaluate how well you obtained your sales goals. You’ll
need to apply this format for the current and previous three-year time frames.
Remember, your previous sales numbers are not a record of your actual sales;
your analysis needs to reflect what you predicted sales would be compared to
the actual sales. 
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Measuring Sales Potential
The purpose of recording sales potential in Format 83 is to establish the max-
imum dollar or unit amount of product line your company is capable of sup-
porting (selling, servicing, etc.). This is based primarily on your capability to
produce and market (sell, distribute, and service customers) a product for a year.
The purpose of recording a sales forecast is to predict estimated dollar or unit
sales of your product line for the year. The sales forecast comes from the sales
and revenue forecast you established in Format 82.

Format 83 allows you to compare your sales forecasts to your sales poten-
tial. Your objective is to determine how you formulate your sales potential and
if it is accurately predicting your sales generation limitations.

To determine your percentage of growth, subtract the previous year’s unit
total from the following year’s (i.e., subtract 2000 total from 1999 total); then
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Format 82
Sales Forecast ($ thousands)

20___ 20___ Rate 20___ Rate

of Growth of Growth

$ Units $ Units (%) $ Units (%)

Product: Regular $405,000 675 $534,000 890 32 $646,200 1,077 21

Product: Large 70,785 65 92,565 85 32 112,167 103 21

Total 475,785 740 626,565 975 32 758,367 1,180 21

Format 83
Sales Forecast and Sales Potential ($ thousands)

20___ 20___ Rate 20___ Rate

of Growth of Growth

$ Units $ Units (%) $ Units (%)

Sales Potential

Product: Regular $605,000 1,008 $650,000 1,080 7 $700,000 1,165 8

Product: Large 80,000 75 100,000 90 20 150,000 140 56

Total 685,000 1,083 750,000 1,170 8 850,000 1,305 12

Sales Forecast

Product: Regular $405,000 675 $534,000 890 32 $646,200 1,077 21

Product: Large 70,785 65 92,565 85 32 112,167 103 21

Total 475,785 740 626,565 975 32 758,367 1,180 21



divide that amount by the previous year’s total. This will establish a positive or
negative growth rate. The total line at the bottom of the format represents aver-
age growth rates of the overall product line. Format 83 demonstrates a prob-
lem: your sales volume is outpacing your ability to handle these sales in your
regular products and your overall product line.

Projecting Your Revenues
In order to define your current profitability projections, you need to calculate
the revenues that will be generated by your sales forecasting. You are translat-
ing your sales expectations into earnings. Each year you need to make more
money to cover rising costs or to reinvest in the company. You can do this by
lowering costs, selling more products, or raising the product’s price. Your prod-
uct profitability statement will include product costs that are determined in the
product development or product management section by your accountant or
financial manager.

It’s helpful to define your profitability projections by individual product and
overall product line. Note that sales dollars are figured using the base unit price.
If volume discount pricing is used your revenue figures may need to be adjusted.
(See Format 84.)

Market Share Movement
Market share measures your piece of the pie. This information helps you plan
growth and gauge overall sales performance compared to the market and your
competition. First you need to determine the basis for your market share esti-
mates, which include the direction and speed of growth you will be experienc-
ing in market share. Are you growing or declining, and at what speed? Once
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Format 84
Revenue Projections ($ thousands)

Overall 20__ 20__ 20__

Sales ($) 475,785 626,526 758,367

Sales (units) 740 975 1,180

Rate of growth (%) N/A 32 21

Cost of goods sold ($) 209,300 303,160 404,042

Gross profit ($) $266,485 $323,366 $354,325

Gross margin (%) 56% 52% 47%



again, you need to demonstrate this by target market, overall product line, and
individual product.

The following exercises present two ways to determine your perceived mar-
ket share. Your goal is to establish a share level that reflects your presence in
the marketplace. Remember that you are auditing what you believe to be your
market share based on your sales performance. The market audit (Unit 1) is the
official word on what your actual market share status really is. Determine what
you believe to be your market share and compare that with market share audit
information to accurately identify your market status.

Market Share Relative to the Market Potential
In establishing your current market share projections, you need to use two
methods to analyze your market share. The first is by market share relative to
the market itself. This can indicate your level of potential growth, which will
come from obtaining a new portion of the market or from taking away part of
a competitor’s share. A good market share estimate relative to the market would
be in the range of .05 to 1.00 percent. 

Format 85 needs to be applied in a manner that reflects the last three and
the next three years. This format helps you evaluate how effective you were at
predicting your market share. The last three years are not a record of your actual
market share reported; they show what you predicted your market share levels
would be compared to what they actually were. Remember that market share
is based on units, not sales. The next three years are used to verify your cur-
rent market share predictions. They represent what you believe your market
share levels will be, not actual market share obtained.

To complete Format 85 you will need to know your market potential. This
information is located in Unit 1 under Market Size Determination. You can then
divide your sales forecast by the market potential to arrive at your market share
level, as shown in this sample calculation:

Sales forecast: 500 units
= Market share: 0.05%

Market potential: 1,000,000 units

The overall amounts on this format represent market share for the entire
product line.

Market Share Relative to the Competition
The other commonly used method for assessing market share is rating your
market share relative to the competition. This method is more popular simply
because your numbers will appear larger. The problem with this method is that
it does not tell you how much of the market is available for expansion. A typical
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market share estimate (relative to the competition—direct, indirect, or
alternatives) would be from 10 to 35 percent.

Sales forecast: 500 units
= Market share: 0.50%

Market forecast: 100,000 units

Format 86 also needs to reflect the last three and next three years. This exer-
cise evaluates how well you predicted your market share. The last three years are
not a record of your actual market share reported; they reflect what you pre-
dicted your market share levels would be compared to the actual levels. Remem-
ber, market share is based on units, not sales. The next three years verify your
current market share predictions. They represent what you believe your market
share levels will be, not actual market share obtained.

To complete Format 86 you need to know your market forecast. This infor-
mation can be found in Unit 1 under Market Size Determination. An easy way
to figure these data is to total all your sales and those of your competitors. Once
you establish your sales forecast, divide that amount by your market forecast to
arrive at your market share. Following is a sample calculation.
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Format 85
Market Share Assessment Relative to the Market ($ thousands)

Rate of Rate of Rate of

20__ Growth 20__ Growth 20__ Growth

Units (%) Units (%) Units (%)

Market share (Units)

Market share (Relative to market)

Overall: 0.07 — 0.08 14 0.05 25

Product: 0.01 — 0.02 100 0.03 50

Product: 0.06 — 0.06 0 0.07 17

Format 86
Market Share Assessment Relative to the Competition ($ thousands)

Rate of Rate of Rate of

20__ Growth 20__ Growth 20__ Growth

Units (%) Units (%) Units (%)

Market share (Relative to competition)

Overall: 30 — 35 17 40 14

Product: 20 — 20 0.00 25 25

Product: 10 — 15 50 15 0



Sales forecast: 500 units
= Market share: 50%

Market forecast: 1,000 units

The overall amounts on this format represent market share for the entire
product line.

Business Expansion and Growth Performance
Marketing plays a vital role in expanding a company. Companies that are search-
ing for avenues for expansion can use internal or external resources to reach
their growth and business expansion goals.

Growth comes as the result of marketing efforts and the performance mea-
surement of those efforts. Growth needs to be managed, cultivated, and tracked
like a product. Growth doesn’t just happen; it takes planning to produce con-
trolled, diverse and consistent results.

Internal Growth
Although simple in theory, internal growth is generated through mixing and
matching types of products, markets (geographic area), and customers. It allows
you to create growth by building marketing strategies and tactics around the
core elements of your business. Those elements are:

• new products or changes to current products

• new customers, former customers or current customers

• new business opportunities

Exhibit 3-1 displays the options you can mix together to increase growth
through market/customer/product combinations.

Exhibit 3-1
Growth/Expansion Options

Markets/Customers

New Customer Types
New Products New Markets Current Customer Types

Products Former Customer Types
New Customer Types

Current Products Currrent Markets Current Customer Types
Former Customer Types
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This exhibit illustrates growth through internal means. Internal implies using
existing resources to obtain your growth goals. For example, if you obtained
your goals in the past, why were you able to do so? You need to understand
why growth did or did not happen internally so you can make changes to con-
trol it better in the future. Internal growth can be obtained by:

• selling more product—increased effort

• selling more product—more products available to sell

• lowering costs to produce products and/or the cost of marketing those
products

• raising prices on products sold

External Growth
External growth comes as the result of business practices. As with internal growth,
the purpose is to mix and match elements to produce growth. The elements can be
entirely external or a combination of internal and external elements.

External growth relies on business relationships to produce sales. These rela-
tionships can provide added resources, and these resources, in turn, can pro-
duce growth through the efforts of others. Consider the following business
resources and determine if they have be used and, if so, how effective these rela-
tionships have been.

• acquisition (new products from competitors)

• mergers

• franchising

• licensing (selling rights—all or limited)

• business relationship alignment (e.g., joint venture)

The objective of this section is to determine how you have been achieving
growth (assuming you are). Then you can determine how to maintain and increase
it in the future.

Marketing Organizational Performance
The infrastructure that supports the marketing management of your company
consists of people, technology, and information. Experience, talent, education,
leadership, and resources are all important in today’s marketing environment,
but these three infrastructure components are the main drivers. Marketing in the
twenty-first century will depend on marketing and other departments working
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together as a team. It will require an investment in technology, such as power-
ful personal computers, on-line electronic data transfer, and Internet or intranet
accessibility. Information will need to be at one’s fingertips. It can be housed in
a centralized data warehouse, but it must be available at the point of sale.

Modern marketing efforts must recognize and use these structure-building
elements. The greatest strategies, tactics, and actions will fail if qualified staff
are not on board, if information is not reported on a timely and insightful basis,
or if the most up-to-date tools are not made available.

Organizational Structure—Proper Staffing
Try to understand your marketing “machine.” Your marketing organization and
operations establish the way you run your marketing activities. You need to
address your personnel resources in terms of their ability to perform marketing
duties. Begin by determining the level of activity being handled by your current
marketing staff. Is your staff qualified? Do they need more training? If they are
not able to perform the marketing work, should they be reassigned or terminated?

Capacity modeling will help you gauge your ability to handle the amount of
business your company desires. To do this, you need to define the tasks needed
to complete a process and then determine how long it takes to complete each
task, the percentage of time a staffer needs to complete a task, and the number
of staffers needed. Now you can assess how effective you are at managing your
business and decide if changes such as outsourcing are needed.

After analyzing your staffing situation, ask yourself how you will adjust. Will
you expand, downsize, or change job responsibilities? What will be the results?
How will you evaluate the decisions? The following concerns may apply to your
situation:

Expansions to Existing Staff

• new hires

• part-time/per project (e.g., outside marketing consultants)

• downsizing of existing staff

• restructuring

• shared job responsibilities

• reassignments

Changes in Existing Staff’s Position Responsibilities

• promotions

• new position creations
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• job responsibilities (duties and reporting changes)

• effect on costs (direct, not marketing expenses)

• compensation packages

• training

• other (e.g., incentives)

Organizational Structure—Proper Working Environment
Staffing is key, but providing the environment for staff to interact and produce
results is equally important. Organizational structure is an environment that has
been designed using structural and cultural attributes. The manner in which indi-
viduals are placed in the different areas of the marketing department, and other
departments in the company, will promote or deflate marketing efforts.

The marketing department has evolved over the years, and as companies have
progressed, so has the focus of the marketing department. Marketing has moved
from a simple sales department to multifunction departments that balance all
nine marketing functions. (Refer to the Marketing Mix Performance section later
in this unit.) Today, an organization can be designed utilizing any of the fol-
lowing structural configurations:

• functionally oriented 

• product-oriented 

• market-oriented (geographic)

• hybrid (functional, product, and geographic combined)

• matrix or cross-functional 

• process-based/team-oriented 

The functional, product, market, and hybrid forms all use a top-to-bottom
hierarchical flow that provides centralized control over marketing implementa-
tion. Exhibit 3-2 below displays examples of these forms.

The matrix, or cross-functional, forms and the process-based/team-oriented
forms promote more freedom and innovation and empower staff to take own-
ership in their marketing efforts. Needless to say, these tend to be the organi-
zational structures of choice, assuming management endorses not only the
marketing department’s approach, but also the involvement of the entire com-
pany. Exhibit 3-3 displays examples of these forms.
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Exhibit 3-2
Functional/Product/Market/Hybrid Forms
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Exhibit 3-3
Modern Forms—Process-Based Structures

Although the more traditional forms are still effective, especially in small
companies, the more modern forms are taking the lead in marketing depart-
ments today. A department typically builds a customer/product-oriented process
by reformulating old hierarchical forms that are still functional in their design.
Once everyone has adjusted to the matrix/cross-functional world, the company
and the marketing department totally redesign their roles and responsibilities
into a process-based/team-oriented environment. In this situation, the processes
become the stars of the company, not the functional departments. Each process
is based on a customer/product business flow, and teams are arranged accord-
ing to key stages of operations. This configuration promotes direct interaction
on a process, instead of linking back to a function or department authority. 

Process-driven organizations tend to respond faster to market needs because
they are decentralized and closer to the action. Process-, team-, or matrix/cross-
functional-oriented structures not only promote productivity, but also improve
information systems, finance/accounting (reporting), and quality control.

Organizational Structure—Roles and Responsibilities
Once you’ve established your current and new organizational structure, you need
to define the positions assigned to the structure. The focus is not to determine
who reports to whom, but who does what with whom. The key is to isolate on
the individual activities and tasks the marketing staff will carry out in the mar-
keting tactics and actions. The following example offers ideas for dealing with
relationship issues in  organizational structure.

Standard staff-level position in marketing

• duties (activities and parameters)

• relationship with other marketing staffers
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• relationship with their assigned marketing manager and other marketing
managers

• relationship with other department (non-marketing) managers and their
staffers

Standard management-level position in marketing

• duties (activities and parameters)

• relationship with other marketing managers

• relationship with assigned manager

• relationship with marketing staff

• relationship with nonmarketing managers and their staff

The personnel aspect of organizational management also takes into account
core competencies that the staff must either possess or be willing to obtain. Job
qualifications would focus on market- or industry-specific capabilities as well as
marketing and management capabilities. Market- or industry-specific capabili-
ties would center on industry knowledge. Marketing and management capabil-
ities would comprise marketing skills and professional conduct.

Position assignments will follow the actions determined by the structure you
select. The number of positions will depend on the size of the company, stage
of its life cycle, resources, and the type of industry it is in. In any case, your
audit should focus on the activities and tasks assigned to individuals and if they
have the capabilities to carry out their charge. 

Cultural Elements in Organizational Structure
It is not enough to address how your organization is or should be structured;
you must consider the culture as well. Culture is an environment that is fostered
to enable individuals to cooperate in producing quality work. It is the behavior
of an organization. The culturally correct marketing structure of the new millen-
nium focuses on staff becoming entrepreneurial, teamwork-oriented, proactive,
empowered, and customer-driven. These attributes create a healthy marketing
environment that is flexible, acceptable to change, and cost effective.

Processes and Procedures
The management of an organization’s structure and culture centers around
rules. That doesn’t mean organizations must be rigid and controlling. It does
mean that guidelines and, when needed, rules must be in place and followed in
operating any effective marketing group.
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Process and procedures include:

• processes (flow of business through the organizational structure)

• procedures (written step-by-step documentation of the processes)

• policies (decision ruling on procedures—when needed)

• controls and corrective actions (tracking/reporting to meet predetermined
levels of acceptance standards with penalties for not meeting standards and
reacceptance actions to meet those standards)

Exhibit 3-4 uses a process flow to illustrate the relationship of processes and
procedures. It displays how a department manages its functions (three examples
provided) and what activities (four examples provided) it assigns to each function.
The example shows how a department/function/activity receives, performs, and
completes a marketing task or action. The process is that step-by-step effort

Exhibit 3-4
Process Flow

Example: Marketing Department, using three of the nine marketing mix fuction
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needed to complete that task or action, with the corresponding procedures,
policies (where needed), controls, and corrective actions. This example is based
on a horizontal hybrid organizational structure in which different products drive
the processing of each product as it relates to the customer.

The final analysis of your audit is to assess how effective your marketing
organization has been. If changes are needed, the options provided will give ideas
for reshaping your marketing department.

Technology and Information Management
After reviewing your marketing organization, you are ready to address your abil-
ity to handle information. This includes accessibility of information to your mar-
keting staff and customers. To accomplish this analysis, you need to audit your
ability to generate timely, detailed, and accurate data on your marketing efforts.
This includes reviewing your ability to house and distribute data that identify
customers and their needs. Whether you call it a sales automation system, lead
management system, marketing information system (MIS), selling delivery sys-
tem, or data warehouse/database marketing system, you must have the tech-
nology and the logic processes to produce usable marketing information.

The first thing to focus on is the centralized information source or database.
This includes reviewing what information is being collected, how it is collected
and organized (manually or on-line), and how it is used. The next order of busi-
ness is to determine if the technology being used (software, hardware, commu-
nication linkages, expert staff, etc.) is adequate to support your marketing needs.
Once you have assessed your marketing information needs and resources, you
can determine how effectively you are managing your marketing information.

Marketing Data Usage
Your initial review establishes your ability to collect and manage marketing data.
Now you need to determine the many uses for your data. As always, your data
will be used to monitor and influence forces impacting you from market, cus-
tomer, product, and marketing management points of view. These forces include
the processes that support the sales cycle: defining, identifying, contacting, cap-
turing, and servicing the customer.

Following are potential uses for your marketing information:

• sales reporting

• performance measurement (e.g., productivity, business generation, costing, etc.)

• order processing

• pricing and product information
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• competitor intelligence

• lead generation, distribution, and performance tracking

• production, inventory, and shipping reporting

• customer inquiries, satisfaction, and complaint response measurement

• marketing cost accounting

• prospect/customer activity (pipeline) tracking

• database management and marketing (storage, retrieval, and sales
transactions)

• database management and marketing (data collection)

• marketing mix performance tracking

Each of these may or may not apply to your situation. Each suggested use
can stand alone or be part of one interrelated information system. These uses
can be fleshed out into subareas that pertain to your specific business, customer,
or marketing environment.

In today’s marketing arena, managing customers is essential. This means your
systems and processes are built around the customer and your products are ori-
ented toward customer needs. If you can prepare your business to reach those
customers, you will be ahead of the game. This is a very important point in this
book—everything in marketing today is driven by electronic data control and
transfer. An effective marketer knows how to harness and manage the power
of marketing information for the purposes of entering, arranging, verifying, and
selecting data. The ability to direct customers to your products, stimulate a pur-
chase, and estimate buying or problem patterns is critical to the success of your
strategies, tactics, and actions.

Evaluate your marketing technology and information management capabil-
ities to determine if upgrades are needed. If so, you need to design, build, and
manage systems and processes that will augment your marketing endeavors.
Exhibit 3-5 shows how two companies manage their marketing information.

Analyzing Internal Communications 
Communication within your company is a vital part of its day-to-day operations,
although misunderstandings invariably occur. This section addresses awareness
of information, not good listening techniques. In analyzing your present inter-
nal communications practices, the main things to consider are control and con-
sistency. Whatever you transmit, you need to maintain standard formats; this
will easily alert you to a mistake or a miscommunication. Consider communica-
tions patterns over the last three and the next three years within your mar-
keting department, with other departments, with other business units, and with
corporate headquarters.
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Exhibit 3-5
Marketing System, Example 1
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Exhibit 3-5
Marketing System, Example 2

The secret to good marketing communications is to keep it simple and direct, but with substance
and relevance.

Marketing Strategy—Thinking and Planning Performance
The next area of inquiry looks at how your marketing department forms its mar-
keting strategies and programs its overall tactical directions. The findings you
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compile from the audit will enable you to identify needs, problems, and oppor-
tunities in your marketing efforts. Then you can convert that information into
a strategic marketing plan and an annual tactical marketing plan.

Strategic Marketing Management
What are your core initiatives? What are your key strategies? Do they match
the strategies of the company? These are some of the questions you need to ask
yourself to determine the strategic course of the business/marketing department.
Your audit needs to outline the process you go through to establish your strate-
gies and assess the relevance and impact of those strategies. 

To arrive at a strategy, you must first develop a mission, goals, and measur-
able objectives. 

The book Developing Successful Marketing Strategies in this Toolbox series
provides definitions for each step in this process.

Your strategies must: represent the vision of your organization to improve
or exceed at some marketing attribute or capability; touch all areas where you
are strong or weak; demonstrate ideas, yet be solid and accountable; be vision-
ary, but obtainable in one or two years. They must be measurable, seek improve-
ment, and obtain a competitive edge or growth through products, customers,
markets, and marketing management elements.

Tactical Marketing Management
Although the next sections focus on the core elements of an annual tactical mar-
keting plan (in terms of actions), the key here is the relationship with strategic
thought. The tactical plan is the real meat of marketing. Strategy defines what
is to be accomplished. Tactics deliver the strategy by carrying out the actions
needed to make thought a reality. 

Your goal in this section of your audit is to see if your marketing strategies
relate to the company’s overall strategies. If so, do your annual marketing tac-
tics reflect your strategies? Do your tactics meet your mission, goals, and objec-
tives? If not, your analysis is unclear. If you are doing these things, there may
be room for improvement. The key issue in this section is to make sure you are
organizing your marketing thoughts in a way that moves your business forward.

Marketing Mix Performance
The heart of the Unit 3 audit is the marketing mix. This section deals with the
mechanisms that market your products. These tactics tell you how, when, where,
and to whom you are directing your marketing efforts and resources. They
should reflect your overall marketing strategies and link to your forecasts.
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All of the marketing functions should work together to fit in the overall
marketing plan, but they should be programmed as individual plans to com-
plement the other functional plans. As a marketer, your job is to determine which
activities you are using and how effectively your mix has performed. As you go
through the functions (overall and individually), ask yourself the following
questions:

• Are the marketing mix functions integrated?

• Do they use technology and automated systems?

• Do they use innovative methods to reach, capture, and keep customers?

• Do they pursue current customers as vigorously as new and former
customers?

• Do they use customer life cycle or relationship marketing?

• Do they focus on bringing products to customers versus bringing customers
to products?

• Do they make money? Is there growth and improvement from year to year?

• Do they save money or maintain costs while producing more?

• Do they use point-of-sale marketing methods?

If you see a lot of nos, consider making changes!
Review the nine marketing functions discussed next to determine where

changes (if any) are needed. Keep in mind the questions above.

Marketing Mix Performance—Marketing Research and
Data Management
As mentioned in the Technology and Information Management section, the man-
agement of marketing effectiveness, customer needs, product performance, and
market change depends on solid information. The act of research and the man-
agement of the data collected through the use of technology is what this section
is all about. 

In the past, marketing research focused on information gleaned from the tra-
ditional instruments of data collection, tabulation, and analysis. That is still true,
but those procedures have been augmented by the use of technology and elec-
tronic data. Today, marketing researchers are much more than statistical experts;
they are PC-based database managers. They build data banks of the various mar-
keting drivers, variables, or data points that provide insight into one’s market-
ing approach. As you examine your marketing research efforts, keep in mind
not only the methods, but the use of automated or electronic data systems from
which much of marketing data originate.
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Research Plan Evaluation

To this point, we have been discussing how to research the markets you are in
or intend to be in and the products you are offering or will offer. Now research
takes on a different role; here it is used to understand the marketing mix func-
tions and to direct marketing mix efforts at meeting business goals. Marketing
research in this situation is an ongoing business process that monitors the fac-
tors that could influence your marketing plan. It is here that customer satisfac-
tion, advertising research, economic impact, sales effectiveness, and product
testing take place.

The marketing research process is probably the only marketing function that
is more an art than a science or process; for that reason we provide examples
of how you might approach collecting, tabulating, analyzing, and applying mar-
keting-related research. You will have to take the concepts shared in this sec-
tion and apply them to your specific situation.

In understanding your research activities at this level, you need to identify
what types of research you did in the past and what you are presently doing.
You also need to understand results generated from that research and whether
they affected your marketing actions favorably. You need to determine budget
(Format 87), types of research performed (Format 88), types of research tech-
niques used (Format 89), types of research methods used (Format 90), types of
research instruments used (Format 91), and how the analysis and reporting pro-
cedures were handled (Format 92). These formats provide processes for evalu-
ating how you have conducted your marketing activities. Complete each format
for the last three and the next three years by using the outlines provided.

Marketing Research Budget

Format 87 provides a method of establishing what you have spent on market-
ing research, by product. Complete the format by placing the costs for each prod-
uct in the columns and then totaling those amounts.
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Format 87
Marketing Research Budget

20__ Percentage 20__ Percentage 20__ Percentage

Costs of Costs of Costs of

Activity ($) Sales ($) Sales ($) Sales

ABC 10,000 5.0 11,000 6.0 5,000 4.0

ABC2 5,000 3.0 7,000 4.0 10,000 6.0

Total 15,000 8.0 18,000 10.0 15,000 10.0



Types of Research Used

The objective of this exercise is to establish what research projects you have
undertaken. You need to identify research activities to assess their effects on indi-
vidual products, the product line, and customer types. Using Format 88, con-
sider the following types of research over the last three and the next three years:

• customer satisfaction

• product testing 

• customer/market testing

• marketing mix/function testing (e.g., advertising tracking)

• other (i.e., lead list effectiveness)

Types of Research Techniques Used

The objective of this exercise is to establish what techniques you have used in
conducting your research. You need to identify these activities to assess the
effects on individual products, your product line, and customer types. Using For-
mat 89, consider the following research techniques over the last three and next
three years:

• primary

• secondary

• internal database

• auditing
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Format 88
Types of Research Performed (Tactics)

20__

By Product Types of Research Performed Results

ABC Customer satisfaction to measure Approved customer perception
how well the product has performed

ABC2 Sales promotion research to track Still collecting data
the success of couponing

By Overall Product Line Research has been conducted at a Improvements have been made as a
steady pace. result of research conducted.



Types of Research Methods Used

The objective of this exercise is to establish what methods you have used to con-
duct your research. You need to identify these activities to assess their effects
on your individual products, the product line, and customer types. Using For-
mat 90, consider the following methods used over the last three and the next
three years:

• qualitative

• quantitative

• statistical

• nonstatistical (e.g., expert opinion)

Types of Research Instruments Used

The objective of this exercise is to establish what types of research instruments
you have used. You need to identify these activities to assess their effects on
individual products, your product line, and customer types. Using Format 91,
consider the following research instruments used over the last three and the next
three years:
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Format 89
Types of Research Techniques Used

20__

By Product Types of Research Techniques Used Results

ABC Primary Will continue to use

ABC2 Primary and secondary Same

By Overall Product Line Primary and secondary Same, but will investigate database

Format 90
Types of Research Methods Used

20__

By Product Types of Research Methods Used Results

ABC Quantitative only Data limited

ABC2 Qualitative and quantitative Good balance

By Overall Product Line Both Tried many different methods



• intercept (e.g., mall interviews)/one-on-one

• focus groups

• survey (mail or telephone)

• other

Types of Tabulation and Analysis Used

The objective of this exercise is to establish what types of tabulation and analy-
sis activities you used to understand your research data. You need to identify
these activities to assess their effects on individual products, your product line,
and customer types. Using Format 92, consider the following forms of tabula-
tion and analysis used over the past three and the next three years:

• cross-tabulation/summary tabulation (standard)

• statistical modeling analysis

• other
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Format 91
Types of Research Instruments Used

20__

By Product Types of Research Instruments Used Results

ABC Mall one-on-one interviews Gave good insight to key issues

ABC2 Same and focus groups Same

By Overall Product Line Used a mixture Same

Format 92
Types of Tabulation and Analysis Used

20__

Types of Tabulation

By Product and Analysis Used Results

ABC Standard Limited, but useful

ABC2 Standard Limited, but useful

By Overall Product Line Standard Limited, but useful



Resulting Changes Made to Marketing Plans

The objective of this exercise is to establish how your marketing actions changed
(if at all) as a result of research. The key is to show how the data affected your
marketing plans. Using Format 93, consider the following types of changes to
your marketing plans:

• impact analysis

• adjustment of marketing tactics (including all related strategies)

• impact on marketing research

Marketing Data Management

The technology aspect of marketing was audited in a previous section. Now you
are auditing how that technology is applied in managing your marketing data.
You need to review how you are entering and updating data, storing and retriev-
ing data, using data, and measuring the effectiveness of the data. Ask yourself
the following questions:

• Does the architecture of the database (software) handle the marketing tasks
you routinely must support?

• Does the storage capacity handle the amount of data you are required to
manipulate? Does it perform this activity quickly?

• Does the statistical application provide you with the insights to make solid
marketing decisions?

• Does your database play a major role in targeting customers, uncovering
customer needs, predicting customer demand, and determining when
purchases will most likely occur?
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Format 93
Changes Made to Marketing Plans

20__

By Product Effect on Marketing Plans Results

ABC Changed formula slightly Changed advertising
to make it smell better. and sales increased.

ABC2 Waiting Waiting

By Overall Product Line Changes were small, Customers responded
but important. favorably to changes.



• What type of data do you house? What is the source (identification,
accuracy, and timeliness) of the data? 

• How is the data reported? Who has access to input and read-only key
marketing information?

It is a good idea to secure a systems expert or consultant to aid you in man-
aging your marketing data.

Marketing Mix Performance—Product Management
In Unit 2, your audit focused on the product element of marketing management.
In that role, the audit focused on assessing a value or a level of contribution to
profitability and volume of business. In the marketing mix role, you are evalu-
ating how effective you have been in marketing these products. Your objective
here is to review how various changes in a product or product line, or changes
to other marketing mix functions (e.g., advertising) in support of your prod-
ucts, have hurt or helped the performance of your products. The terms prod-
uct and service are the same when speaking of a product as the core purpose
of a business’s existence. A service, however, can be a support resource used as
an additional income source or as a support benefit. In this section we are focus-
ing attention on the core product type from which the audit will be conducted.

Budgeting Considerations

The first area of concern is your marketing budget for product management.
The costs you will incur here are normally associated with product development
expenses. Depending how your company allocates product development costs
(marketing and other departments), your cost structure may differ. The goal is
to establish some standard from which past and present product expenses can
be measured. (See Format 94.)
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Format 94
Product Management Budget

20__ Percentage 20__ Percentage 20__ Percentage

Costs of Costs of Costs of

Activity ($) Sales ($) Sales ($) Sales

ABC Product update 20,000 2.0 — 0 — 0

ABC2 Product
introduction 30,000 3.0 30,000 3.0 — 0

Total 50,000 5.0 30,000 3.0 — 0



Changes to Product/Product Line

The goal with this segment is to profile the changes attempted, why they were
attempted, and the results that were realized. In describing your existing prod-
uct line management, consider the following issues over the last three and the
next three years:

• cost reductions

• product alterations—upgrades, enhancements, refinements, etc.

• repositioning (market or product line)

• changes to marketing approach (e.g., private labeling)

• eliminations

• price increases/decreases

• volume increases/decreases

• service enhancements (income or support) 

Use Format 95 to record the tactics that have had an impact on your indi-
vidual products and the entire product line.

Changes to Other Marketing Mix Functions 

As you did with your existing products, you need to isolate new product ideas
and introductions to determine your level of success. Consider product intro-
ductions developed in-house or acquired over the last three and the next three
years. These would include:

• replacements

• additions

• alternative income sources
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Format 95
Existing Product Line Tactics

By Product Existing Product Line Strategies Results

ABC Altered product formula Sales increased by 5% within 6 months,
to make it smell better. remained steady.

ABC2 No change No change

By Overall Product Line Modified products to reflect Enhanced product performance.
changes in consumer needs.



• service enhancements (income or support)

• product acquisition (another company’s products)

Use Format 96 to record your new product line strategies.

Branding Changes (for Consumer Package Product or Service

Industries Only)

In many cases, product and brand are the same, but in the event you separate
the two, branding changes need to be reviewed and evaluated. Branding changes
are measures taken to develop a product’s identity, name, or image. Additional
issues to be considered over the last three and the next three years include:

• brand developing

• brand reinforcing

• brand repositioning

• brand modifications

Branding activities are vital to a product’s existence in the consumer pack-
age product and service industries because a product’s identification and brand-
ing transmit a message to the customer: “Buy me!” Use Format 97 to record
branding tactics that have affected your product line changes:

Packaging Changes (for Consumer Package Product or

Service Industries Only)

As an extension of branding, packaging plays a crucial role in imaging, name
recognition, and identity. In the consumer market, packaging is the physical
extension of your branding. The package that surrounds, protects, or contains
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Format 96
New Product Line Tactics

By Product New Product Line Strategies Results

ABC Does not apply Does not apply

ABC2 Developed through own R&D activities through No change
analysis of ABC product's strengths & weaknesses.

By Overall Product Line Kept all new product efforts in house while Product changes were small.
considering competitors acquisitions.



your product must convey your brand identity. Use Format 98 to record pack-
aging tactics, taking the following issues into account:

• communications approach (i.e., message)

• usefulness of package

• cost of packaging, shipping, and delivery

• appearance of package at point of sale

Service Enhancements

Service before, during, and after the sale of a product is very important. The
service a customer receives is a value-added characteristic for your product. Use
Format 99 to record service enhancements you have adopted to boost customer
assistance for your product or product line.

Marketing Mix Performance—Pricing
Although price is integrated into your product management, and usually there
is very little cost associated with pricing, pricing should be analyzed separately
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Format 97
Branding Tactics

By Product Branding Strategies Results

ABC Repositioned brand identity to reflect Attracted new customers, sales
new formula that addresses "pine" smell trend. improved 10% in one year.

ABC2 No changes No changes

By Overall Product Line Modified branding to meet the needs of Products are better,
customers seeking specific features. perceived as positive.

Format 98
Packaging Tactics

By Product Packaging Strategies Results

ABC Changes made on package to announce Customers appreciated change.
formula changes and explain the improvement.

ABC2 None None

By Overall Product Line Enhance current packaging to demonstrate Overall, products benefited
product responsiveness to customer demands. in terms of value.



because of its importance to every single marketing move. The pricing element
establishes what it will take for a buyer to obtain your product.

In Unit 2, pricing was audited in relation to profit and the value of your prod-
ucts. In this section you will assess how effective your pricing is at marketing
your products. Your audit addresses how the pricing function works with other
marketing mix functions to sell products. It looks at how your past and present
pricing policies were set and how effective they are. It also evaluates your cur-
rent pricing tactics.

The first element to address in evaluating your pricing is your budget. For-
mat 100 considers price as a function of your budget. Depending upon how you
allocate your marketing dollars, you most likely will have no pricing budget per
se. Your pricing efforts will usually fall under the research or product manage-
ment budget. In any event, a pricing budget format has been provided if you
desire to use it.

Pricing Formula Criteria

The criteria to be considered in Format 101 will help you establish your pric-
ing formula. These criteria, to be traced over the last three and the next three
years, include:
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Format 99
Service Enhancements

By Product Service Enhancements Results

ABC New support line to help customers Callers expressed a few problems but enjoyed
effectively use the product. having a source for questions.

ABC2 None None

By Overall Product Line Continue to offer value-added Customers are more loyal to products
capabilities for product customers due to support help.

Format 100
Pricing Budget

20__ Percentage 20__ Percentage 20__ Percentage

Costs of Costs of Costs of

Product ($) Sales ($) Sales ($) Sales

ABC None 0 None 0 None 0

ABC2 None 0 None 0 None 0

Total — 0 — 0 — 0



• cost (total: gross vs. net)

• market demand (price × frequency × volume × set time period = demand)

Cost can be defined on many levels and include many things. As a general
rule, you can figure both gross and net prices based on cost, but you work pri-
marily with net prices. Costs will help you determine the base price you need
to charge. Market demand is more difficult to measure. While cost sets your floor
(base), market demand sets your ceiling (maximum). You need to establish what
the market will accept by looking at product research data, competitors’ pric-
ing programs, and the product life cycle. Use Format 101 to record your pric-
ing criteria.

Setting Product Line Pricing Policies

This section is the core tactical area which outlines the pricing policies you have
established. Pricing policies include the tactical actions you have taken and the
procedures you have employed to protect the integrity of your price points. In
this section, you are concentrating on discounting, incentives, and planned
allowances. These three areas will influence your customer to purchase and can
help to prevent unforeseen losses from impacting the profitability of your
products.

In Format 102, you will consider the following tactics over the last three
and the next three years:

• base price

• discounting (volume points)

• allowances (for losses)

• special pricing (limited time offers)

• price positioning (lower, higher, and same as the competition)

• price promotions (to move product quickly)
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Format 101
Pricing Formula Criteria

By Product (per unit) Base Range Maximum 20__

ABC $12.95 ($7.05) $20.00

ABC2 $13.99 ($5.96) $19.95

By Overall Product Line $13.47 ($6.51) $19.98



Price/Cost Structure

In Unit 2, the price/cost structure was audited to establish the level of prof-
itability for individual products and your total product line. In this section, you
are concerned with specific elements of that price/cost structure. Those elements
are discounting and allowances. The section above addressed these two elements
as tactics. Here you are isolating on the process by which you arrived at the
dollar figures that drive discounting and allowance tactics.

To arrive at your numbers, you will probably use customized models in which
you play what-if games with these pricing elements. However, you most likely
will look at your pricing elements in relation to:

• volume (dollars and units)

• losses (dollars and units) and the reasons why losses occurred

• quantities of products for discounting (dollars and units)

Format 103 provides a place to establish your price/cost structure for each
product and overall product line over the last three and the next three years.
Remember, you don’t have to build in these pricing adjustments if they are not
needed. If you do wish to use them, you can use one or both.

Marketing Mix Performance—Distribution
The function of distribution used to be easy to define. Today, with the various
interactive systems and multiple channel options, distribution is no longer a quick
plan. On-line inventory tracking, automated fulfillment, and transportation
advancements are changing the face of distribution. Distribution options differ
in the consumer package product, business-to-business/industrial manufactur-
ing, and service industries.

The role of distribution also varies in the different industries. In the con-
sumer package product industry, distribution’s role is complex because of the
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Format 102
Price Tactics

20__

By Product Pricing Activities

ABC No discounts with the exception of lower prices used to sell 
inventory when the product is replaced.

ABC2 Price set just slightly higher than ABC to reflect its higher grade.

By Overall Product Line Pricing very stable, not open to price wars and/or price changes.



changes in retailing. No longer do specialty stores or local store chains rule the
landscape. Today, category killers like Lowes or Office Depot direct the busi-
ness approach in the modern world of marketing.

Essentially, a distribution plan in the consumer package product industry will
consist of the following delivery system options:

• producer directly to the customer

• producer to a retailer and then to the customer

• producer to a wholesaler, then to a retailer, and then to the customer

• producer to an agent (e.g., manufacturer’s rep), then to a wholesaler, then to
a retailer, and finally to the customer

In the business-to-business/industrial manufacturing industry, your role as a
business can be either a producer or the distribution source itself. Your primary
options are as follows:

• producer to the industrial user

• producer to a distributor or dealer and then to the industrial user

• producer to an agent and then to the industrial user

Historically, the service industries omitted distribution issues in their mar-
keting plans because a service is intangible and distribution was nonexistent.
However, distribution can be interpreted as any manner in which a service is
delivered to a customer. For example, the transmission of data (electronic data
transfer) or signals to produce an action can be considered a type of distribu-
tion. As a result, distribution can be included as part of a service-based mar-
keting plan. 
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Format 103
Price/Cost Structure—Discounts and Allowances

20__

Product: ABC Product: ABC2

Volume (Units) 1 to 5 6 to 10 11 + 1 to 5 6 to 10 11 +

Price ($) $100.00 $100.00 $100.00 $150.00 $150.00 $150.00

Discount ($) $0 $10.00 $20.00 $0 $10.00 $20.00

Allowance ($) $1.00 $2.00 $3.00 $2.00 $4.00 $6.00

Subtotal $1.00 $12.00 $23.00 $2.00 $14.00 $26.00

Revenue ($) $99.00 $88.00 $77.00 $148.00 $136.00 $124.00



Budgets

Depending on how your company defines distribution, your budget may include
warehousing, shipping, and transportation or just one or two of those areas.
The life stages of your products will assist you in defining your specific distri-
bution plans. (See Format 104.)

Once your budget is established, your next step is to determine how well
defined your prior distribution objectives have been. This assessment should
include such items as coverage, outlet types, timing, and direct or indirect delivery. 

Selecting Delivery Channels

To this point you have been determining what you are offering to customers.
Now you must identify how to get your offerings into their hands in the most
cost-effective and efficient way. In selecting the channel options, you are essen-
tially selecting the tactical element of your distribution plan. Therefore, the fol-
lowing three steps and the options available therein, represent the tactical side
of your distribution plan.

First, review your delivery system in light of the options outlined earlier. In
selecting a delivery system, consider the relationship with sales and other depart-
ments (e.g., inventory). If a sales automation system is being employed, distri-
bution will play a major role in that system. Delivery systems for inventory
fulfillment and shipping can be semiautomated or fully automated electronic on-
line delivery systems.

Second, verify the method of delivery. This aspect of your distribution plan
addresses the physical manner in which the product or service is delivered. The
following options are available for transportation or transmission:

• highway, railroad, water or air carrier

• under-/over ground flow

• electronic transfer
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Format 104
Distribution Budget

20__ Percentage 20__ Percentage 20__ Percentage

Costs of Costs of Costs of

Product ($) Sales ($) Sales ($) Sales

ABC 15,000 1.5 15,000 1.5 16,000 1.6

ABC2 16,000 1.6 16,500 1.7 17,000 1.7

Total 31,000 3.1 31,500 3.2 33,000 3.3



Finally, identify the destination where you have been shipping your product
for purchase. Indirect destinations include:

• distributors

• dealers and resellers

• other manufacturers

• franchise

• brokers/agents

• telemarketing and fulfillment operator

Direct destination methods include:

• person-to-person (door-to-door)

• mail order (catalogs, TV home shopping)

• automatic vending

• internet, on-line services, and interactive/point-of-purchase kiosks 

• retail outlets (department store, specialty store, etc.)

• wholesale outlets (category killers, factory outlets, wholesale showrooms, etc.)

Another option is a joint venture in which companies share the distribution
and marketing efforts. This is often used in private label arrangements where
identical products are marketed under different names.

Use Formats 105 and 106 to analyze delivery channels and distribution
tactics.
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Format 105
Channel Selections

20__

By Product Channel Selections

ABC Shipped to retail specialty and department stores
via distribution centers.

ABC2 Shipped directly to retail stores and sold through
select catalog vendors who receive product as ordered.

By Overall Product Line Products distributed through standard channels
as well as special avenues, as needed.



Remember the following key points:

• Select distribution options.

• Mix and match those options into distribution tactics.

• Balance tactics with sales, production, inventory control and operations.

Contracts Awarded and Status

Finally, identify your distribution methods by name and method of delivery. Who
is transporting and delivering your products? How and when are their contracts
awarded? You need to track your relationships with outside firms, including the
status of contracts with suppliers, shippers, warehousing facilities, and, deliv-
ery or installation services.

Marketing Mix Performance—Sales Management and Selling
Selling is the action that holds your marketing plan together. Although selling
plays a key role in the success of your marketing plans, marketing activities
should not be aimed solely toward sales and salespeople. Sales should be bal-
anced with the other eight marketing functions to form a well-supported and
integrated marketing plan. Selling options differ in the consumer package prod-
uct, business-to-business/industrial manufacturing, and service industries.

The Internet, on-line sales automation, and laptop PC technology are chang-
ing how sales are made, but the goals and principles are the same.

The sales management process starts with deciding who sells your products
and how they do it; in other words, sales force development. Motivating your
sales force by means of incentives and compensation for their performance based
on quotas is next. Then you must establish how they have been selling, to what
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Format 106
Distribution Tactics

20__

By Product Distribution Strategies

ABC Shipped to distributors who then ship to retail outlets.
Price incentives given if sold by a certain time.

ABC2 Shipped to distributor and vendor to be delivered
to outlets and direct to consumers.

By Overall Product Line Distribution performed by selecting the channels that
deliver products in a timely fashion at low cost.



customers they have been selling, and how large their sales territory is in terms
of physical area or key accounts. Finally, you need to establish how you have
managed these salespeople, the sales they generated, and their overall sales
performance.

Sales and Selling Budgeting

Review your budget to determine if it reflects your commitment to meeting your
goals. Your budget should include everything except compensation (base or
bonus)—that is covered in either your marketing operational budget or your
company’s overall overhead expenses. Format 107 will help you track what you
spend on the management of your sales over the coming year. 

Sales Systems Selection

In the past, sales systems were defined as the process of prospecting, present-
ing, closing, and delivering the desired goods. Today, sales systems are inte-
grated, on-line computer systems that enable salespeople to market a product
at the push of a button (almost). No longer do salespeople prospect; today they
field inquiries and service customers. 

A salesperson today can make a sales call armed with a complete record of
the customer’s sales history, up-to-date information about the customer’s mar-
ket and competitors, detailed product specifications, current (by the minute) price
sheets and inventory reports, and all other data needed to close the sale. This
is all possible with the availability of powerful portable computers that hold huge
amounts of information, high-speed modems, cellular hookups, wireless trans-
mission, and cutting-edge software. With a direct on-line link to the home
office, a salesperson can place real-time orders.

Sales automation systems integrate research and data management, adver-
tising (using direct marketing/response), distribution, and customer service to
identify the customer and the customer’s behavior. The end result is a system
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Format 107
Sales Management Budget

20__ Percentage 20__ Percentage 20__ Percentage

Costs of Costs of Costs of

Activity ($) Sales ($) Sales ($) Sales

ABC 20,000 2.0 22,000 2.2 22,000 2.2

ABC2 21,000 2.1 23,000 2.3 24,000 2.4

Total* 41,000 4.1 45,000 4.5 46,000 4.6

*Total budget does not include salesperson's compensation.



that balances modern technology with the human interaction of customer
demand in a package that meets your sales goals.

Another form of sales system is the totally electronic “expert system.” It
relies on preprogrammed logic that auto-decisions a customer’s likelihood of
becoming a closed sale. It has artificial intelligence to define and select customers
who will buy your products.

Using technology and information management resources, your sales automa-
tion system should be built with the help of a vendor, using fully integrated com-
ponents that focus on the following key elements:

• database management (list selection/data acquisition and merging, customer
identification, and purchasing predictions)

• sales/lead generation (inquiry production, distribution, and reporting)

• order processing (order entry, accounts receivable, shipping, inventory
change reporting, and fulfillment/follow-up communications)

• customer support and services (satisfaction, call management, and problem
reporting)

Exhibit 3-6 offers a plan (components needed) for a sales automation sys-
tem, in terms of features.
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Exhibit 3-6
Sales Automation System Example

Project Overview (elements for consideration)

I. Identify customer type to lead process

A. Establish lead acquisition and management processes
1. Current customer to product matching
2. New customer to product matching
3. List/source selection and screening

B. Establish customer definition
1. Customer profiling—market segmentation situation (customer

relationship management)
2. Customer profiling—credit quality/financial situation

C. Establish lead processing
1. Lead coding and tracking
2. Lead resolution tracking (active/inactive, close/sale, turndown,

referral or unsolicited/solicited, inquiry response, new/current/
former customer, etc.)

3. Lead performance tracking (cost per lead, response, sale/lead)
4. Lead distribution

continued



Sales Management Structure

After assessing the system in which you have been operating your sales activi-
ties, you need to look at, the structure in which that system has been operat-
ing. The structure is the orientation of your sales efforts. It is important to define
how you have been approaching sales and selling. Following are the options you
may wish to check:

• product sales approach

• market sales approach
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Exhibit 3-6 (continued)

Sales Automation System Example

II. Identify lead-to-sales process (on-line access to information)

A. Establish product-selling system
1. Prospecting and interviewing
2. Close
3. Competitor, product specifications, pricing updates
4. Customer data (if current)

B. Establish production, sales, and service
1. Manufacturing
2. Marketing and sales
3. Distribution and customer service
4. Customer support

C. Establish reporting performances
1. Lead activity (amount and distribution)
2. Sales activity
3. Loan processing Production Activity
4. Marketing costing
5. Product and customer profitability
6. Compliance and corporate audit standards

III. Identify sales to customer service process

A. Customer management
1. Customer inquiries and retention
2. Satisfaction research
3. Compliance management and problem solving

B. Servicing
1. Billing and payments
2. Payouts and closeouts
3. Collections

C. Technology usage and support
1. Internet access (on-line link or point-of-marketing tool)
2. Remote electronic channels (ATMs, ALMs, etc.)
3. System service (data and hardware)



• customer-specific approach

• sales transaction approach

• combination approach

The trick is to determine which approach has been most successful. Which
one responds the quickest to market, product, and customer issues? Which one
has been the most productive and efficient in generating sales? Obviously, the
customer approach, or an approach that features customer management, is a key
marketing driver. The implications of your structure relate back to the system
you have selected.

Marketing and Sales Management

Although we said that structure concentrates on how you arrange your sales
department, it also refers to how your sales department is managed. There can
be no more divisive or critical issue in marketing management than sales
management.

The issue is should the marketing manager manage the sales manager, should
they be equal, or should sales manage marketing? Although each structure has
been successful, the one that provides the most consistent control, low risk, and
balance is the one in which the marketing manager manages the sales manager.
Marketers have argued about this relationship for years, but when sales man-
agers control how the other marketing mix functions operate, you get a slanted
view of marketing. If sales runs marketing, you typically get low-priced prod-
ucts that may not be profitable but are easy to sell. If marketing runs sales, you
get a more balanced attack. The bottom line is that the act of selling, which is
number one in marketing, should not be confused with the act of managing
sales. 

Sales Staff Management and Development

Once you determine the system and structure your selling plans have been using,
you need to define the role of your sales staff. Although some businesses may do
away with the sales staff and focus on technology or customer service, most
businesses will still employ some form of sales staff. You need to determine how
you manage that staff, along with the technology of generating sales.

Depending on the life cycle stage your product is in and the industry you
compete in, the role of your sales force will differ. For example, your sales force
may have to contend with selling directly to stores and seeking to obtain shelf or
floor space, which can entail slotting fees. In this situation, your sales force’s role
may include negotiating and order taking. They may be required to carry a
portable PC unit to record product sales by using bar coding or data entry. In
any case, your sales staff will be called upon to perform high- and low-level
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activities. They must be trained and equipped to perform to the standards
required.

You must focus on identifying the best people who represent the best sales
methods available. In auditing your sales force development, consider the use of
internal versus independent representatives, sales staff size, and recruitment and
training of sales staff. Training is usually a major cost consideration. Expenses
include training activities, travel, and lodging.

Format 108 provides a method of determining how you will configure your
sales force. Select the development activities and tactics that best fit your needs.

Internal Sales Promotions

Sales promotions, a subcomponent of promotion, can be separated into two
types: external sales promotions, directed at customers as an incentive to buy
more, and internal sales promotions, directed at the salesperson as an incentive
to sell more. External sales promotion as a marketing mix function will be cov-
ered later. In internal sales promotions, you must design an attractive package
to motivate your salespeople. While external sales promotions usually consist
of value-added incentives, internal sales promotions generally offer cash bonuses
or material incentives such as trips. In the consumer package product industry,
your sales capacity is dictated by the stores you service; they tell you where and
when they will sell your products. Therefore, your sales promotions will often
be directed at store chains as well as your sales force.

There are two basic types of internal of sales promotions: bonuses and spe-
cial incentives. Bonuses are linked to a salesperson’s present compensation pack-
age, and special incentives are tied to a specific, time-based sales quota. Special
incentives are used when trying to move a product quickly. The salesperson’s
additional compensation can come in the form of cash awards, prizes, and sales
premiums.
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Format 108
Sales Force Tactics

20__

By Product Sales Force

ABC All internal, using 10 knowledgeable
professionals located nationally.

ABC2 Mixture of internal and external professionals
with solid product knowledge.

By Overall Product Line Use both internal and external salespeople.
Maintain a small yet solid team that knows the product and market.



Use Format 109 to demonstrate what type of internal sales promotions you
have been employing.

Salesperson Compensation

Most good salespeople are motivated by income, so you need to design a com-
pensation program that fits your financial resources and produces a positive
return for a salesperson’s efforts. Historically, the consumer package product
industry has used low-pressure salespeople because companies in this market
depend primarily on stores to sell products, and the salespeople are not directly
responsible for the end sale to the customer. Your compensation package must
reward a salesperson for service to the store as well as for unit sales. Options
include:

• straight commission

• draw against commission (base, payback, rate)

• salary plus commission (base, rate-volume level)

• salary plus commission (base, profit margin level)

Sales figures in Format 110 are based on a single sale (volume of one) of
both products.

Sales Territories

Defining where your sales force has been selling is key to productive sales
results. Review how you have been assigning salespeople to territories to deter-
mine if your assignments have been fair to both you and the salespeople. In the
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Format 109
Internal Sales Promotions

20__

By Product Sales Promotions

ABC Incentives are based on annual bonuses
given for sales over and above a certain level.

ABC2 Special awards are given for sales
of this particular product.

By Overall Product Line It is our practice to focus on many
broad sales promotions to sell product.



consumer package product industry you should design your territories using a
formula that focuses on time management, customer service, sales, and costs. 

Although territories are commonly used, key accounts, especially high-
volume customers, need to be included in the equation. In fact, the best method
is often to base sales territories on major accounts. Market-based assigning is
also beneficial. In this situation, a salesperson represents customer types, based
on purchasing habits, competition, or other market-driven forces. The key issue
is to review the selection of one or a combination of the three assignment meth-
ods to define the most productive selling formula.

Format 111 provides a method of determining how you have been defining
your sales territories. Link each product to a salesperson and then establish how
that person will service the territories. This may be done by geographic area,
based on physical area and customer density, or by key customer accounts.
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Format 110
Sales Quota and Compensation Plans

20___ 20___ Rate 20___ Rate

of Growth of Growth

Salesperson $ Units $ Units (%) $ Units (%)

F. Smith 200,000 10,000 300,000 15,000 50 300,000 15,000 0

J. Doe 400,000 20,000 500,000 25,000 25 500,000 25,000 0

M. Jones 400,000 20,000 400,000 20,000 0 400,000 20,000 0

Total 1,000,000 50,000 1,200,000 60,000 0 1,200,000 60,000 0

Salesperson F. Smith

By Product Compensation Programs

ABC 2% commission on product sold.
Additional 1% bonus if quota is achieved.

ABC2 None

By Overall Product Line $35,000 salary plus commission.

Format 111
Territory Control Definition 20___

By Product Territory Assignment Salesperson Assignment

ABC Based on key accounts Based on knowledge of accounts

ABC2 Based on geographic area Based on knowledge of area

By Overall product line Mixture of geographic area Knowledge is key in majority
and key customers of sales territories



The tactical aspect of your sales plan may include the components discussed
so far or other tactical issues such as:

• sales methods (selling process)

• sales techniques (presentation process)

• sales comparisons—competition

Customer Service and Feedback

Do you have a process in place to monitor customer perceptions, problems, needs,
or concerns? You need to make sure you audit your method of tracking cus-
tomer issues and how well you respond to customers through service. In the old
days, customer service was an afterthought or a necessary evil. Today, it is a
source of marketing information and opportunities. Service is part of the sell-
ing process and is a major element in obtaining and retaining customers. Your
audit findings need to address customer service and support and the ability of
customers to provide feedback that can be used in creating marketing tactics
and actions.

Sales Activity Tracking

The final component of your sales management analysis focuses on how a sale
is created. You also need to track and monitor sales results and turn them into
actions. This information should be linked to individual salespeople.

Format 113 allows you to track sales activities by individual salespeople, cov-
ering the entire sales cycle: approach, interview, demonstration, proposal, and
close. The elements to be considered over the last three and the next three years
include:
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Format 112
Prospecting Methods

20__

By Product Prospecting Methods

ABC Salespeople are instructed to push
this product at AAA Department Stores.

ABC2 Salespeople are instructed to deal with small
stores to obtain shelf space and sell product.

By Overall Product Line In general, the sales force prioritizes
stores that sell more product.



• number of sales calls made per period

• average number of sales calls per sale

• average dollar size per sale and reorder

Marketing Mix Performance—Advertising 
Everyone loves the communications side of the marketing plan because it is per-
ceived as glamorous. Although you have more latitude with advertising, it still
needs to be structured with clearly defined goals. There are three parts to mar-
keting communications: advertising, promotion, and public relations. If sales is
the “push,” then communications is the “pull.” Advertising transmits your mar-
keting message via several vehicles (media) to your target audience (customers).
It allows you to alert your potential customers to your product’s benefits and
features so they will be motivated to purchase it. In short, advertising enhances
and supports your sales and distribution marketing efforts.

In understanding your advertising activities, you need to identify what types
of messages you have used and what types of media you should use to commu-
nicate with your target audience. When assessing your advertising tactics, keep
in mind what type of advertising would best meet your needs: straight, coop-
erative, or trade. Also consider your objectives (methodology), such as what you
have been trying to achieve, whom you have been trying to reach (audience/
customer profile), when you have been trying to reach them (time period and
one-time vs. campaign series), where you have been trying to contact them (reach
and coverage), how often you have been trying to reach them (frequency), and
what types of media you have used. You also need to evaluate the creative and
production staff who have been preparing your advertising.

The formats in this section provide methods of viewing how you conduct
your advertising activities. Complete each format according to the outline and
structure shown.
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Format 113
Sales Activity Tracking

20__

By Product Sales Activity

ABC The normal sales cycle is usually very short (1–2 phone calls
in a 1-month period). Salespeople submit a monthly report.

ABC2 Same as above

By Overall Product Line The sales cycle is short due to knowledge of the customer.
Salespeople are expected to make list of contacts

and report to management their results.



Advertising Budget

As shown in Format 114, the advertising budget should take into account the
last three years and the next three years, including creative costs, production
costs, media costs, and any cooperative agreement.

Messages/Themes 

The first thing to learn about your advertising is what you are conveying to your
audience—the customers. The purpose of this exercise is to determine what mes-
sage you are projecting.

Format 115 allows you to trace advertising messages and themes used over the
last three and the next three years. These messages or campaigns might seek to:

• establish awareness

• inform

• persuade

• remind

• improve attitudes

Creative Developments

Many people consider the creative side of advertising to be glamorous and
unfettered, but true marketing management involves establishing parameters for
creative people to use in developing advertising. Your objective in this exercise
is to establish what types of creative activities you have employed and what lim-
itations you imposed to make the advertising activities conform to your overall
marketing approach.
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Format 114
Advertising Budget

20__ Percentage 20__ Percentage 20__ Percentage

Costs of Costs of Costs of

Activity ($) Sales ($) Sales ($) Sales

ABC 20,000 1.0 25,000 2.5 25,000 2.5

ABC2 30,000 2.0 25,000 2.5 27,000 2.7

Total 50,000 3.0 50,000 5.0 52,000 5.2



Format 116 helps you establish key criteria for your creative developments
over the last three and the next three years. These include:

• art and design developments

• copy (content) developments

• audio (music) developments

• video/film developments

Final Production Management

Once the creative portion of the advertising process has been approved, it must
be converted into the actual advertising act. Your objective in this exercise is to
establish what activities you use in translating art into action.

Use Format 117 to track your production management decisions over the
last three and the next three years with regard to layout and design, photogra-
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Format 115
Message/Theme for Advertising

20__

By Product Messages/Themes Used

ABC Reinforce product's positives based on age.

ABC2 Generate awareness of this new product
by informing customers about it.

By Overall Product Line Make customers aware of product features and benefits.

Format 116
Creative Developments for Advertising

20__

By Product Creative Developments

ABC Primarily using print. Designs with heavy copy have been
preferred. Logos and direct response (1-800) are used.

ABC2 Focusing on radio and TV.
Both audio and video used to interest the viewer.

By Overall Product Line All creative avenues are being used
to generate interest and excitement.



phy (stock or custom), typesetting, mechanicals (separations), and printer
involvement.

Controlling the Legal Ramifications of Advertising Content

A key issue in business today is how your actions affect the market in which you
exist and how you can protect yourself from legal problems. Unfortunately, your
marketing acts can have legal ramifications that might hurt your business. Work
with an attorney to research the laws, rules, and regulations that could impact
your marketing activities. Also record any pending legal actions against your
company—lawsuits and violations, for example—plus their predicted outcomes.

Format 118 helps you track legal issues such as:

• claim substantiation

• unfair tactics or deceptive messages

• registered trademark location

• guarantees and testimonials

• use of rereleased images
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Format 117
Final Production Management for Advertising

20__

By Product Production Management

ABC —

ABC2 —

By Overall Product Line All final production of advertising is handled through
outside design firm. AAA Advertising. No problems.

Format 118
Legal Ramifications of Advertising Content

20__

By Product Legal Ramifications

ABC Redesigned labeling to provide better customer warning information.

ABC2 No legal problems

By Overall Product Line The product is always reviewed by our
legal staff as a method of preventing problems.



Media Usage

One fundamental element of advertising is the message; another is the medium
used to transmit that message. Medium selection in this context defines where
you bought advertising space or time. Media purchasing is the buying of a spe-
cific medium’s vehicle for message transmission. For example, one medium is
print. Within that medium you may have chosen to use USA Today, The Wall
Street Journal, or another daily newspaper.

In this section you will outline your media-buying tactics over the last three
and the next three years.

Media factors

• gross rating points (GRP)

• cost per 1,000

• cost per sale

• media demographics (relative to prospects)

• media characteristics (relative to creative requirement)

The key is to build your advertising tactics by mixing and matching types
of media and media outlets. Your review should pay special attention to what
you selected and the reasoning behind those selections.

Media Selection

This section explores which media you use to deliver your advertising message.
This will help pinpoint where you are spending your advertising dollars. Previ-
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Format 119
Media Tactics for Advertising

20__

By Product Media Tactics

ABC Using GRP, this product is advertised
via local TV networks across the United States

ABC2 Using cost per sale, this product is advertised in
newspapers with coupons tied to a specific store for purchase.

By Overall Product Line Using the method of cost per exposure,
all products are advertised in a consistent flow.



ous market research and information on specific media outlets can help you
determine which types of media offer you the most efficient and cost-effective
way of reaching your audience.

Use Format 120 to evaluate your media selections over the last three and
the next three years in local, regional, and national markets. You also should
establish evaluation and buying criteria for each medium used.

Exhibit 3-7 provides a list of tactical options from which to select.

Exhibit 3-7
Advertising Audit—Media Options
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Medium Media Outlets

Electronic/Mass marketing

TV (broadcast)—spot commercials and tag line 
on-screen readout

TV (cable)—spot commercials and tag line 
on-screen readout

Radio
Motion picture insert
Motion picture (videocassette insert)

Direct marketing/Response (interactive)

Direct mail—solo (invitation to inquire and 
preapproval)

Direct mail—co-op
Telemarketing (outbound)
Telemarketing (1-800-888-900)
PC/Internet and intranet
Cable TV
Direct satellite
Catalogs and on-line shopping
Voice mail
CD-ROM
CD-ROM on-line services
Digital video disc and videocassette
Fax
Pagers
Point-of-marketing video connect (in-store kiosks)

Outdoor/General signage

Billboard
Transit
Window/door signs in stores

continued



Media Selection and Sales Systems

In reviewing how you have been transmitting your message and therefore influ-
encing customers to buy your product, you need to consider how much tech-
nology (in terms of automated selling systems) is being used in your overall
marketing efforts. If you use new technologies in conjunction with traditional
advertising and marketing/sales tactics, your advertising plans need to reflect
that. Your marketing mix function (in this case, advertising) will reflect an inte-
gration that complements your marketing actions.
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Exhibit 3-7(continued)

Advertising Audit—Media Options

Medium Media Outlets

Point-of-purchase displays (floor displays/stands,
coupon dispensers, video grocery carts, shelf-
talkers/danglers, counter/shelf units, and 
testers/sampling devices—in-store marketing)

Sports marketing

Individual personalities
Event or sport series
Teams
Facilities (e.g., arena)

Print

Newspaper
Freestanding insert
Brochure/support insert
Internal imaging (corporate logos, letterhead, 

envelopes, and business cards)
Magazine
Yellow Pages
Directories
Event programs

Specialty

Posters
Sales premiums (to customers)
Slide cards/counter cards
Shopping bags
Banners
Apparel and merchandise
Prepaid long-distance phone cards
Digital coupons and checks
Virtual reality arcade machines
Flyers and door hangers



Consider the following issues in developing your media selection criteria:

• integration of advertising mix—individual and grouping of media types and
specific media outlets

• integration of communication mix—advertising, promotions, and public
relations

• integration of marketing mix (all marketing functions)

• integration of other departments

• integration of other companies or divisions (co-op/joint ventures/cross-
promotions)

Lead Processing and Management

The lead generation aspect of your advertising program is as important as media
selection. The goal with lead management is the same: to alert and prompt a
customer to inquire about and purchase the product you are offering. The
inquiry aspect is the response to the advertising. This response can be in the
form of a customer coming to the place of business and placing an order. The
modern world of marketing relies on a physical record of the customer inquiry,
known as a lead.

Lead processing and management typically appears in your advertising or
promotion plans because a lead is normally generated by a communication effort.
Even leads that come from sales or other forms of marketing need to be han-
dled as part of your advertising program.

Lead processing and management is the mechanism to produce, record, and
direct leads into a structure that categorizes them by product, customer, mar-
ket, marketing channel or system, sales territory/salesperson, and/or retail loca-
tion. Leads are tracked by a coding system and monitored for success. The results
drive future marketing and lead generation plans. In tracking the effectiveness
of your leads, assign a status to each one in the following manner:
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Format 120
Media Selections for Advertising

20__

By Product Mediums Used

ABC Direct mail, cable and broadcast TV,
newspapers, and point-of-purchase.

ABC2 Same, plus magazine ads and FSIs.

By Overall Product Line Using a strong medium and media mix.
Concentrate on direct marketing using databases.



• active or inactive

• close/sale or turndown

• referral, unsolicited, or solicited

• customer type (new, current, or former)

The bottom line with leads is their value. This can be measured in many
ways, but typically a lead is measured in three ways:

• cost per lead

• cost per response

• cost per sale (from lead)

These three methods will tell you how successful one lead type is compared
to another. Of course, lead-to-sale performance is based on many factors, such
as a salesperson’s willingness to work that lead or a customer’s willingness to
respond to that lead. The key is to understand how sales and the marketing com-
munication mix produce and work leads. Your audit should target where leads
originate, how successful they are, and whether the process needs improvement.
Each media mix selected needs to be tied back to a lead. 

Again, depending on the level of technology employed in your marketing
plans, the lead will play different roles. The introduction of an automated sales
system will include lead generation as a centerpiece of marketing performance.

Advertising Response Tracking Results

The final part of a complete advertising audit is checking how effective your
advertising activities have been. This analysis is generally part of your ongoing
marketing research. Your goal is to assess what tracking activities you have used
and what their results were.

Format 121 allows you to track customer recall of your advertising and its
effect on purchases over the last three and the next three years.

Marketing Mix Performance—Promotions
Promotion is the second part of the marketing communications equation. Its pur-
pose is to support or enhance your advertising tactics. Promotion takes several
forms; in this case, promotion is any marketing event, special value-added pro-
gram, or the giveaway or sale of secondary products designed to draw atten-
tion to your primary products. Sales promotions in this context are unlike sales
promotions in sales management, where incentives are set up to encourage
salespeople to sell more products. In this environment, sales promotions are
established to encourage customers to buy more products. When looking at the
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ways you have been using promotion, you need to use the same methodology
as for advertising; the difference is in the types of media that are available.

Promotion Budget

Format 122 provides a space to establish your budget, including creative costs,
production costs, and media costs, as well as any cooperative agreements.

Assessing Your Message/Theme Tactics

Format 123 helps you assess your promotion messages or themes over the last
three years and the next three years. Consider the following promotional goals:

• establish awareness

• inform

• persuade

• remind

• improve attitudes
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Format 121
Advertising Response Tracking Results

20__

By Product Advertising Response Tracking

ABC Tracked media efforts by selected sampling of viewers
who watched 70 commercials; was not effective.

ABC2 No tracking.

By Overall Product Line As needed, response tracking is employed to establish
the effectiveness of our advertising strategies.

Format 122
Promotion Budget

20__ Percentage 20__ Percentage 20__ Percentage

Costs of Costs of Costs of

Activity ($) Sales ($) Sales ($) Sales

ABC 10,000 1.0 12,000 1.2 13,000 1.3

ABC2 8,000 .8 10,000 1.0 12,000 1.2

Total 18,000 1.8 22,000 2.2 25,000 2.5



Evaluating Creative Development for Promotion Activities

As with advertising management, your goal is to establish parameters within
which creative people can create promotions.

Use Format 124 to evaluate your creative developments over the last three
and the next three years. Consider the following developments:

• art and design

• copy (content)

• audio (music)

• video/film
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Format 123
Message/Theme Tactics for Promotion Activities

20__

By Product Messages/Theme Used

ABC Taking the advertising theme of reinforcement,
this product message was used in trade shows.

ABC2 Same as above, but also utilized couponing
and sales promotions.

By Overall Product Line In general, trade shows and sales incentives
reflected the same message used in advertising.

Format 124
Creative Developments for Promotion Activities

20__

By Product Creative Developments

ABC Art, audio, and video elements combined 
with great success for trade show exhibit.

ABC2 Design for coupons including bar codes, was poor.
Newer, cleaner sample needs to be created.

By Overall Product Line All creative developments have used many
audio and video elements with great success.



Final Production Management

Once the creative portion of the promotion has been established, it must be con-
verted into the actual promotion. Your objective is to establish what activities
you use in translating art into action.

Format 125 will help you assess final production for promotions over the last
three and the next three years, including, layout and design, photography (stock
or custom), typesetting, mechanicals (separations), and printer involvement.

Monitoring the Legal Ramifications of Promotion Content

As noted earlier, you should work with an attorney to research the legal rami-
fications of your promotions. Use this information, plus what you discovered
through your market and product audit, to complete this section. Also consider
any pending legal actions against your company and their predicted outcomes.

Format 126 provides a place to track the legal issues regarding your pro-
motion activities for the last three and the next three years, including the fol-
lowing actions:

• claim substantiation

• unfair tactics or deceptive messages

• registered trademark location

• guarantees and testimonials

• use of rereleased images

Media Tactics

This section of the audit looks at the methods you use to buy your media. Media
buying, especially in the consumer package product and service industries, deals
with such things as merchandising and sales promotion.
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Format 125
Final Production Management for Promotion Activities

20__

By Product Production Management

ABC —

ABC2 —

By Overall Product Line All final production of promotion materials is handled through
our outside design firm—AAA Advertising. No problems.



Format 127 will help you assess your media strategies over the last three
and the next three years, including media demographics relative to prospects,
media characteristics relative to creative requirements, media costs, and media
availability.

Media Selection

As noted earlier, selecting the proper media or mix of media is the key to effec-
tive promotion. In this section you will look at the types of media you use to
communicate with your audience. This will help determine where you have
committed your promotional dollars and which medium offers the most efficient
and cost-effective methods of reaching your customers. Your prior market
research can help you obtain this information.

Format 128 provides a place to evaluate your media selections over the last
three and the next three years for local, regional, and national markets as well
as to establish evaluation and buying criteria.

Refer to Exhibit 3-8 for a list of tactical options.
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Format 126
Legal Ramifications of Promotion Activities

20__

By Product Legal Ramifications

ABC To protect our interests, we need to
clearly place our logo on our trade show booth.

ABC2 None

By Overall Product Line Minor problems only. All promotional activities
are reviewed by our legal staff.

Format 127
Media Tactics for Promotion Activities

20__

By Product Media Strategies

ABC —

ABC2 —

By Overall Product Line In summary, promotional media utilizes
media characteristics and exposure.



Exhibit 3-8
Promotion Audit—Media Options

Media Selection and Sales Systems

Promotions need as much consideration as advertising. You need to evaluate
how you are managing your marketing mix in transmitting your message and
therefore influencing customers to buy your product. Consider what role tech-
nology (in terms of automated selling systems) will play in your overall mar-
keting efforts. If you use new technologies in conjunction with traditional
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Medium Media Outlets

Event promotions

Time period campaigns
On-site parties and programs
Contests/sweepstakes and games

Sales promotions (customer-oriented)

Price specials (discounts, rebates)
Product demonstrations/sampling

(in-store/at-home)
Purchase incentives (in-store couponing, trading 

stamps, premium offers, money-back 
offers/cash refunds, value-added purchases/free
gifts/bonus packages)

Sponsorship

Sports events
Community and charity projects
Corporate functions
Pop music/entertainment tours
Festivals and fairs
Arts

Merchandising

Endorsements
Licensing of name

Trade shows

Show and booth selection
Display/exhibit creation
Show and attendee reception management
Marketing materials’ supply
Transportation and setup
Lodging
Lead generation management



promotion and/or traditional marketing/sales tactics, your promotion efforts
need to reflect that.

Consider these issues in developing your media selection criteria:

• integration of promotional mix—individual and grouping of media types
and media outlets

• integration of communication mix—advertising, promotions, and public
relations

• integration of marketing mix (all marketing functions)

• integration of other departments

• integration of other companies or divisions (co-op/joint ventures/cross-
promotions)

Lead Processing and Management

The lead generation aspect of your promotions is as important as your choice
of media. The goal with lead management is the same: to alert and prompt a
customer to inquire and purchase the product you are offering. The inquiry
aspect acts as the response to the advertising. This response can be in the form
of a customer coming to the place of business and placing an order. The mod-
ern world of marketing relies on a physical record of the customer inquiry,
known as a lead.

Lead processing and management typically appears in your advertising or
promotion plans because a lead is normally generated by a communication
effort. Even leads that come from sales or other forms of marketing need to be
handled as part of your advertising program.

Lead processing and management is the mechanism to produce, record, and
direct leads into a structure that categorizes them by product, customer, mar-
ket, marketing channel or system, sales territory/salesperson, and/or retail loca-
tion. Leads are tracked by a coding system and monitored for success. The results
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Format 128
Media Selections for Promotion Activities

20__

By Product Medium Used

ABC Heavy merchandising, sales promotion (in store),
trade shows, and purchase incentives.

ABC2 Same

By Overall Product Line Use of a strong mixture of all promotional activities.



drive future marketing and lead-generation plans. In tracking the effectiveness
of your leads, assign a status to each one in the following manner:

• active or inactive

• close/sale or turndown

• referral or unsolicited or solicited

• customer type (new, current, or former)

The bottom line with leads is their value. This can be measured in many
ways, but typically a lead is measured in three ways:

• cost per lead

• cost per response

• cost per sale (from lead)

These three methods will tell you how successful one lead type is compared
to another. Of course lead-to-sale performance is based on many factors, such
as a salesperson’s willingness to work, that lead or a customer’s willingness to
respond to that lead. The key is to understand how sales and the marketing com-
munication mix produce and work leads. Your audit should target where leads
originate, how successful they are, and whether the process needs improvement.
Each media mix selected needs to be tied back to a lead. 

Again, depending on the level of technology being employed in your marketing
plans, the lead will play different roles. The introduction of an automated sales
system will include lead generation as a centerpiece of marketing performance.

Promotions Response Tracking Results
The final part of a complete promotional audit is tracking responses. This task
is generally part of your ongoing marketing research function. Use Format 129
to assess the results of your promotion activities and their effect on purchases.
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Format 129
Promotions Response Tracking Results

20__

By Product Promotions Response Tracking

ABC —

ABC2 —

By Overall Product Line No promotional activities conducted.



Marketing Mix Performance—Public Relations
The final part of the communications side of marketing is public relations. This
function interfaces with advertising and promotion. It allows you to take advan-
tage of newsworthy events that could promote your business’s image.

In analyzing your past public relations activities, you use the same method-
ology used in advertising and promotions; the difference comes once again in
the medium selection. Pay special attention to your policies concerning media
relations, your philosophy on community involvement, and your general pub-
licity practices and public policy.

Budget

Format 130 helps you establish your public relations budget for the last three
and the next three years, including creative costs and production costs.

Message/Theme Tactics
Format 131 allows you to trace your public relations message or theme strate-
gies over the last three and the next three years. Consider the following goals:

• establish awareness

• inform

• persuade

• remind

• improve attitudes
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Format 130
Public Relations Budget

20__ Percentage 20__ Percentage 20__ Percentage

Costs of Costs of Costs of

Activity ($) Sales ($) Sales ($) Sales

ABC 3,000 .3 2,000 .2 1,000 .1

ABC2 4,000 .4 2,000 .2 1,000 .1

Total 7,000 .7 4,000 .4 2,000 .2



Evaluating Creative Development for Public Relations

Activities

As with advertising and promotion management, your goal is to establish para-
meters within which creative people can create public relations activities.

Format 132 will help you evaluate your creative developments over the last
three and the next three years. Consider the following developments:

• art and design

• copy (content)

• audio (music)

• video/film
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Format 131
Message/Theme Tactics for Public Relations

20__

By Product Message/Theme Used

ABC The message is different than the other section.
This message has an attitude awareness to promote positive P.R.

ABC2 Same as above

By Overall Product Line In summary, the company and all its products
have used methods to improve public perception.

Format 132
Creative Developments for Public Relations

20__

By Product Creative Developments

ABC No public relations activities besides press releases.

ABC2 Same as above

By Overall Product Line Public relations activities have been limited;
however, when used, P.R. is effective.



Final Production Management

Once the creative portion of the public relations process has been established,
your objective is to establish what activities you use in translating art into
action. Format 133 will help you assess final production for public relations cam-
paigns over the last three and the next three years, including, layout and design,
photography (stock or custom), typesetting, mechanicals (separations), and
printer involvement.

Monitoring the Legal Ramifications of Public Relations

As noted before, you should work with an attorney to research the laws, rules,
and regulations you need to be aware of with regard to public relations. Use
this information, plus what you discovered through your market and product
audits, to complete this section. Also consider any pending legal actions against
your company, including lawsuits and violations, plus their predicted outcomes.

Format 134 provides a place to track the legal issues regarding your public
relations activities for the last three and the next three years, including:

• claim substantiation

• unfair tactics or deceptive messages

• registered trademark location

• guarantees and testimonials

• use of rereleased images
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Format 133
Final Production Management for Public Relations

20__

By Product Production Management

ABC —

ABC2 —

By Overall Product Line Final production of all P.R. is handled through our
outside design firm, AAA Advertising. No problems.



Media Tactics

Your objective in this section is to determine how you select your media. Media
selection, especially in the consumer package product and service industries,
deals with such things as press releases and media relations.

Format 135 will help you assess your media tactics over the last three and the
next three years, including media demographics relative to prospects, media char-
acteristics relative to creative requirements, media costs, and media availability.

Media Selection

The proper media mix is the key to public relations effectiveness. In this sec-
tion you will determine where you have committed your public relations dollars
and which medium offers the most efficient and cost-effective methods of reach-
ing your customers. Your prior market research on media usage and media costs
can help you obtain this information.

Format 136 provides a place to evaluate your media options over the last
three and the next three years for local, regional, and national markets as well
as to establish evaluation and selection criteria. Following are suggested media
options:
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Format 134
Legal Ramifications of Public Relations

20__

By Product Legal Ramifications

ABC None

ABC2 None

By Overall Product Line None

Format 135
Media Tactics for Public Relations

20__

By Product Media Strategies

ABC Media characteristics

ABC2 Same

By Overall Product Line Same



• press releases

• seminars

• open houses/networking parties

• annual reports

• public service announcements

• published articles

• newsletters

• book publishing

Media Relations Practices

This exercise assesses how well you work with the media and how journalists
have helped or not helped you in obtaining positive media exposure.

In Format 137 you will assess your media relations practices over the last
three and next three years, looking at specific items such as:

• media/press kits

• incentives for favorable coverage (such as premiums)

• timely and accurate communications 

Media Selection and Sales Systems

Public relations needs the same consideration you give to advertising and pro-
motions. You need to evaluate how you are managing your marketing mix in
transmitting your message and influencing customers to buy your product. You
also need to determine what role technology (in terms of automated selling sys-
tems) plays in your overall marketing efforts. If you use new technologies in con-
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Format 136
Media Selections for Public Relations

20__

By Product Medium Used

ABC Routine press releases discussing new uses for products.

ABC2 Same as above

By Overall Product Line Press releases are the only P.R. activities used.



junction with traditional public relations or marketing/sales tactics, your pub-
lic relations plans need to reflect that.

Consider the following issues in developing your media selection criteria:

• integration of public relations mix—individual and grouping of media types
and specific media outlets

• integration of communication mix—advertising, promotions, and public
relations

• integration of marketing mix (all marketing functions)

• integration of other departments

• integration of other companies or divisions (co-op/joint ventures/cross-
promotions)

Lead Processing and Management

The lead-generation aspect of your public relations program is as important as
media selection. The goal with lead management is the same: to alert and prompt
a customer to purchase the product you are offering. The “inquiry” aspect
is the response to the public relations. This response can be in the form of a
customer coming to the place of business and placing an order. The modern
world of marketing relies on a physical record of the customer inquiry, known
as a lead.

Lead processing and management typically appears in your advertising or
your promotion plans because a lead normally comes from a communication
effort. Even leads that come from sales or other forms of marketing need to be
handled as part of your public relations program.

Lead processing and management is the mechanism to produce, record, and
direct leads into a structure that categorizes them by product, customer, mar-
ket, marketing channel or system, sales territory/salesperson, and/or by retail
location. Leads are tracked by a coding system and monitored for success. The
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Format 137
Media Relations Practices

20__

By Product Media Relations

ABC —

ABC2 —

By Overall Product Line Relied on personal relationships with contacts in media.
They have been positive.



results drive future marketing and lead-generation plans. In tracking the effec-
tiveness of your leads, assign a status to each one in the following manner:

• active or inactive

• close/sale or turndown

• referral or unsolicited or solicited

• customer type (new, current or former)

The bottom line with leads is their value. This can be measured in many
ways, but typically a lead is measured in three ways:

• cost per lead

• cost per response

• cost per sale (from lead)

These three methods will tell you how successful one lead type is compared
to another. Of course lead-to-sale performance is based on many factors, such
as a salesperson’s willingness to work that lead or a customer’s willingness to
respond to that lead. The key is to understand how sales and the marketing com-
munication mix produce and work leads. Your audit should target where leads
originate, how successful they are, and whether the process needs improvement.
Each media mix selected needs to be tied back to a lead. 

Again, depending on the level of technology employed in your marketing
plans, the lead will play different roles. The introduction of an automated sales
system will include lead generation as a centerpiece of marketing performance.

Community Involvement

Another public relations activity of special importance is getting your name out
in the community. You need to devote an allotted amount of time to help local
activities grow. Your objective in this exercise is to review your participation in
the community and determine if it has had an impact on your product, either
directly or indirectly.

Format 138 provides a place for you to evaluate community involvement,
such as assisting with charity or arts events, over the last three and next three
years.

Public Relations Response Tracking Results

The final step in a complete public relations program is to establish a method
of checking the effectiveness of your publicity activities. This task is generally
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a part of your ongoing marketing research function. In this exercise you will
assess the effectiveness of your public relations tracking activities.

Use Format 139 to monitor responses to your public relations efforts over
the last three and next three years, including their effect on purchases.

Marketing Mix Performance—Legal Issues
Changing Federal Trade Commission laws and other new federal and state rules
and regulations can have an impact on your marketing plan. Make sure you are
taking the necessary steps to prevent any legal action from being lodged against
you. That includes conferring with an attorney. Your main concern is protect-
ing your marketing actions from any legal exposure.

Legal Budget

Format 140 will help you monitor your legal costs over the last three and the
next three years.
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Format 138
Community Involvement

20__

By Product Community Involvement

ABC —

ABC2 —

By Overall Product Line Work with all Special Olympics groups in the Midwest.

Format 139
Public Relations Response Tracking Results

20__

By Product Response Tracking

ABC None

ABC2 None

By Overall Product Line None



Monitoring of Legal Activities

Throughout the communications portion of this marketing audit (advertising,
promotions, and public relations) we have discussed the legal ramifications of
the processes. In this section you are concerned with marketing-related legal and
legislative forces that impact your ability to market products. Your goal is to
identify how you monitor and react to these forces.

Format 141 allows you to monitor legal activities over the last three and the
next three years, including the following issues:

• product liability law changes and liability insurance costs

• patent/copyright protection

• lobbying/legislative activities

• contract protection
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Format 140
Legal Budget

20__ Percentage 20__ Percentage 20__ Percentage

Costs of Costs of Costs of

Activity ($) Sales ($) Sales ($) Sales

ABC 5,000 .5 0 0 3,000 .3

ABC2 2,000 .2 1,000 .1 0 0

Total 7,000 .7 1,000 .1 3,000 .3

Format 141
Monitoring of Legal Activities

20__

By Product Monitoring

ABC Lobbying efforts to prevent federal laws
regarding labeling from taking effect.

ABC2 Same

By Overall Product Line Working with trade associations and private lobbying to
monitor all legal activities. So far this has proven successful.



Marketing Implementation Success
Once you determine how you have been marketing your products, you need to
see how each function was scheduled in the past. There are two types of sched-
ules to evaluate. One addresses the management of each function’s activities (i.e.,
project manager), and the other addresses media placement schedules. Both types
should be evaluated using criteria from the last three and the next three years.

Marketing Activities Timetable
This schedule determines when your marketing projects began and when they
ended. Under each function list the events and activities that transpired over the
appropriate time period. Format 142 provides a place for you to monitor the
timing and progress of your marketing activities.

Media Scheduling and Buying
The placement of your media purchases is very important. How, when, where,
who, and what are questions that need to be answered. The following formats
are suggested for radio (Format 143), magazines (Format 144), cable and broad-
cast television (Format 145), outdoor advertising (Format 146), and newspapers
(Format 147). Depending on the industry your company is in, these media-
buying formats may differ and may be applied in different ways.
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Format 142
Marketing Activities Schedule

20__

Start/Finish On Time On Budget

(Dates) (Yes/No) (Yes/No) Comments

Marketing research activities:

Customer satisfaction 6-01/12-01 Yes Yes —

Media tracking 6-01/10-01 Yes No Poor projection

Product development activities:

Pricing activities:

Distribution activities:

Sales activities:

Advertising activities:

Promotions activities:

Public relations activities:

Legal activities:
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Format 146
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Marketing Budget and Financial Impact Performance
Determining how much it has cost you to market your products and services is
a key part of marketing planning. Throughout the marketing planning process,
costs and budgets should have been established. The formats in this unit allow
you to add these amounts and display the results. They also allow you to check
(using percentage of sales) to see if your marketing costs are in line with national
averages. This system is not 100 percent foolproof, but it allows you to see if
your numbers are realistic and efficient.

In evaluating where your marketing activities stand in terms of cost versus
performance, you should assess each marketing function’s budget, as well as your
combined marketing efforts. Depending on where your products are in the life
cycle (determined in your product audit), the cost of marketing will be high or
low. The measuring tool used is percentage of sales; you will establish what per-
centage of a sale is devoted to a marketing expense. For example, if your sales
are $100,000 and your cost of advertising is $20,000, your percentage of sales
is 20 percent for advertising. The result will determine whether you are spend-
ing too much or not enough on your marketing.

Exhibit 3-9 presents guidelines for analyzing sales volume and cost of mar-
keting based on where a product is in its life cycle. As you evaluate your costs
versus sales, keep in mind not only the product life cycle, but also whether the
costs are accurate and normal (false spending data) and if sales are under or
over the norm (poor marketing habits). For example, you may discover that your
total marketing expenditures come to an extremely high 60 percent of sales.
However, this could be acceptable if your product is in the introduction stage,
if the market in which you compete is costly, or if your sales have been low. 

It is important to remember that these numbers are just guidelines; depend-
ing on your market, your numbers may be proportionately more or less. In the
final analysis, marketing costs should be averaged to reflect your overall prod-
uct line. These cost estimates do not include compensation (e.g., salaries) and
operations expenses (e.g., a new MIS investment).

Exhibit 3-9
Marketing Allocation: Product Sales Volume to Cost of Marketing

Product Sales
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Marketing Costs

Sales Volume
Introduction Growth Maturity Decline

continued



Exhibit 3-9 (continued)

Marketing Allocation: Product Sales Volume to Cost of Marketing

Product Sales Volume

Sales Activity Low High Steady Low

Consumer Package Product Industry

Marketing Activities (percentage of dollars spent on marketing)

Marketing research and data management 7.5% 3.8% 6.0% 4.5%
Product management and development 5.0% 2.5% 7.5% 3.5%
Pricing 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Distribution 6.0% 7.0% 8.0% 5.0%
Sales management 10.0% 8.5% 5.0% 3.0%
Advertising 9.0% 5.0% 3.0% 2.0%
Promotions 8.0% 5.0% 3.0% 3.0%
Public relations 2.5% 1.5% 0.5% 0.1%
Legal marketing 5.0% 2.5% 1.0% 1.0%

Total (actual dollars) 53.0% 35.8% 34.0% 22.1%
Range (max.) 45–55% 30–40% 30–40% 15–25%
Total (adjusted dollars) 53.0% 15.0% 10.0% 5.0%

Service Industry

Marketing Activities (percentage of dollars spent on marketing)

Marketing research and data management 7.5% 3.8% 6.0% 4.5%
Product management and development 2.5% 1.0% 3.0% 1.5%
Pricing 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Distribution* 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Sales management 12.0% 9.0% 6.0% 3.0%
Advertising 9.0% 5.0% 3.0% 3.0%
Promotions 5.0% 2.5% 1.0% 0.5%
Public relations 1.5% 0.5% 0.1% 0.0%
Legal marketing 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0%

Total (actual dollars) 38..5% 22.8% 20.1% 13.5%
Range (max.) 35–45% 20–30% 15–25% 10–20%
Total (adjusted dollars) 38.5% 12.0% 7.5% 3.5%

*A value of 0.0% is used only if no distrubution, data transfer, or information
transmission is expensed.

continued



Totals in this exhibit represent two indicators. Actual dollars are those being
spent relative to a constant sales volume. Adjusted dollars are those being spent
relative to the real-time sales growth rates.

When evaluating marketing budgets, many people take the percentage of
sales literally. In other words, they assume their marketing expenses will fall
within these guidelines. This is very dangerous. This exercise gives you a sys-
tem of checks and balances. The method of evaluating your marketing expenses
is to go through each marketing function’s budget and then use the percentage
of sales process to make sure your numbers are realistic. You may also need to
adjust sales totals when comparing individual products versus product line mar-
keting costs.

Expense Reports for Individual Marketing Functions
Format 148 is devoted to listing each function’s budget and marketing activity
costs. You should be as detailed as possible to make sure you are including all
related marketing expenses. This exercise allows you to view your entire mar-
keting function expenses.
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Exhibit 3-9 (continued)

Marketing Allocation: Product Sales Volume to Cost of Marketing

Product Sales Volume

Sales Activity Low High Steady Low

Industrial Manufacturing/Business-to-Business Industry

Marketing Activities (percentage of dollars spent on marketing)

Marketing research and data management 6.5% 2.8% 4.0% 3.0%
Product management and development 4.0% 2.5% 7.5% 3.5%
Pricing 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Distribution 8.0% 9.0% 10.0% 6.5%
Sales management 11.0% 9.5% 5.0% 3.0%
Advertising 5.0% 4.0% 3.0% 2.0%
Promotions 2.5% 1.5% 1.5% 0.5%
Public relations 2.5% 1.5% 0.5% 0.0%
Legal marketing 5.0% 2.5% 1.0% 1.0%

Total (actual dollars) 44.5% 33.3% 32.5% 19.5%
Range (max.) 40–50% 30–40% 30–40% 15–25%
Total (adjusted dollars) 44.5% 18.0% 6.0% 2.5%
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Format 148
Individual Marketing Function’s Expense Report

20__ Percentage 20__ Percentage 20__ Percentage

Costs of Costs of Costs of

Activity ($) Sales ($) Sales ($) Sales

Marketing Research/Data Management

ABC 10,000 5.0 11,000 6.0 5,000 4.0

ABC2 5,000 3.0 7,000 4.0 10,000 6.0

Total 15,000 8.0 8,000 10.0 15,000 10.0

Product Development

Total

Pricing

Total

Distribution

Total

Sales Management

Total

Advertising

Total

continued



Are Your Overall Marketing Activities Expenses on Target?
These statements should include marketing costs only, not related expenses such
as compensation for salespeople or distributors. The category of “Other Mar-
keting Expenses” in the next format might include a new MIS system or a data-
base marketing system.

Marketing Function and Product Statement
The following formats look at marketing costs as they relate to your products.
This is a good way to identify which products cost you more to market than
others.

Now you can perform the same exercise by customer type to see which cus-
tomer takes the most to reach. You may want to expand on this format by link-
ing marketing costs to sales results and by overall costing to establish customer
profitability. Customer type can be defined by the profiles you created through
your target market efforts.
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Format 148 (continued)

Individual Marketing Function’s Expense Report

20__ Percentage 20__ Percentage 20__ Percentage

Costs of Costs of Costs of

Activity ($) Sales ($) Sales ($) Sales

Promotions

Total

Public Relations

Total

Legal

Total

Total



Marketing Controls Performance
In analyzing your marketing activities, you need to measure the effectiveness of
your past and present control procedures. You want to see if the control pro-
cedures in place allow you to make adjustments based on changes in the mar-
ketplace, because no matter how well planned your marketing tactics are,
marketplace variables, new information, and government regulations can force
you to alter your course. You also need to evaluate your marketing management
tracking systems, which should include checkpoints designed to adjust your
marketing thinking.

Monitoring Effectiveness
The primary tools a marketer has available to monitor the marketing plan’s per-
formance are sales reports, marketing and media statements, and ongoing
marketing audit results. Several of the tracking reports will require you to be
knowledgeable in accounting; if you aren’t, you need to work with your accountant
or controller regarding marketing’s role in the financial environment of your
business.
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Format 149-1
Marketing Function and Product Statement

20__

Product ABC Product ABC2 Overall

$ % $ % $ %

Marketing Research 10,000 5.0 5,000 3.0 15,000 8.0

Product Development

Pricing

Distribution

Sales

Advertising

Promotion

Public Relations

Legal

Total

Percentage of Sales

% = Percentage of sales



Reporting and Tracking
Format 150 allows you to assess your monitoring activities over the last three
years and the next three years.
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Format 149-2
Marketing Function and Customer Targets

20__

Customer Type Customer Type All Customers

$ % $ % $ %

Marketing Research/

Data Management

Product Development

Pricing

Distribution

Sales

Advertising

Promotions

Public Relations

Legal

Total

Percentage of Sales

Format 150
Marketing Plan Reporting and Tracking

20__

Activity Yes/No Frequency Results

Lead Tracking No No None

Sales Reports Tracking No No None

Order Taking/Processing Tracking Yes Monthly Better record-keeping
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Format 151
Marketing Activity Tracking by Income Statement Analysis

20__ 20__ 20__

Item: $ Percentage $ Percentage $ Percentage

Gross sales

Product A:* ABC 600,000 — 700,000 — 600,000 —
Product B:* ABC 100,000 — 200,000 — 400,000 —

Total*

Less returns/allowances

Net sales 700,000 — 900,000 — 1,000,000 —

Cost of goods sold

Beginning inventory
Cost of goods purchased
Total merchandise handled
Ending inventory

Total

Gross profit*

Gross profit margin*

Marketing expenses

Sales compensation
Marketing functions* 100,000 14 150,000 17 300,000 30
Shipping 80,000 10 120,000 15 200,000 10
Payroll taxes and insurance
Regional office expense

Total

General administrative expenses

Executive salaries
Clerical expense
Payroll taxes and insurance
Office expenses
Depreciation
Credit/collections
Research/development costs
Other expenses

Total

Total expenses

Net profit

*Numbers are produced by marketing management.

Note: Percentage represents percent of sales as it relates to costs.



Marketing Activity Tracking by Income Statement Analysis
Format 151 allows you to see how your marketing actions have impacted your
overall financial health. You are provided an income statement that will need to
be prepared with the help of your controller or accountant.

Industry-specific income statements are critical in this exercise. Although the
role of marketing in terms of costing and its relationship to product/income
source sales is basically the same, the environment in which it is interpreted can
vary. For example, the cost of goods section may be called cost of materials or
named specifically for a particular industry (i.e., cost of funds—financial world).
The items that fall under this section may vary as well.

Updating
As you track and monitor your marketing management performance, you need
to be able to intercept your marketing tactics so that you can adjust your plan,
alter tactics, and prepare for next year’s marketing plan. Format 152 provides
a place to map out secondary plans if they become needed.

Marketing research adjustments

• changes to marketing plan (strategies, projections, costs, etc.)

• new plan of action

Contingency planning

• alternative tactics

• benchmarks for safety valve
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Format 152
Contingency Planning

20__

Activity Yes/No Frequency Results

Marketing Research Adjustments No — —

Contingency Planning Yes Quarterly Adjust to customer
attitudes/wants.
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Unit

4 Preparing for the Analysis
and Planning Phases

You have just completed a full marketing management audit by isolating and
reviewing the three elements of marketing: market, product, and marketing
actions. Now that you have gone through the audit, asked the tough questions,
and compiled a mountain of data, how do you go from research to analysis to
planning? The answer is in this section, which is a bridge between this book
and the next book in this series: Developing Successful Marketing Strategies.

This book provides a structure in which to load your audited data to define
and identify needs, problems, and opportunities. Although your findings will pre-
sent you with obvious issues for resolution, you need a certain amount of prepa-
ration before you move to this next stage. You need to organize your data in a
manner that can be easily translated into strategies, tactics, and actions.

Organizing the Audit Data
The first step in converting your data into an analysis (drawing conclusions) is
to refine the data. This is accomplished by arranging the data in a way that high-
lights data relationships. Look at the raw data captured in your audit and pick
out key data points.

Building Your Data Pool
Your audit data (input data) must be clean, clear, and defined by the three ele-
ments of the audit:

McGraw-Hill's Terms of Use



• identification of the marketplace and the customers

• value assessment of the products

• evaluation of the effectiveness of your marketing

Once you finalize your pool of raw data, you need to list key areas of con-
cern or attractiveness. Identify these areas by name and then explain the rea-
sons for your observations. In other words, you need to locate measurement
points that stand out more than others.

Preparing for the Analysis
In readying yourself for the analysis stage, you need to supplement the raw audit
data with a summary tool. This entails building some type of matrix or per-
ceptual map that shows (at a glance) key data points referenced to other key
data points that intersect with either resulting calculated data or a statement of
status.

Exhibit 4-1 presents a structure that allows you to isolate all the marketing
elements that drive your business. It is a model one might invent to compile and
arrange the following elements:

• markets (segment profiles and status)

• customers (statistical, status, and business specific profiles)

• products (status)

• marketing actions (N/P/O: needs, problems and/or opportunities)

This example frames these various marketing elements to show your find-
ings at a glance and to prepare you to expand upon what your audits have uncov-
ered. The example displays your audit results in a narrative form, but you can
in many cases insert quantitative numbers to measure performance.

Once this is accomplished, you can begin looking at the early returns that
will form your conclusions. The objective is to craft your data in a fashion that
does not alter the objective findings, but also to shape the data to help you locate
marketing issues. You may want to use statistical marketing tools, but you need
to arrange the data in a manner that allows you to extract the information you
need.

Demand Assessment
A key objective of your research, analysis, and planning is to establish the
degree of demand. This information will enable you to better state your inten-
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tions regarding goals, budgets, and actions. Knowing your level of demand, is
a data point on its own that can drive the next step in the process.

To understand demand, you need to know how many products are being
sold, how often, at what price, in what period of time, and under what condi-
tions. You’ll need to know the cost versus return of capturing and keeping a
customer.

Providing Support Materials
With every document you prepare, you need to include only the pertinent infor-
mation. If you include every single piece of data, your document would be dif-
ficult to read and understand. Prepare a section of support materials for readers
to consult for further verification of your marketing decisions.

Preparing the Exhibit Section
Developing the support material section begins with collecting and organizing
your sources of information, organizing the contacts you made in collecting that
information, and describing how the results of the information were produced.
Then you need to make available examples of the data you obtained, such as
actual research reports. Finally, you will provide the methodologies you used in
producing the data estimates. Your objective is to compile all of the following
information:

• information source, including each contact’s name, address, and phone
number

• information (results) obtained

• examples (actual raw data)

• methodologies used, including processes, models, or formulas

Preparing for Strategic and Tactical Marketing Plans
The ultimate goal of the audit is to collect data that can be analyzed to the extent
where conclusions can be formed and recommendations can be offered. In other
words, after the analysis you need to identify the efforts you will undertake to
deliver the results or changes desired. Therefore, the plan for action must be
built from the audit and the analysis.

The marketing plan comes in two forms: strategic (one to two years) and
tactical (annual). After completing this book and the next book in the series,
which addresses the analysis and strategic marketing plan, you’re ready for the
marketing plan (Preparing the Marketing Plan). That’s where the rubber meets
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the road. Audits, analyses, and strategic plans are all designed to get to actions.
Therefore, the final element in closing out your auditing efforts and preparing
to move to the next level centers on the planning aspect.

Strategic Marketing Plan
Once the analysis is complete, you need to translate your thoughts into direc-
tion. Although in many cases you can move directly to the annual marketing
plan, to understand how all the marketing pieces fit together, we will discuss
the strategic marketing plan relationship first.

The strategic marketing plan takes the conclusions and recommendations for-
mulated in the analysis and converts them into the mission statement, goals,
objectives, and strategies. These elements form the overall structure that will
drive your business for the next one to two years. The main focus is the strate-
gies, for they establish how you will respond to the market, customer, product,
and marketing issues your company faces. Therefore, you need to organize your
audited data to form your strategic direction. You need to view your data not
only as responses or findings, but as indicators that can be translated into
actions.

The Marketing Plan
The marketing plan is the final destination for one’s marketing thoughts. It uses
the analyzed data from the audit and the resulting strategic direction to map
out a plan of action for one business year. This tool becomes the working doc-
ument to carry out your marketing activities such as advertising, sales, distrib-
ution, and pricing. Exhibit 4-2 demonstrates how the data contained in the audit
link the analysis and marketing planning stages.

The marketing audit is a tool that can provide insight into current and future
problems, needs, and opportunities regarding your markets, customers, prod-
ucts, and marketing efforts. The secret is to organize your thoughts through the
processes and formats provided here, as well as your own ideas. With accurate,
time-sensitive data you can build a strong, consistent, and results-oriented mar-
keting effort.
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Exhibit 4-2
Process Flow—Audit to Plan
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